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counterfeiting any security or tax stamp, or any part thereof

"Shall be fined not more than $10,000 or imprisoned not

more than ten years, or both."

EFFECTIVE: 11/03/94

(

l87-l.A.l| Securities Excluded From Section 2315

"This section shall not apply to any falsely made, forged,

altered, counterfeited, or spurious representation of an obligation or

other security of the United States or of an obligation, bond,

certificate, security, treasury note, bill, promise to pay, or bank

note, issued by any foreign government or by a bank or corporation of

any foreign country." (Handled by Secret Service as a violation of

Title 18, use. Section 480).

EFFECTIVE: 11/03/94

87-1.5 ISection 3294

"No person shall be prosecuted, tried, or punished for a

violation of or conspiracy to violate Section 668 unless the

indictment is returned or the information is filed withm 20 years

after the commission of the offense."]

Q

EFFECTIVE: 11/03/94

I

87-1.5.1 iMoved to 87-1.7. l|
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EFFECTIVE: 01/15/96

187-1.61 Jurisdiction of Other Federal Agencies

The interstate or foreign transportation of falsely made,

»*-. oer.irities Which are obligations of the U. S., foreign

Lo d¥ui.«
^ «H TT <; Pnstal Service money orders, money, ano

Treasury Department. U. i>. rostai oeiviv,B • « jr

ireasury
^ j^. j^ falsely made, etc., are not the

government obligations
^^^J" "^^ ^ute. If information is developed

:firaud^ ent'i: : irat t
'; aftlons^n the sale of securities, the

acsh^ildb: forwarded to the Securities and Exchange Commission as

a possible violation of Title 15. USC, Section 77q.

EFFECTIVE: 11/03/94

]|87-1.7l Other Provisions Concerning Sections 2314 and 2315

EFFECTIVE: 11/03/94

87-1.7.11 Statute Language "Cause to be Transported"

Note: While the language "cause to be transported" does

in all paragraphs of Section 2314 and in Section 2315. it

that Section 2 of Title 18 covers as principals thosenot appear

is observed that

persons "causing or procuring.

EFFECTIVE: 11/03/94
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187-1.81 Section 2318 - Transportation, Sale, or Receipt of

' ' Phonograph Records Bearing Forged or Counterfeit Labels

l(See MIOG, Part I, 87-4.2.1.)
|

-Whoever knowingly and with fraudulent intent transports,

causes to be transported, receives, sells, or offers ^o^ "^^
^^

r-'^ °:/:j::rart!:;r:nThifh°rordfarr rec;r5:d!' tr^hich or

^^o^'w It" irs?I'red! parted, or affiled any Gorged or cnte^te^
inh^l knowing the label to have been falsely made, forged, or

lfu;S;rf:urd! shall be fined not .ore than $1,000 or i«prxsoned not

more than one year, or both."

EFFECTIVE: 11/03/9A

( \ 1187-1. 91 Conspiracy to Violate Sections 2314. 2315. or 2318

Conspiracies to violate Title 18. USC. Sections 2314.

2315 and 2318, must be prosecuted under the general conspiracy

section (Title 18. USC, Section 371)..

EFFECTIVE; 11/03/94

87-2 ELEMENTS OF PROOF

EFFECTIVE: 01/31/78

87-2.1 Transportation Elements

EFFECTIVE: 01/31/78
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87-2.1.1 Stolen Property Transportation

(1) Property is stolen, converted, or taken by fraud.

(2) Such property, valued at $5,000 or more, is

transported in interstate or foreign commerce.

(3) The transporter must have knowledge -=^ P^°P^^f^yj^'^

been stolen. 'converted, or taken by
^-"^;J^-^tfo be e Ibl !w b^

Section 21. the element of gu.lty
^^fJ^f "^J.^ ;\',d been stolen,

proof that the defendant ^^l^^^^J
^hat ^^e property _^^

converted, or taken by fraud, after or as a result "
represent;tion as to the nature of the property (see MIOG, Part II.

1-1.12).!

a^ It is not necessary for the actual thief or embezzler
(A) It IS not nece y

necessary that the person
to perform ^^e transpor at.on ^^^ ^ ^^^^^ ,, ^aken in any of the
transporting the property Knew il

ways specifically prohibited.

(5) Where several transportations of less than $5,000 in

conduct should be considered.

EFFECTIVE: 10/23/95

87-2.1.2 Transporting Persons

(1) Scheme is to obtain money or property by false or

fraudulent pretenses.

(2) Such property is valued at $5,000 or more.

(3) Persons are transported, caused to be transported, or

induced to tralel l^or be transported interstate as a result of false

representations.

(4) The travel is in execution or concealment of the

o
scheme.
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EFFECTIVE: 01/31/78

(:

87-2,1.3 Transporting Counterfeit Securities, Tax Stamps, or Sound

Recording Labels

(1) Falsely made, forged, altered, or counterfeited

securities or tax stamps, or traveler's checks with forged

countersignature, or forged or counterfeited labels on sound

recordings are transported in interstate or foreign commerce.

(2) With unlawful or fraudulent intent

(3) The person transporting such spurious securities, tax

stamps, or labels on sound recordings knew the same to have been

falsely made, forged, altered, or counterfeited. jPursuant to Title

18 use Section 21, the element of guilty knowledge may also be

established by proof that the defendant believed that the spurious

securities, tax stamps, or labels on sound recordings had been falsely

made, forged, altered, or counterfeited, after or as a result of an

official representation as to the nature of the property (see MIOG,

Fart II, 1-1.12).

I

EFFECTIVE: 10/23/95

87-2.1.4 Transporting Tools or Paraphernalia Used In Counterfeiting

Securities or Tax Stamps

(1) That any tool, implement, or thing used or fitted to

be used in falsely making, forging, altering, or counterfeiting any

security, tax stamp, or part thereof is transported in interstate or

foreign commerce.

(2) The transporter must have an unlawful or fraudulent

intent.

EFFECTIVE: 01/31/78

87-2.2 Receiving Elements
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EFFECTIVE: Q1/1ZI2>1

(

87-2.2.1 Receiving Stolen Property

(1) Property is stolen, unlawfully converted, or taken.

(2) The property so taken in the amount of $5,000 or more

is transported in interstate or foreign commerce.

(3) The person receiving, possessing, concealing,

storing, bartering, selling, or disposing of the property in the

amount of $5,000 or more, knew it to have been stolen, ""lawfully

converted, or taken. [Pursuant to Title 18, USC, Section 21 the

element of guilty knowledge may also be established by Proof that the

defendant believed that such property had been stolen, unlawfully

converted, or taken, after or as a result of an o^^^^^V^^

representation as to the nature of the property (see MIOG, Part II,

1-1. 12).

I

(4) The person receiving, etc., same did so after the

property had crossed a state or United States boundary.

EFFECTIVE: 10/23/95

87-2.2.2 Receiving Counterfeit Securities, Tax Stamps, or Sound

Recording Labels

(1) The falsely made, forged, altered, or counterfeited

items crossed a state or United States boundary.

(2) The person receiving, etc., same did so after the

items had crossed a state or United States boundary.

(3) The receiver knew items to be falsely made, etc.

IPursuant to Title 18, USC, Section 21, the element of guilty l^"°"l«<iSJ

'la; also be established by proof that the defendant Relieved h-ch
items were falsely made, etc.. after or as a result of an ""^"^^

representation as to the nature of the property (see MIOG, Part II.

1-1.12).!
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EFFECTIVE: 10/23/95

87-2.2,3 Receiving Tools or Paraphernalia Used in Counterfeiting

Securities or Tax Stamps

(1) The tools, etc.. used or intended to be used in

making falsely made, etc., items were moving as. a part of, or

constituted interstate or foreign commerce.

(2) The person receiving same did so while they were so

moving.

. (3) The receiver, etc., knew the tools, etc., ^-^%^i"ed

to be used or had been used in falsely making, etc.. any security, tax

stamp, or any part thereof.

EFFECTIVE: 07"/ 28/87

87-2.3 Pledging Elements

EFFECTIVE: 07/28/87

e

87-2.3.1 Pledging Stolen Property

(1) Property valued at $500 or more is stolen, unlawfully

converted, or taken.

(2) Such property has crossed a state or United States

boundary.

(3) It is pledged or accepted as a security for a loan by

„e .„<,.;„, U to Have .e.„ .toI.n u„UweuIJv__co„ven,.,^.tc^_^^^^^^^^

'r.r".U : .tUllsie/by l"lt that'th, ..t.n.a„t ^="-ed th.t .„oh

(see MIOG, Part II, 1-1. 12).

|

(A) The pledging or acceptance of such property as

security for a loan was done after" it had crossed a state or United
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States boundary.

EFFECTIVE: 10/23/95

87-2.3.2 Pledging Counterfeited Securities or Tax Stamps

(1) Falsely made, forged, altered, or counterfeited items

are transported across a state or United States boundary.

(2) The person pledging or ^<=«=^Pting as security for a

1-1.12).!

(3) The pledging or acceptance of such items is done

after they have crossed a state or United States boundary.

EFFECTIVE: 10/23/95

87-3 POLICY

EFFECTIVE: 07/28/87

87-3.1 Stolen Property Cases (Includes Property Taken By Fraud or

Converted)

EFFECTIVE: 07/28/87

87- -3.1.1 Valuation of Stolen Property

Q
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EFFECTIVE: 07/28/87

87-3.1.2 Major Theft Cases

(1) A major theft case is one in which the value of the

stolen property exceeds $50,000-

Transportation of goods, wares, merchandise, securities or

money - It is important to determine early in the investigation the

value of the property taken. In regard to tangible property, such as

clothing, jewelry, automobiles, rare paintings, manufactured articles,

etc., the actual value is sought. In the case of articles having no

ready market value, such as antiques, the owner's testimony of

whatjhe/shejpaid for the stolen articles, together with an expert

appraiser's evaluation, would be very strong evidence of their value.

In the case of such items as household goods, their value for

jurisdictional purposes is not what they would bring at a secondhand

sale but what they are worth to their owner; i.e., original cost less

depreciation. In the case of securities, the statute provides the

value is the face, par, or market value, whichever is the highest. In

the case of merchandise which has not reached the consumer, the courts

have held the retail, value of such goods is its value for

jurisdictional purposes.

(2) When a major theft occurs, immediately institute

active investigation

(a) Mere liaison contact with local authorities is

not sufficient.

(b) Develop details of the theft, any suspects, and

description of stolen property.

(c) Assign sufficient manpower to run out all

immediate leads in both office of origin and auxiliary offices

expeditiously.

(3) Teletypes in major theft cases

(a) Send to FBIHQ and logical field offices.

(b) Include details of theft, descriptions of stolen

property and suspects, results of crime scene search; investigation

being taken by your office (and local authorities, if applicable);
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identifying data concerning victim for Bureau indices search, and

results of your indices search regarding victim; and leads for

auxiliary offices.

(c) Submit initial teletype summary including

contemplated investigation as soon as circumstances of theft are

ascertained. Within one week after the initial teletype submit a

cover airtel with LHM summary to FBIHQ and your surrounding offices

including but not limited to, complete description of stolen property

and investigation conducted, unless instructed to the contrary by

FBIHQ. This LHM summary should be suitable for dissemination and

should not include informant information or describe sensitive

investigative techniques.

EFFECTIVE: 07/28/87

87-3.1.3 Other Stolen Property Cases (Under $50,000 in Value)

(1) In any case where circumstances indicate stolen

property (valued over $5,000) may travel interstate or where organized

crime figures are involved, prepare appropriate communication to

interested offices.

(2) Promptly obtain description of stolen property and

its value.

(3) Do not institute investigation unless it is

reasonable that stolen property will travel in interstate commerce.

(4) In any case where public interest and publicity may

be great, advise FBIHQ expeditiously by teletype of details.

EFFECTIVE: 11/18/83

87-3.2 Fraudulent Check Cases

c

EFFECTIVE: 11/18/83
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(...

EFFECTIVE: 11/18/83

*. »f Ti.^tiee Prosecutive Policy
87-3.2.2 Department of Justice

S'luh'lubW is c.».onI, Known.

. fhat local authorities have

(2) The Department takes view tna ^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^h

k- i;™;rad to following

(3) Generally, prosecution Umited

circumstances:
i-^A from successful prosecution

(,) The state P-^f^^tsea^ beyond the state's

because the defendant, evidence, or

(,) The subject passed such checks in numerous

jurisdictions.

(e) subject's o«-;%titrtL':r"::e"irade:rtely
violations under ^^e applicable s ate

»^^ ^^^ ^^^^^^^^^ ^^ 3„pe of

punishable by such state laws in 5

?he defendant's activities.

cniunction vUh oth.r F.d.r.l cn.r,... -S-.

Federal official.

o
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EFFECTIVE: 03/23/92

87-3.3 Conspiracy to Violate ITSP Statute

The Department has advised conspiracies to violate the

ITSP statute are violative of Federal laws even where the theft of

property has not actually occurred. When information is received

indicating a conspiracy to commit a theft or robbery of $5,000 or more

and transport the proceeds in interstate commerce, immediately discuss

facts with USA for determination as to whether investigation should be

initiated. In each such instance following discussion with USA,

advise FBIHQ of full facts.

EFFECTIVE: 03/23/92

87-3.4 Heavy Eiquipment Gases

(1) For investigative purposes, heavy equipment will

include truck tractors, trailers, off-highway vehicles, construction

equipment, and farm equipment. Investigative policies and procedures

concerning these thefts will be similar to those pertaining to

Interstate Transportation of Stolen Motor Vehicles. (See Part I,

Sections 26-2 and 26-A of this manual.)

(2) One of the significant differences between ITSMV and

heavy equipment investigations is that certificates of title are not

required for off-highway vehicles, construction equipment, or farm

equipment. Ownership can normally be established by means of a trace

through the manufacturer.

EFFECTIVE: 03/23/92

87-4 INVESTIGATIVE PROCEDURES

EFFECTIVE: 03/23/92

87-4.1 Stolen Property Cases
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EFFECTIVE: 03/23/92

87-A.l.l Investigative Steps

(1) Ensure that appropriate crime scene search has been

conducted for latent fingerprints and other evidence, and that

neighborhood investigation is completed,

(2) iDeletedj

EFFECTIVE: 03/23/92

87-4.1.2 In Major Cases

TE a maior theft, institute investigation under polj^y
If a major tnett.

Notify FBIHQ by telephone

press inquiries may be received at FBIHQ.

EFFECTIVE: 03/23/92

87-4.2 Transportation of Falsely Made, Forged. ^Jtered. or

Counterfeited Securities. Tax Stamps, or Labels on Sound
Coun
Recordings

EFFECTIVE: 10/26/87

87-A.2.1 Establish That Security Covered By the Statute

The Agent should first determine if the item in question

A hv the statutes. Section 2311 specifically defines
is covered by the statutes. .3«v

blank automobile
„u.„ou. docu..nt. ,.

"-J^';r;ale! Ind^hUK^y ^ar.hou.. receipt.

"unUrf.ited in cases co.i.8 t. the Bureau's attention.

-^a?Tr:Ur:-i°"""" -Vt-"li:;rrei'ofa^i^c^ate a
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»o,'Kio The Arent must remember that it is
description of same as possible. ine Agent musL

not necessary to establish such falsely made, etc., items have been

Treviouriy"to en or embezzled or that they had any value Se-Uo"

?^18 dealine with labels on sound recordings applies to all Presently

KnoL'::t;;'ds^of recording sound -ves according to t^^ ^eP- men of

^

Justice. The Department has also advised that it is immater a

the bogus label is attached to a genuine recording.

19

EFFECTIVE: 10/26/87

(

87-4.2.2 Odometer Turn-Back Cases

Altered or reset odometers on motor vehicles are made

, ^ ^-ti i«i TT«?r Sections 1981-1991 (Odometer Requirements) ,

unlawful by Title 15, USC. Sections IVOi i^
^^^.^^^

which prior to the passing of Public Law yn ^°^,^^,. ^^ .,j,y ia 1976,
Information and Cost Savings Act Amendments of

J76)

on July A 1976,

carried no criminal penalties. The purpose of this ^^atute is to

;rohibU tampering with odometers on -tor vehic es

-J
^ s 1

h

certain safeguards for the protection of purchasers ^^'^"^^^P

EFFECTIVE: 10/26/87

87-4.2.3 Statutes

Title 15, use. Sections 1983-1988; Title 18. USC. Sections

2314 and 1343.

EFFECTIVE: 10/26/87

o
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87-4. 2. A Title 15, USC

(1) Section 1983. Unlawful devices causing odometer to

register mileage other than true mileage driven. N° P"=°;;/^j;'^^

advertise for sale, sell. use. or install or cause ^o.^e installed,

any device which causes an odometer to register any mileage other than

?h« true mileaae driven. For purposes of this section, the true

mi elgrdriten'ts that mileage'driven by the vehicle as registered by

the odometer within the manufacturer's designed tolerance.

(2) Section 1984. Unlawful change of mileage indicated

on odometer. No person shall disconnect, reset, or alter - cause to

be disconnected, reset, or altered, the odometer of jny^°tor vehicle

with intent to change the number of miles indicated thereon.

(3) Section 1985. Unlawful operation of motor vehicle

with knowledge of disconnected or nonfunctional odometer prohibited.

N per'n h! 1 with intent to defraud, operate a motor vehic e on

any street or highway Knowing that the odometer of such vehicle is

disconnected or nonfunctional.

20

(4) Section 1986. Conspiracy to violate odometer

requirements

.

(5) Section 1987. Lawful service, repair o«^ "f
^cement

of odometer; adjustment of mileage and notice of adjustment, failure

U ad ust mileage or affix notice of adjustment and removal or

alteration of notice with fraudulent intent prohibited.

-'Nothing in this subchapter shall prevent the service

repair, or replacement of an odometer, provided the mileage indicated

thereo; remains the same as before the service, "P^^^' ^^ ^^^^

^ ^^t:^ lilt ^r^ th^thic;; ^-^o::;: \rhis

agent specifying the mileage prior to repair or replacement of the

Somet^r and'the date on which it was "P-"f,-."f jrS;iaC?ul ."

removal or alteration ot such notice so affixed shall be unlawtui.

EFFECTIVE: 10/26/87
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87-A.2.5 Title 18, USC, Sections 2314 and 13A3

(1) Section 2314. Transportation of Stolen Goods,

Securities, Moneys, Fraudulent State Tax Stamps, or Articles Used in

Counterfeiting.

(2) Section 1343. Fraud by Wire. ITSP and FBW Statutes

have been used successfully in widespread odometer turn-back

nnlrations The interstate transportation of falsely made securities

fa V olaUon%; T^tle 18. USC.'section 2314, when the c-tifica e of

t?e of an automobile, a security, has the automobile -^^^S^
^^f

f^^^

reDorted on it and the security is transported interstate. Title 18,

U ? Settl^n 2314. also prohibits anyone ^"»
^-"^Sg^^/^:;:^^^,^^^

in interstate commerce money, in the amount of $5,000 or more, that

Tas feen taken by fraud. The value of certain "-'^^"".^^y,;^,^!^!,,,
$5,000 and further the combined value of cars with odometer turn backs

so d interstate by an automobile dealer could easily exceed $5 000 and

fhlt such a dealer could be involved in a conspiracy to violate

.^rtian 2314 violations of the FBW and the Mail Fraud Statutes may

r^hen' ;rcha:i%rrangements fbr cars with odometer turn-backs are

™ade by interstate wire communications or when a
J^^^J^/^^^J^^^^J^^

such cars for sale over radio or television, or when the mails are

used to transmit certificates of title bearing false information.

EFFECTIVE: 07/18/86

87-4.2.6 Definitions

m The term "dealer" means any person who has sold five

»«^„r vehicles in the past twelve months to purchasers who in
or more motor vehicles in une i'»»'- ^^.u^^ *-v,=n resale
good faith purchase such vehicles for purposes other than resale.

(2) The term "distributor" means any person who has sold

five or more vehicles in the past twelve months for resale.

EFFECTIVE: 07/18/86 \
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87-4.2.7 Policy and Investigative Procedure

• J ^t^a^ hhe ease does not involve

"/.'"r/ctt-r"^ Sen"". i/v.=tUativ, .a.po»er.

(« -CIO.. U,i.on sWd be maintained with the «SA with

regard to these investigations.

, ^.„ .»/„ -ri-/!^ :uirrn-r.%:rt'ar/e".ri:i

Te t::lntia; ("corroborating the alie.at.on.

<,) The State «otor ""cle Ad.inistration.^,.y^be

very beneficial in advi.ine
'"'"'If5°"trUin°g otSer^hips and

.

„,Lred ^V the State t^^» ^^ ^/'.S/ei^ie l.s sold and at the t..e

verifying the mileage at Lne

it was subsequently resold.

(.) Consideration^should also .e
^J^,^^,^,,^,

subpoenaing sales records maintained by the targ

(,) interviews of P-^ious and present owners^wiUa.d .n

verifying the documented mileage regarding a partxcul

EFFECTIVE: 07/23/90

Title 15, use, Section 1990(c)

e

87-4.2.8
.

„ o ^- „ iQQnfcVsets forth the criminal

Title 15, use. Section 1990U; sets
Sections

, . , ^-N for violations of Title u, ^^ >

penalties
("^^'^^^f"""i/n^wl-

1981-1991 and reads as follows.

1 . ^^A ui'llfullv commits any

CI) Any person
"^-^^-"/."f^^.t^ts ^ny prtvision of this

act or causes to be done -"^
^^^..^^^^^s o do any act or causes to be

subchapter knowingly -"<^
"^^^.^^'j/^ny such provision shall be fined

roi^ro^eTha:l5^0:S^00^:/t^r.ntnrd no^ more than three years, or

both.

(2) Any individual director, officer, or agent of a

Kl) Anyii>*
^^. „.,,fi,ny authorizes, orders, or

corporation who
^"°"^'^fy^'^J"^tices constituting in whole or in part

performs any of the ^^Js
or practices c ^^ ^^^.^^^ ^^ penalties

a violation of any section of this
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EFFECTIVE: 07/23/90

87-4.2.9 Investigative Classification

is 87 and the alpha

of money involved.

EFFECTIVE: 07/23/90

87-4.3 I„pU„ent. ».«d i. th. Kanu£.ctu» o£ Falsely «.da, etc.,

Securities or Tax Stamps

Th. A,=nt in this violation .u.t
^i;Xl':'T'':'''-"'°'

with a fraudulent intent.

EFFECTIVE: 07/28/87

87-A,A Receiving Violations

(„ „„.e. Saotion 2M4 and part ^^.^T'^V^'T"
.It. tool. It . .-

-,re:f:":"ana"To;^a;t;»rd.e.o/on.^ r/Jhl'DUtHct'ol Co!u..ia to another Stat, or .ora..n

jurisdiction or vice versa.

„nd.r Saotion 2315. (»ith ^^^i;^-^^ rr'tirat»raJ:^n°c.
tools, etc., used '»,">'" «^^!''';'"c"„osa.s a state line or

stolen or fraudulently obtarned
Y^^llZtl<m attaches to such property

rni"rtri'run^rs-p"r."y i"-. "» -«- -—'-"^

obtained character.

"

.„^,
,.,.„41.^re,r::r,"un5a:L!r.rr-irt:Stn.-n is
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not necessary to show that the receiver had knowledge of the previous

intertta e or foreign transportation. Also it is necessary to prove

tSit the receiver obtained at least $5,000 worth of the stolen, etc..

property.

(3) With regard to establishing guilty knowledge on the

part of the receiver, etc., attention is directed to the Theft Fro«

interstate Shipment section of this manual which discusses the

cfrcumstantial evidence to be sought (Part I Section 15-3 2)
.

To

violate the receiving section relating to falsely ">^"1;' J^c..

securities or tax stamps, the knowledge to be shown is that the items

were a sely made. etc!, or that the tools, etc.. had been used or

were to be used i; making falsely made. etc.. items. Pursuant to

Titte 18 use, Section 21, the element of guilty knowledge may also be

I u:i]!;ed'b; proof that the defendant believed tjj^t -ch i ems were

stolen, falsely made, etc., after or as a result of
^J ^"^^^^J

repres;ntation as to the nature of the property (see MIOG, Part II.

1-1.12).

I

c EFFECTIVE: 10/23/95

87-4.5 Pledging Violations

The Agent must prove that the property pledged has an

actual value of at least $500 and the amount it is pledged for is not

the basis of jurisdiction. The pledgor and pledgee are both g- ty of

a viota ion if the property is valued at $500 or more and has actually

Lved interstate if they had knowledge that it had been stolen or

embezzled.

EFFECTIVE: 07/28/87

87-4.6 Check Cases

Check cases should be scrutinized with particular care at

inceotion to implement the quality case concept and to reduce the

;; ume of submissions to Laboratory; submissions should be ^-^^ed to

only relevant items in matters with a potential for Federal

prosecution.
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EFFECTIVE: 01/2%/S7

(

V

!

87-A.6.1 Ascertain the Facts Surrounding the Passing of the Check

Ordinarily, the following factors should be considered in

this regard:

1(1)1 Specifically determine whether the check was written

or endorsed in the presence of the person cashing it If this is not

Teter'ined, a subsequent conclusion by the FBI ^-^°^"
-^^^^^^he w iter

check was written by a known individual does not P^°^%^f^^^J^^^^f
'

neeotiated it. In many instances, persons other than the writers oE

Jrludufent checks negotiate them. This is particularly true m ring

cases

.

1(2)1 Determine the date and hour the check was negotiated.

Reliance- shiuld not be placed upon the date of the check because many

checks are negotiated on other dates. In the elimination of suspects.

!? may be essential to know the exact time that the check was

negotiated.

1(3)1 Any credentials used by the passer purportedly

establishinglhis/herl identity should be accurately described.

I (4) I
Ascertain the names of all witnesses who saw or

talked to the individual passing the fraudulent check.

1(5)1 Secure the modus operandi used by the check passer,

along with ihe Object of |his/her |
conversation. The -thod of

transportation being used by the passer may prove of value in

locatinglhim/her.

1

EFFECTIVE: 07/28/87

Q
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87-A.6.2 Contact Local Police

After complete information has been obtained from the

individual reporting a bad check to the field office, a reasonable

inquiry should be made with the check squad of the local P°li«

department or some other agency cognizant with bad checks passed in

the comLnity to determine if the passer of the check involved may be

readily known locally.

EFFECTIVE: 07/28/87

87-A.6.3 Determine If FBI Investigation Warranted

If it is determined that FBI investigation should be

undertaken, the original bad check passed should be tactfully

obulned Its returS may be promised. If time is of t^e essence, the

?BI Labo;atory should be so informed and the return of the check wi

be expedited. If it is not possible to secure the original check, it

will materially assist the FBI Laboratory in its examination if a

photographic copy rather than a photostat of the check
;^f°J«^^f<^•

?n photographing the check, a ruler or other measurement ^^.to be

ncLded in the photograph so that the exact size of the <?-g^"^l

document can be ascertained. Both the negative and a positive print

of the photograph should be forwarded.

EFFECTIVE: 07/28/87

87-4.6.4 Handling of Check Evidence

The original check or a copy should be forwarded to the

FBI Laboratory using Form FD-196 incorporating the following

information:

(1) Complete and accurate descriptions of checks

(2) The circumstances surrounding the passing of the

check, i.e.. the modus operandi used, should be set forth briefly.

(3) As complete a description as possible of the check

casser should be included. This is particularly important in

I assisting thelCriminal Justice Information Services JDivision in

'

eliminating fingerprint cards of persons having the same name as that

26
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used by the' check passer. In all unknown subject multiple check

cases the FBI Laboratory examines the handwriting on fingerprint

cards' containing names identical with that on the check This

comparison is an automatic procedure which is fo lowed at FBIHQ

without a specific request being made by the field office.

(4) Any miscellaneous information which is available

should be included on the FD-196. For example, if the signature on

the check being transmitted is known to be a simulated ^ o^se^y*
^ ^

genuine signatures of the individual whose name was forged should be

submitted.

(5) A specific request should be made if any examination

is desired in addition to search in the National Fraudulent Check File

and comparison with signatures on fingerprint cards.

(6) The check itself should be enclosed in a cellophane

envelope if a latent fingerprint examination is requested.

(7) Normally the off ice" sutimitting the first check to the

FBI Laboratory is the office of origin, ^-^^f^^ ;"^°^"*^^°". '°
'f

contrary, the office transmitting the check should consider itself

office of origin until advice is received that other checks have

preceded its submission to the FBI Laboratory.

(8) The date and city where the check is cashed are to be

set forth.

(9) Disposition of specimens is to be set out.

(10) A copy of the FD-196 transmitting the fraudulent

check to the FBI Laboratory should be designated for the field office

Tnlloll erritory the bank upon which the check is <i"-^-^^°^^ f
*

ihat field office should be requested to contact the drawee bank o

determine if similar checks have been passed upon that bank. This

dtntsince experience has shown that a check passer will issue a

series of checks upon one bank and information concerning those checks

can be received more expeditiously from the bank. It follows that the

d:taied "formation wh!ch is desired on the FD-196 transm tting

fraudulent checks to the FBI laboratory is unnecessary in cases m
which the identity of the check passer is known and the check is

submitted only for comparison with other checks in the same case.

r-
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EFFECTIVE: 04/08/96

87-4.6.5 Discontinuing Investigation In Check Cases

Assuming that a report is received frorn the ^^^
^f^^^^^^

which indicates that the check submitted was not
^^^.^f ^°

^J^^^^^^
.h^rk oasser and the drawee bank advises that no similar checKs nave

been parsed onlhat bank, and in the absence of any other information

indicaUng the contrary, it may be concluded that an ^jolated bad

case may be reopened.

(

c

EFFECTIVE: 01/31/78

87-4.6.6 Action Taken When Forgery or Counterfeit Determined

When FBI Laboratory report indicates check is forged or

counterfeit, a^d/or facts indicate subject is an active violator, the

following procedure must be followed:

(1) If the field office covering the drawee bank advises

that the check submitted is forged or counterfeited
°^°"«f

.;"""=
P Lh rh^cks a stop should be placed immediately with that bank,

of ^^^.^^^^'^^' ^,;"PJ °
her checks passed should be ascertained.

S: :ff!cr f" ;!n llllTlSsl f^U to, expedite the Laboratory

^^;o:r;n:s:Lh a t.. is an indic^^^^^

lllf. 'r.TlTs "a :rmt;'nofbe^reLnted to the USA at this time

depending upon the urgency of the case. Presentment, generally, is

^ore desirable after the receipt of the Laboratory report.

(2) If the Laboratory report identifies the passer of the

check submitted with the subject of another case P^tinent

intelligent invescigac
territory and submit the appropriate

passer in that field off ce ^^"^^ ^
^^^ correlated the

communication to the ottice ot onfej-*
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investigation of the activities of this check passer prior to that

time.

PAGE 87 - 29

EFFECTIVE: 01/31/78

(

87-A.6.7 Office of Origin In Check Cases - Designation and

Responsibilities

(1) FBIHQ desires that there be only one office of origin

in a case involving the passing of bad checks. Ordinarily, the first

fftce submitting ! check will regain ''"-e of origin and fie d

offices subsequently submitting checks passed by the same subject w

be advised in the Laboratory reports as to the original o«^" ^^

^ri^Hin an effort to avoid confusion in this regard. Despite the

exercise ofprecaution in this matter, it is apparent when a check

Ta rer -ves'rapidly from one field 0^^^".^--^-^
^^^.^rL^bora ory

checks from several localities may be received by the FBI Laboratory

its own volition or upon the receipt ot a iCLier

(2) It is necessary for the office of origin to assume

! rhLk oasser, the purpose of the remaining investigation is to

unless prosecution is authorized in the territory where the checks

wOre passed After apprehension, the office of origin should make

Tertain U et out Undeveloped leads for all off ces where checks

have ieen passed to inform the local police departments of the
have oeen pa

nasser in order that the records of such

i ;: «L Z TTui"'" TM. is to u .one ''-• t^'-^j-'jn
^iLrfments mav desire to institute prosecution, as experience has

sho^^ that a :heckpasser is seldom prosecuted in more than two or
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three Federal districts regardless of the number of violations

invotved. The full background of a major check passer should be

asc nated when|he/shel is apprehended. Current P^o^^sraphs and

numerous known handwriting specimens should b^/^^ured This act on

should be taken because experience has revealed a major check passer

is a professional and upon|his/herl release from ^he Pe^tenUary will

probaMy reenter the field of check passing and be the subject of

another investigation.

EFFECTIVE: 04/22/83

87-4.6.8 Presentation to U.S. Attorney's Office

(1) The office of origin should pay particular attention

to setting out undeveloped leads for presenting facts to "SAs at
to seLLiJis uu-. r

.
j,^ the sole purpose is to clear

appropriate times. In this regara, wnen lmc
^/^..'' ^. _ facts mav

the record and additional prosecution is not expected the facts may

be presented in the territory covering the bank on which the checks

are dra^ rather than in the territory where they were negotiated.

?h!s wm tn many instances, clear a number of violations ^^th one
This wiii, in y method has the additional advantage of

more likelihood of prosecution.

(2) It is also pointed out that in addition to ""^i^S/

u v h. h» transDorted in interstate commerce by negotiating it the

1 fubitct^ma; bnrorec:?ed if Ihe/shelphysically transports a check

meeting the requirements of the statute.

(3) It should not be overlooked that Title 18. USC,

c »•• 9-^1 A also orohibits the interstate transportation of
Section 23 4 also

^J^f^^l ^^ ^^^^ -^ f^l3ely making, forging.

'auS:^ crurfeltinrany security or tax stamp or part thereof,

Agents should be alert to locate any such paraphernalia in check

Tel. The"uSA may desire to make the transportation of such

paraphernalia a separate count in the indictment.

EFFECTIVE: 04/22/83

c
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87-4.6.9 Investigation Concerning Printers of Counterfeit Checks

and Securities

Too little effort has been directed toward ascertaining

11 4-- ^f o^7i-Hence should be minimized in the later stages ut

l^,TcZ uni::sTo:.cuUon U expected in th, territory -h.r. th,

checks are passed.

EFFECTIVE': 04/22/83

j
87-4.6.10 [Deleted!

EFFECTIVE: 04/22/83

87-4.6.11 Traveler's Check Cases

(1) Section 2314 specifically provides that the

ir/r,-tbi:r-of:.nrtr-cp:'".:t:-t.t:i'/i^s
been forged, is a violation of that statute.

(2) The Department has held that a prosecutable offense

under Title 18, USC. Section
"^J'^^-^^rait^rd^the'-rur^h^s:;'

s

t.aveler-s
^f^f/,:«, ^r^wUh u -thoHry'and wi?h requisite

"?ent"b; tht thief o ty one chargeable with knowledge that the check
intent by the cnier or J traveler's check would be
is stolen or is not bona fide. The traveler ^

?r.r^!t:t„"t.i=:::nLrti SiTt:?j; in^;^.;; ;/"n^^: ^-j "=
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EFFECTIVE: 03/23/92

87-4.7 Deleted

EFFECTIVE: 03/23/92

(

87-4.7.1 Food Stamp Program Cases

The Department, in Memorandum #656 dated 12/11/69 to all

U S Attorneys captioned "Food Stamp Program," discusses the problem

b; ng Iced'by th'e Department of Agriculture in the xncreasxng thefts

of food stamps. The Department recognizes that Title VII, USC,

Sectfon 2023! establishes in the Department of Agriculture the
aecuion x,u^j,

u-i;*-,, fnr the illeEal possession of these
investigative

"^P^^^.'^^^^i^t^^^tlte ranfporLtion) . The Department
st-amos (no requirement or inierstauc Li<»"of

^ . . • .„i„;__
!^H? "However in the event interstate transportation involving
adds, However, in tne c

fraud is indicated, the
S5.000 or more in stamps obtained ''V thetc or rraua

o.-tion 2314
• ^ c hv.o FRT can be soueht under Title 18, USC, Section zjim

assistance of the FBI can oe sougnt
. thefts of these

fTTSP")
" No investigation is to be instituted into tneiLs

stimps'without prior Bureau authority. If you are "quested

instUute investigation of the theft of, food stamps, you should

ireira'ira^vis^ the Bureau, by appropriate ---S-;-,: ^^^^^

rt1it^i.:^r:h:rL^Hd^; ira^-frrG^^mment Property (TOP)

violation.

EFFECTIVE: 03/23/92

87-4.8 I
Deleted

c

EFFECTIVE: 03/23/92
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87-A.8.1 Fraud Investigations Under the ITSP Statute

(1) Used where loss exceeds $5,000 in any one incident

and no interstate wire communication (telephone call, telex message,

or telegram) is used in perpetration of the fraud.

(2) Facts concerning cases involving losses of l^ss than

$5 000 and no use of interstate wire communications may be furnished

to FBIHQ to increase the data base maintained .n Bureau fUes

concerning these criminals and their schemes.

1(3)1 To establish a violation of Section 231A involving

if- «F <iS nOO or more of the loss, it is necessary to

the transportation of ^5'°?° °! "°"t3 ^.tually transported $5,000 or

prove that one or -°-
f

^^^
Efforts should be made lo identify

^^.•a in interstate commerce. trrorLs snuui** "»

,tate or evidence that it was transported.

I (4)1 A violation may be' established' of Section 2314 even

thoush no a il toss occurred, it the projected "
"J

' -^^ °
'-"•""

to 3,000 or »ore and the proposed v"tr„ v.. c us d » ' - l„^,
„

:;:;i"it^
rar-cSrrin:in'ro^rthe"/nra::,-:errarr!;d ». .

state.

1(5)1 For definitive information concerning Fraud By Wire

violations (Ul seejPart I,|Section 196 of this manual.

EFFECTIVE: 07/18/86

Other Avenues In Fraud Investigations
87-4.8.2

(1) Particular circumstances in a case may make

^4^,. thA Tonsoiracv and/or Racketeer Influenced and
prosecutions

""^J^^f^f-^^J) statutes feasible, and should not be
Corrupt Organization (RICO; btacutes

overlooked.

(2) The Mail Fraud (MF) Statute (Title 18. USC, Section

1341). under the jurisdiction of the U.S. Postal Service, is an

excellent tool with which to attack frauds.
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„.„„.! of I„v..ti,.tiv. operation. ..d Cuid.line.

(a) A fraud co.in, to your att.ntUn.
"J '"J^^J,^

^--t;™ should ba in.»»diat»'y r.portad to a u.a-

rJ "ctor^d'^uir;.?":^ „„ti.uad u„der i„va.t.sat.o„.

- --oruui^ro::lrr.r:iroS: -.a..a ..u..t t.at .u

within FBI jurisdiction.

•^ mas* tvoe investigatxone

(3) Sourco. of '"f»""'°»/° 'ftlUor local co„.u..r

includ. offic. of .tata »"«"?•.!:;?"i'sarvixa. S.curitia. and

p„t..tio„ office..
"i=.iJ.r^=„ ir.rrur.au. ch..ba.. of "«»""

EFFECTIVE'. 07/18/86

87-A.8 U\vi^

(2) FB

handwritten, typewr

active confidence s

Attention: FBI Labo

EFFECTIVE: 07/23/90

87-li.SA Deleted

D

EFFECTIVE: 07/23/90

g7_i,.9 Top Thief Target (TTT)
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EFFECTIVE: 07/23/90

87-A.9.1 Purpose oE the TTT

The ...1 of tTT i. to.tTMt top thio^^C^nS"-. «""

^.ai.triboti..t P"P«T"f ''i^'f/L'^'ify top thiovo.. .M'0"'"1», .

''iini'-.vtL": :rr.^'i; i".r,tiJ'"n/.oj?;a. .t.t„t. .«. .to, ....r

C5,M.*<='^
eviuc. w

arrest and prosecution.
activity through prompt arrest ana f

U(l^i^

EFFECTIVE: 07/23/90

87-i!».9.2

(
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EFFECTIVE: 07/23/90

87-z, 9.3 Investigative Procedure

. E.cts or circumstances which indicate that

.he target .1^^^^^^^ ^^n^or u/a^out to ^^^^^^X^;;^..

'

"'°'"^''
.. • hacktround inform.tion concernins

(2) Identity ."d <"»." '"^'h"; criminal record, nodu.

tH..e .....t. .uch ..
f;,r.nf"-^id": «1 .?i«n. of '"5'"-.?"''

,^-nv.«tiEative activity AgentCs) whose

(3) Assign toiH|i"vestigaCive ^^ ^^^

experience givis
-;-/f^^^.^rrber^rardSrce.

a'nd who is capa.U

psychology of ^"^8
*"'';rttve investigative techniques.

'of applying unusual or creat.

,„,,^ ,,„e of the

(A) All Personnelinvolved shouMbe £ully^^^^^

p.ovision. of ihc XTSP '^
Co-p.racy Hjb^^>^-^,^,,,„

„,i,. are

Influenced and Corrupt °'^SanizaLi
^^.^ program.

potentially »PPl"f;%^,: ^ejvin to the use of Title III coverage

'consideration »Hould also be g.ven^^
^^.^^ ^^^^^^, ,„^ Safe Streets

within the provisions of tne

Act of 1968.

(
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EFFECTIVE: 07/23/90

87-5 MISCELLANEOUS

EFFECTIVE: 07/23/90

87-5 .

1

EFFECTIVE: 07/23/90 Wi>i^

Obtaining Known Handwriting Sa«ple8

^ •A^r,tilvina. a questioned

specimen with a Known ;P'' ^tr!..!"ioned specJESlLj^Kt^^K
specimensar^m^'' tn rnp mi«ffi m^^^^^^^^^^^^^

C
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EFFECTIVE: 07/23/90

(

87-5.2.1 Legal Requirements

(1) Each page of samples taken from a subject should bear

subject's own name or initials, written by the subject, as well as the

date.

(2) At the conclusion of the sample taking, a statement

that the samples were provided voluntarily should be written xn the

subject's handwriting, even though dictated by the Agent, It should

be dated, and witnessed by the Agent..

(3) If obtained pursuant to a court order, no such

statement is necessary. The samples still must be signed by the

subject, dated, and witnessed by the Agent.

EFFECTIVE: 07/23/90

87-5.3 Report Writing Rules

EFFECTIVE: 02/16/89

87-5.3.1 Unknown Subject Cases

You should be guided by current Bureau rules concerning

prepara- tion of prosecutive reports.

EFFECTIVE: 02/16/89
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87-5.3.2 Other Reporting Requirements

(1) Only one copy o£ ITSP prosecutive "P^'^t "eed^be

submitted unless ^^^^^^^UT^^^^^o. ll'V.X with

?tr::irorrusUrylng"th:1i:fernation seated on the PD-272.

C2) Reports must be prepared when requested by the USA':

Office.

(3) A summary airt.l should be pr.par.d in any ca.. that

,.„.„tes sraat public intarast or t, advise of a..n.f.ca„t

developments in such a case.

«-i,= r,ffire of oriein should advise
(A) In major cases the

°"^.JJ f suspects' descriptions,

logical field offices of details of the ^^eft /uspec s
^^^

description of the stolen property
^f/^^'ted This dissemination

enforcement ;;^--"
^"^^,^f^^^ab e o^efrol^unication. and the LHM

should be made in LHM
""*^".'"'^^^,-^i„g offices to reproduce it and

^rovidrit'tr^ch li::. tlZ:.TrV::J agencies as they determine

are appropriate-

(5) In all ITSP cases involving armored carrier/courier

»n FD^430 must be submitted to FBIHQ, Attention: Violent

losses, an FD-^JU must oe u
nivision in duplicate,

Crimes Unit, Criminal I^^f/^J^ ^^.^^^^Jer^i- if'regional or other

within 30 working days.
|

The 0° -^^^^^/^^.g^^ „ioG, Part I, 15-A(9),

field office notification is necessary, ^.bee niuu,

91-12.1! 192-11.1, L 192-11.2; MAOP. Part II, 9 6.)

1

EFFECTIVE: 11/3,0/93

87-6 VENUE

Any district in which the offense was begun, continued, or

completed (Title 18, USC, Section 3237).

EFFECTIVE: 02/16/89

c
87-7 PENALTIES
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EFFECTIVE: 02/16/89

87-7.1 interstate Transportation of Stolen Property (ITSP)

,

(Title 18, U.S. Code, Section 231^;

A $10,000 fine, or ten years' imprisonment, or both.

EFFECTIVE: 02/16/89

87-7.2

A $10,000 fine, or ten yea

Receiving Stolen Property, (Title 18,|u.S. Code, Section

2315)
I

rs' imprisonment, or both.

EFFECTIVE: 11/18/83

87-8 CHARACTER - INTERSTATE TRANSPORTATION OF STOLEN PROPERTY

(ITSP)

EFFECTIVE: 11/18/83
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SECTION 88. UNLAWFUL FLIGHT TO AVOID PROSECUTION,
SECTION »a.

^^g^QpY^ CONFINEMENT, AND GIVING TESTIMONY

88-1 BACKGROUND

EFFECTIVE: 07/28/87

88-1.1 Section 1073

The original Unlawful Flight Statute, Title 18, USC Section
The ""^^s^"* ., H covered only flights to avoid

A08e. was enacted on 5-18 3^, ^"**.","^:. ,/ „ecif ic crimes of murder,

prosecution and giving testimony in ^h^ eight specitic
^

^

kidnaping, burglary, robbery -V'j-; "P^^'
^ ^^ e! and attempts to

,-'
,, weapon, extortion ""'"P^^^^tz-^etf was amended to include flights to

( ^ commit any of the above. On 8 2 A6 ^^
was a

_

offenses. On
V .void custody and confinement a ter c-v^f^^.

J^ 18. USC, Section 1073.

9-1-A8. the current Unlawful ^^^sht Statute .

^ ^^^^^ ^^

was enacted. This
"^J-^-l^f^^Jforganll^d Crime Bill was enacted

11 specific f«i°«;««;_\^° Section 1073, to include all state felonies

which amended Title 18, USC, Section
t^'/L . q 12-28-80, Congress

and in the case of
J- ^""^'^^^fiScaW wh h states in pa;t. "the

enacted Public Law 96-6 1, Section 10^*^ °^
Section 1073 of Title

Congress hereby expressly declares its ^^^ent that
^,^^^^^,^ and

l^ie^J^JatJ
^rSe^:^qoSllishrtra;;if P^ofeLtion under applicable

state felony statutes."

EFFECTIVE: 07/28/87

88-1.2 Section 107A

.-., 1« nc;r Section 107A, was enacted on 5-6-60, as part of
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EFFECTIVE: 07/28/87

88-2 STATUTES, PENALTIES, AND PROSECUTION

EFFECTIVE: 07/28/87

88-2.1 Section 1073

1 "Whoever moves or travels in interstate or foreign
1

Whoever
^°''f^ prosecution, or custody or

L^r;.'i"K\rn;.:n/rr:si r£ r . puce
/^

te.tl.o„y in any
^'^'^^ir.'/^linraM^e' y'S.^^f.r •h!=ri. a felon,

.

high misdeownor undar the U»s of
"'J !.'f

»
^ ^ ""J ;is;i,edienco of,

imprisoned not more than five years,, or both.

"Violations of this section may be prosecuted only in the

.d.„M.dicn L.ic. in »hi.h - „Uinal
^

^rnfiro^^n-T^'ir^hnh* nlvoidano/of so.ic. Of .o„,.^o,^

conto.pt referred to .n ^1»"" "'. °'
"'•„a ™ly upon for.al approval

"'"°ti'l'bv1hrA«::neJcera;"of;n"es!etLt\ttorney General of

theSnU:! S?ata:. wh"h function of approving pros.cut.ons .ay not be

delegated."

|

EFFECTIVE: 07/28/87
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Section 107A

"(a) Whoever moves or travels in interstate or ^^"/S" "T^"^
..V • H i. .-hLr (1) to avoid prosecution, or custody, or confinement

with intent either
^^^
J^°

^^^^^/^^ ^he place from which he fUes, for

religious center or eaucation*
nmceedine relating to any such

five years, or both.

..(b) Violations o£ this .oction «.y be P""'"''^ '"
'J\,„,

Federal iudiolal district in «hioh ^^^ ''XZ^TZZl "o nfin:.,*"
been co^itted or '"

"f ^J; "t^rj^.r, 1 n ^ b^ oo^s^fu.d a. indicating

T^ "rr^^^l^^^l^t^Si f.1:; I-U^e^ion over

l-TullT^Z l^^ :Lrd\rve';^.!'s:i:tio„ -J... absence o. SUCH

section.

EFFECTIVE: 07/28/87

88-2.3 FBIHQ Approval is Necessary for Investigation Under

Section 107A

U«on receipt of a request for Bureau assistance in locating a

Upon "=^^P^ °; "^^ Section 1074 (damaging property).

^m^e ratery'idfisrFBiHrof the full details and do not conduct any

investigation without prior FBIHQ approval.

EFFECTIVE: 07/28/87

88-3 REQUIREMENTS FOR INVESTIGATION

o

EFFECTIVE: 07/28/87
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88-3 1 Unlawful Flight to Avoid Prosecution

iT£:. trrxif."t':L":'os:cut. upon ... su.i=ct.. ,pp„H.ns.o„.

(a There .u»t b, .uefuj.nt
-jj'^;r.tr"rth"pu'r;:.:'o£

reasonable certainty that the subject fled .nterat.te

avoiding prosecution.

.« n,a Porleral orocess the local

^.„..„,„, «Lr„:r:r Toi'^e Ury-h-oil^^re^-a. assistance in siting

to the USA.

(4) The USA .ust authorize the filing °^ -^-"Pj^if
^""^

Federal arrest process »ust be outstanding pr.or to the t..e

investigation is instituted.

EFFECTIVE: 07/28/87

88-3.2 unlawful Flight to Avoid Custody or Confinement

o^ have a warrant outstanding for the

(1) Local authorities must have a "^rran^
statute

-i:-:?r.:jrrtt^:^.n:re:u:iV"r.:sre -ortL sublet.

apprehension.

^ K. efficient evidence present to show with

„„.„eble ^.^^^V''^^^ -""-- '" '"= '-'"' "

avoiding custody or confinement.

•= «f i-he essence, upon issuance of a local

(3) Since time is °^
thejj^^^";

competent local official,

warrant and an oral "<l"r\^°J/"^'usA for authorization of a Federal

immediately P"""^^he facts to the USA So
^.^^^^ ^ ^^^^^^ ,„ the

warrant,
^^"^-^^"'orarrecues for assistance, however, do not delay

rotr"" rnSiirto thfUSrrd obtaining Federal process awaiting

his/her receipt of the written request.

*•>,« fil^ne of a complaint and

(,) The USA must - f
--^^h^ ^^^ °he time'that

Federal arrest process must be outstanding p

investigation is instituted.

Sensitive
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c

EFFECTIVE: 07/28/87

88-3.3 Unlawful Flight to Avoid Giving Testimony

(1) A criminal proceeding must have been ^^^ually instituted

against a subject in the state court charging hWher wxth an offense

covered in the statute.

(2) There must be sufficient evidence present to establish that

. • -f fl^Hinherstate for the purpose of avoiding givmg
the fugitive witness fled interstate '^°'' "^^ /.. . fugitive witness

tiiSncrLut, to esuMish th.t th.
'-'^t-,:^ "/J', '=t/:i \av:

purpose of avoiding testifying, it is not necessary cna

previously been served with a subpoena.

(3) Local authorities must have a warrant outstanding for the

fugitive witness and be willing to extradite upon apprehension.

(A) Prior to the issuance of the Federal process, the local

prosecuting aUome^ or police agency should request assistance in writing

to the USA.

(5) The USA must authorize the filing of a complaint and

Federal arrest process must be outstanding prior to the time that

investigation is instituted.

EFFECTIVE: 07/28/87

Q

88-3.4 Unla»£ul Flight - Pre-Fed.ral Uatrant Investigation

(1) Where a request is received fro. local or state authorities

under the' prSsiop'of the nl«,ul ^^Ugh' statute .or ^^^^^ ,,.

t^tUrt: :h^:-r:nre;ni:tron" st.^
of the Federal complaint and warrant, these authorities sno

::4ested to supply the evidence Of r

"ta^HsHh 'jur sdfctT:narfac?s of apparent flight after the commission

Tflhl state feuny. If an SAC does not concur that a case is serious
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^*^*" ^
. ^- «-« .establish the

^ ^nitiatina an investigation ^o "taDii
^^.^^

enough to warrant
"^^/*^^;"t,^„t interstate ^ li«"' .^*^!

"^^d may report
juH.dictiona fact, of appare_

^^
^'%'"".rutigatt;n aL Legal

Advice section.miP^^ caC has fully considered the^
U) m those situations where tj^^^^f^^^^p^feral warrant

> t-hft case and does not concur ^hat a pr
preliminary

seriousness of the ""
^^ ^^^ ^„d the USA ^^xU ?;nsj»^\°^

%;„, „ill be

conducted untxi ii. >•»
n«.nartTOent m these si.i-u»'-

. .__i

j-:t^-^u^ -^^ ---—r:: . ..... u.. ..together with the rte.»
Federal UFA? process.

investigations axmea
subject, as this ^«

/*"*
"i^tance. When a

the interstate
^^^fj^^^'ies requesting FBI fugitive ""»^ance

^^^
local and state

^^^.^^^i', ligation is agreed upon by the SAC and
^^^^

^re-Federal warrant investiga involvement, submit, °^
,

'"i;;rJ:"sL=Hini"i„:" .ko... .«.., o.c...

involvement.

EFFECTIVE: 02/16/89

"'""» "" ""'"•'
^„^ originatinj »ithin

I (3) iDeletedl

.- *

. .• , PI it is important to document

r V (4) Prior to initiating a PI, it is p

Sensitive
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• ^- ^- tv,« POSSIBILITY that there has been an

(5) |Deleted|

C6, |Th. .tanaard f"/»i'i"i",5/;/:i';:;raracrvit'y that

(PI) is leas than ">»/^^^f.i^,^,^"^^*™ iM is ba... upon th.

is nac.ssaty to op.n »'"'.'"""
|hatatore. th. opsins

POSSIBILITY o£ criminal ^='"'"f- .™""£\ tata or local Ealony

:rrni"ra;ertLratin'.t".rir-"£in.cat.^

l-hrfclh^itrt; .1): ^^^ rara-r-tahlUh th. POSS:B:.n

of interstate flight:

|

(a) 1
existence of a driver's license;

1

(b) Iproxitnity of a subject's last Knovn residence to

another state's border;'

period of time;

(c) Ithe fugitive has been at large for an extensive

(d) Ithe termination of public utilities; or|

(e) Ithe existence of a motor vehicle registration.

1 _ «f i-Vi«» information that, m
The above facts are on y examp e f the .nfo^^

^^^ ^^^^.^^

conjunction with a state or local feio y ^^^ intended to be all

predication necessary to initiate a PI, ano

inclusive.

^ u ,„ FTF shall be opened as a PI or full

All cases that are -"«P
f.^y/^^^fe/^u be assigned to each

investigation. A separate fi number
^^^^^ ^^^^^.^^. ^^^^^ „^,,,„

^riTon^rrdlr" /control file.
1

Requests for
-«"J^"J,^;,'^:^i:ndar dlys prior to the expiration of

rhe%r%hrrxt:nslr re'.ie" Should include the following

information:

(a) The basis for initiation of the PI.

(b) A summary of investigation conducted during the

Sensitive
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initial period or previous extension.

(c) Reason for the extension.

(8) In the event that the PI uncovers no evidence that

the subject has fled interstate, authority o continue the

in^estilation ceases and the PI should be closed.

(9) «hen PC of interstate
^^^^"^t%orducang' an/trthtr

warrant should immediately be obtaxned pr.or to conducting y

investigation.

CO) out-of-state leads should not be

^J^^j;:^^
sufficient documented justificaxon Examples 2-^^
leads are record checks or

^J^! f^«/^;^t^,riew at a location where the

individual. Leads for out-of ^^^^^ '""^_.
t^. Under NO

subject may be
l^^^^^t^l^Zl^^^^^^^^^^^

be set absent

circumstances should locate ano app

federal process.

(U) The.e .atter. .h.uld K. entered in FOIHS » PI= =nd

include "Preliminary Inquiry" in the captron as EoUows.

JOHN DOE;
, ^ ^^.

UFAP- (underlying local charge;,

Preliminary Inquiry

00: (office of origin)

«P foH*.ral orocess "Preliminary
(12) Upon issuance ^^

^^J^J^ lll\^^ POIms entry

inquiry" should be deleted from the title and

converted to a full investigation record.

EFFECTIVE: 07/16/96

88-A STATUTE OF LIMITATIONS

EFFECTIVE: 02/08/80
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88-A.l

*. -A Prosecution, Custody, and

Unlawful Flight to Avoid Frosecucx

Confinement
i. 11/./^ I'n every case o£ a

The statute o£ limitations is toU^^^^^
is with the intent to

f the Fugitive Felon Act where thef^^S^t i
^^ ^

violation of the r"8^^'
confinement, since a P"^°"J.. • the

avoid prosecution custody, or co
^^^^ ^^^,^,, „,thin

fnoitive felon without also Deing e

^:i;inrof Title 18, USC, Section 3290.

EFFECTIVE: 02/08/80

88-4.2 unlawful Flight to Avoid Giving Testimony
Unlawtui r..^...

^ ^^ ^ ^^^^^^ ^^^^.^^ ^^

This situation 'i<'«%^°^. ^Pf/atoiHiving testimony i^
."f

.void giving testimony. Since El^S^^'^^fbecome a fugitive from justice

-"t;^^ r1e:tl::'32;0,rX^V -eeing to^^
under Title !»' "^^'

„„. . person becomes a fugitive "°^ ^ factual
testimony. WhetH- or not^^.P-^^

avoid
^^f^^^h^fulhrtra^oid

giving
the

^«^-^\°"the L=ts show that -b"quent t°
f^//,f,„ j.^tice. the

question. "/^^ ^o^ in fact become a fugiCi

testimony, the witness u

statute of limitations is tolled.

EFFECTIVE: 02/08/80

KEi™ OF F»aiTIV.S TO STATE ^alSDXCTICH

EFFECTIVE: 02/08/80

88-5.1 Federal ProsecutionFeaerai ir^w-

.,-A^A for a violation of this

Mthoush . Fe.."l penalty -^^?;- ^'tJ ,et>..n of th.ir

approval in writing oy

General.

c
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EFFECTIVE: 02/08/80

88-5.2 Extradition is the State's Responsibility

rn It is not the purpose of this act to supersede state

^\ i,»n interstate rendition can be accomplished
rendition procedures when

f/^/^^^f^^i'^^^J^.^^ent

.

The federal
without the assistance ^^^^he federal gove

^^^ ^^ it3

request assistance.

(2) AS an aid to the wanting state *"thori ties, the

apprehending'fffice Should interview the fugitive regard^^^^^^^^^

offense
-Vron^iLfe ^i:;"! '^h TanUn s^ate a'uthorities should

state "tradition proceedings^
fugitive's arrest, place of

- - be immediately notified of the f^S^^ije
extradition by the

( .J -""«"^^«"'."'"^"n£Eice of orig rshould specifically point out

V, office of origin. The office ot orig ..,^ verbal intent to

,. the. that th. fu.itW. . „o - VJo'^'rovU ...a., and

waive extradition and can au auy

receive an extradition hearing.

(3) lunless there -^ --.^^/i^d^rarsf^er^thf c^^todj

particular case, the ^PP^^^^'^^^Sjf'^i'.^l authorities without

of the fugitive to appropriate ^^ate or local autno
^^ ^^^.^^

T^r"t:7srat:rAttor:ry-^ffre^LTro:rt;r-efo the dismissal

%"hrc::puS! "hL tL
p",«/;r/L^nj::tt',u ge%:f an

necessary to take the fugi ive before « -^-^"^^
. \see MIOG. Part

initial -PP""'^« P"""J"^ '°
rteclallgents, 3-5.) (The Department

II, 2-7.1 and Lega Handbook for Special Ag ,

.^ .^ ^^^

of Justice Crim nal
^^.^l^^^f^l if^^^Hl has actually been dismissed

necessary to "^^^ until the UFAP warra
authorities, but it is

before "!««"« t,^^!"^J!f,,edu,es be Implemented and followed to

USA should be notified m order for him/her to

federal process.
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oiil be instances where

1(5) lit is recognized that there «xi
exhausted, and

. J„^i for the extradition of ^"8^?^"^'
, ^^ recognized as

the state funds ^or tne
^^^^^ t "^^^/^/^f instances

possibly other
^^^^"f,^?^ to effect extradition ^'^^

^^^^'/^^urn the

rrtttl% ;- "tit'should be given an opportunity

the state au
rendition.

fugitive by regula
..edition procedure

, lC6)lln those i^^^ances where s^^
^^ ^^^

*

.as been atlUUd -^^^^^^a^le^^e Hhe IsA to institute action

fugitive, state authorities may "que
^.^^^ ^^

^der the Fugitive Falon A t.^j;;e^^^^
^,,^^^ting said action,

authorization of the uep

(

EFFECTIVE: 05/10/96

1 „F Federal Process
Dismissal ot i-eoei*^

88-5.3 Dismissal o. r.
_ extradition by the

After the fugitive's aPP^^^-^rth^e state offense or

„..ting Stat -horUies -r^P;;;;c^^^^^^^^^^
Te ^dismissed and the case

reconfinement. the Federal v

closed.

EFFECTIVE: 03/11/83

88-6

been prop

UNKNOWN SUBJECT CASES ^^
. a case for investigation where the subject

..,..---fi:rb;:t:te authorities.

EFFECTIVE: 03/11/83

J

38.7 IPAEENT-CHILD ABDUCTION HATTERS

EFFECTIVE: 03/11/83
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88-7.1 Policy

from i„v.,tlsatio„ ">•
"""''"'ul. parenrre^ote, or retains th.

.„ept in
=r;K"''«^!t d%fa?e C.n, "nvolvins parental r..ov.l or

child outside the United states. >-

^^

retention of the <=l>ild outside the ,United States
^^ ^j^j,

investisated under the|Kidnappi.h„.ct.r^as^.^
^,^__^^.__^ ^^.^^ ^^^

i^lSfs'. "(SerSlJo!'^art'i: Section 7-..7.)

(« Parental abductions which do not i-olv. an^^^^
.^

extraterritorial removal retention of a^ch^^

nature are speciEically P^®*=^"°^,,
. . .^_ investigations in these

^iKidnapping Statutes., f^^^^^'/X Unlawful Flight Statute providing

'matters may be instituted ""'^"^^^^^ "fthat a local or state felony

the usual unlawful f^^ft^J^^^^thor ties have requested Bureau

warrant has been issued,
^°<^^i.^"^^°^' t^-itive is located and

assistance and agree to
^^^-^^^^/^.f^,"^^; We has fled the, state- to

probable cause is shown o xndicaU the fug
^^^^^ ^^^ ^^.^^ ^^^

avoid prosecution ^" met. In th^^^^^J^^;^^^ subsequently issued

legally removed from the st^U^jJ
f^^J^^^ ,^, ,hild should be brough

when the fugitive f"f^^^t ^EfLelt the time authorization to fUe

to the attention of the USA ^ ""^=
^ so that the

the federal
<=.-f^-f ^t^/;;;?,

'

tJe Le ^!^ould be closely scrutinized

--:?Lr:lJh1;;e1tI^: "^^^^^^ «-- the fugitive parent is

charged.

EFFECTIVE: 03/20/95

Fugitive Priorities

Fugitive prioriti^es^in^UFAP^cas-. ^ ^^.^^^ ,,, £,,th in

Parril721-2 of this manual.

88-7.2

ises involving parent-child

abduction will be assigned in accordance with

G
EFFECTIVE: 08/19/85
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88-7.3 Deleted

EFFECTIVE: 08/19/85

58-7 , Disposition of Victi. ChiU«„ Loc.teO by the FBI

CO I.o=al authorities, »"?".">'"
r/lo"ied'I» th'eir

„..onsi>.ili^;^o. tain. =..toav o a^v.oU.^chad^Uoo^
^^^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^

i-hir/lfr=t;r. ?o"t;e"a.«t\.vi„. i.... eustoev.

„> ,„ o..e. to ostahUsh , P»P.ann-/«--!j -t:?""
the disposition of vioti. chUdr.n - ''^7„,^.^/, H^^^i u« enforcement

SS-ard'-ur: ua: £p^
-e"v5oUroSli°d'trtheM^:irh.vin. ie.a. c.tod.

,3, „ the Victi. --,- -'eMrpo^a^tn^itrdr" tL"-'

ir, r, ^-tr;e!r=T.rafit'
^J L^i: -in-sri^-^e

f!r the custody and welfare of the chxld^o
^^^^j. ^^^ „^

°BI should not'return the ^
f^/^^^ tnJal"dnaping, since this is the

-^^"'^^•filft; :f "e^rove'asrciH-and
thei. court syste..

responsibility oi i-^c

,« „ the vioti. chiid is notjith t-J-.^j'- -""vUh'.

^•™. of the arrest and is subsequently ''''"•'"^"."ituations , the

i kh/.':eu!d"irt ?ar.';rp:;3 r
child's welfare and «-f«'^yr%"fa;;ropriate local law enforcement agency

FBI should i-«d-tely notify the appropra^^^^^.^^
.^ order for said

or child welfare department of the chii
^^^^^ .^^o P^t^^^ive

Tgencies to resolve the "-es f taK-g^t
^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^^.^^ ,^^^, ,,,,ody

custody and
-/^f^^^.^f, t p oceedings.

through appropriate court v
-^^ to the

„, If th. iocation Of the Victi.
-'^tstlb^^n^-irno^Uy

oendin, arrest of the fugitive P"'f '^"^ "„; child »elf.re department

Sensitive
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,3rent .. t.e m.
^^ ^^^^^^^^ ^^lu^iuLrolnclrr^;:"^/^

FBIHQ. the office of or g^n ^^nd
^^f ^^^^^ ^^Lid be included in he

I!spo;ition of the --^^
f/^'.^i ,1? on s;ould include the idenUty,

apprehension teletype, ^^is notif i^ca
^^^1^1 agency and the

location and telephone """^^'^ °^
latter The office of origin should

specific individual handling the
"'f

^er. 1 ^^.^^ ^^ ^^^ ^ of

ensure that the parent havxng ^^S-^
^J^^, ^^ °„ ,,eer that proceedings may

^e^rt!"ttd1r:aiS^rdiJ^d7a^L"°r^ain
custody of the abducted child.

EFFECTIVE: 08/19/85

c

188-7.5

Matters

th.t a certification letter be submitted

FPLS requires that a
"^^^^ Parental Kidnaping

individual in connection witn a v

^^^^'
^. . ppic will be treated

(,) .ny information Obtained th.ough^FPLS^wil^^^^^

- confidential. wiU - used solely ^^^^^^^, „,, ,He Privacy

rcroft97f(TUU5. use, section 552a).

C3) - -^-:u:: i--!itioniriuteT"5^r
-? -kSs! ^:^T!?i:^rSrUion 7^3 Ca) C^^

certifying 0"-^^^^",^:/o' ^ su^mi? an airtel to the Bal i«ore

information from the FPLS
^*'°^'J ..^ Maryland, to contact the

Field Office with a lead ^^ R°/^^;^',^;
foUowirig descriptive data in

'fpLS. The airtel should set -th^the^^^^^
^^^.^^^^^ ^^^ ,^ „,,, ,y

order that a complete searcn o

FPLS:

(a) Subject's name

Sensitive
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or retired)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Cg)

(h)

(i)

(i)

(k)

Known aliases

social security Number (SSAN) ,
if Known

Branch o£ military service, if applicable

. . -i^tarv and branch, if applicable
Retired military ana

u-..t receives any veteran's benefits

Whether subject receivca

if aoolicable (past, present

Federal employee, if appnc

Date of birth

Place of birth

subject's father's full name, if known

^h.r-s full name, including maiden

Subject's mother s tun

name, if l<-*^0""
4-1,0 results of this

«-v,» qSAN is known, the r«s"^'^-'

furnish tne au"^

is made. victim's name,

deceased parent. In some

I

part-time basis.
^^^

(7) All offices are
"»J"^;?p'^;^^tal Kidnaping cases

information
^'f

.PLS ca - ^-^^ --/fet out in any other types

only. Leads to contact

of investigation.

|

EFFECTIVE: 08/19/85
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JUVENILE SUBJECTS
8B-8 ^--^^"^ '-•'--

, ^^^^,, 3 juvenile under the

(1) A request for ^^^^^^"^^ " to avoid prosecution.

based on "^^^her the i
.^ question.

a juvenile on the state
^^ ^^ ^^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^^^,

(2) If the individual ^^\^^.Vl,\nense in question,

investigation .houU be
^^^__,^^ ^^^

(3) IJ the individual "a. be"
•""^^^tnile delinquent the

ehar.ed »ith iivenile
<"i-'»'"ra°p;iy »- -.luation should net be

Zl^t.^ "'?"/ruv"e"l °rr."=^'"S-'a" not considered a c»..nal

instituted since juveniie v

offense.

c
effective: 08/19/85

STATE PAROLE AND PROBATION VIOLATORS

and flee interstate, fali w

^^^''"''^*
,. u o^vised to submit a formal

(« Ucal authorities =^-
tba'tiotTotether vith a

"-'
"'ft-trthlirllur'to^a?

"."- -' -'"'—
^„™un.cat.on

„,„„t.d, should be pro.ptly

(3, These »»""'; '^"."'i'.uld not be held in abeyance

p.ese„ted to the US. a"d .nves^^-''-,
,„„,, .Htten request.

pending receipt by tne

EFFECTIVE: 08/19/85
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OR 10 INDIVIDUALS FREE ON STATE BOND

. . ,n locate individuals who flee

(1) Requests ^-/"^f/^rbond to a^ait court action on a

interstate after
^jf««„^;i:^riVligi Stat^utt fall within the prov.s.ons

:rt^!s"a:r:nd^lu!d"rprttly%resented to the USA.

(2) If USA declines t° -t^l-^-^^.rfhaf therfhlfnot^reer

of an unlawful Flight warrant based °^ ^^^^ f^^^^ly furnish the full

:n actual forfeiture of
l<>f^;^l,''';jZVng\n original and four cop.es of

^^^ iTrrT. trthe^D^rat-nt for a final deter..nat.on.

(

EFFECTIVE: 08/19/85

88-U „KinI»0 STATE PROCESS AKO INTENT TO EXTRADITE «.D

PROSECUTE OR RECONFINE

A H« the state authorities for

The status of the warrant ^""^J^^yi'.^'tfextradite and
J ».i.^;»- f-nntinued intention i.w «-

the subject's
-"^.^^t^^h, subject u^on his/her apprehension must be

prosecute or reconfxne the suDjec

confirmed once a year.

EFFECTIVE: 08/19/85

88-12 KEPORTING PROCEDURES ^^^l^f^V^l^l^ •f'''''

''"''''

76-2.9, 76-3.13. 115-7 £< Part II,

... „„ .,T,1 awful interstate flight

(1) upon initiating an unlawful ^^^^^^ ^^ ^^^^^^^^

^ „,-Hve investigation, two copies o^.^"
directly to the Savannah

fofwIrdtdlolFBI^Q. -V'^^terTsnC :i
ylht^off ic^ of origin. Upon

Information Technology Center CSITC; I y
^^^^^i^g office must

the fugitive's -PP"S^;t"eletype (at lUst ROUTINE in precedence) .

promptly notify
^^i^^.^^.^trv into the Integrated Statistical

Luowed by Form ^^"^IS entry into
^^^ ^^^.^^ ^^ n „ust

rs^rftLrlirririatrtmces are notified by teletype to

discontinue.

(» A. a s-"\"'r/,rra».':'.!°?re"..:re.'':t. not

ro':t"s^„u"tt:rf.iB«urifs: r^i.c.n= -.-- . .a.a .«, ..„..
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EFFECTIVE:
10/U/9A

88-13
CHAKACTER , PKOSECUTION (UFAP)

.

1^7-^ - UNLAWFUL FLIGHl ^^ _q AVOID

V,,-^ effective: 08/19/85

1188-14
CHILD SUPPORT RECOVERY ACT OF 1992

effective: 11/29/93

88-U.l Statute

, 1ft nsC Section 228
Title 18, U&u,

effective: 11/29/93
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88-U.2 BaCsr-nd
^^^^.^ ^,„

M« 102-521, makes the ""^^'^
. ., . --.gldine in another state »

No. 1U-' -''''•'...
,-_nect to a child resiainji

^,^,^ t, hv six months

jurisdiction.

EFFECTIVE: 11/29/93

, o8_i^ 3 Elements of the Offense

I

*"
vhat the defendant:

^
J

The united- States must prove that

{j
J

(1) Having the ability to pay.

, (2) Did willfully fail to pay,

n,.t due (child) support obligation.

1 Ci) A known past due v^-*

1 -A fr^r lonaer than one year

(,) Which has remained unpaid for long

O^isanalount greater than 55.000,

C5) For a child Who resides in another state.

.,-.ht is NPT an element of the offense.

Interstate flight is wy

EFFECTIVE: U/29/93
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c

1
88-1A.4

amount:

Definitions

(1) Past due support obligation

The CSRA defines "past due support obligation" as any

(3) aeter.ined under a jou- order^or an order^of^a^
^

^^^"r^of t^e ru;p:rt zr::L^:.:^:^ of a child or of a cKiM and

1

?;rrarent wfth^whL the child is living^ and

(h) that has remained unpaid for a period longer

. nr is zreater than $5,000.
than one year, or is greate

1

(2) Willfulness

criminal law. '">.'.

a knovm legal duty.

With respect to ability to pay, the legislative history

states:

"The government must establish
^^^jf^^/^^^^^^l^f ffcient

funds'to
\

time payment was <^-.t^\
f/^^.^^n ol ?hat thriack of sufficient funds

enable him to meet his
fi^Sf^^°;^°%he result of) a voluntary and

circumstances of the (defendant).

t. !,» nrp«sumed from nonpayment
(rt "Ulful-ss cjnnot be pr,,„.ed

^^j^^^^„j_ „ „f

,une. The Oove™.nt .s

^J' f^^» r,°„„, „aifuny f-l.<l to pay

the date specified as tne

an outstanding amount.

(.) criminal -IpabiUty is not ohviate^^^^^^

payment of support ^^^^Z^ri^:^:^^ ^^^^'
The'^

support obligation as ^^\^^''''^^r ^^^^^ ^^gate willfulness. The

relevant to inability t^/^^'^^i^h partial payment has been made,

circumstances of any ""/"
"'^if^^^unt of partial payment to the

including the "l-^/!^;^l?/to pay the arrearage, should be considered

total arrearage and atmity x.^ v i

before proceeding.
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EFFECTIVE: 11/29/93

\
88-1A.5

X„vesti..tWe/P»=ecutWeP.o..^-e./P.HcvJtlgative/i-
/- «,-ai signed national

(1) On 7/13/93, the Attorney Genera E ^^^^.tment of

\uninz the procedures to be toii guidelines
guidelines outlining th P

^^^^^^^^^ ^f
t^^.f^^^- district responsible

Justice personnel in t
i^ each jf^<^jf investigation and

„ake the United States Att y ^^ ^^^^^ted ^o^ invest g^^^^ ^^

for determining «hich case^
^.^^ ^^^^ investigate

prosecution.
The"fore th-/^,,,„,y3 Offices,

the CSRA referred by
investigation may

C.) While co.p.aints and ref errals^f^ ,....

--
-r Ifr'attrorioat;

the -- ---;_°-;-u.
agencies, as a ma

referrals from state

,tn«an, only accept
^^^^ ^^

Section 651 et seq., "^ ^.^ the agencies «P«f^'"f_ ^hild support

enforcement o^^/^^^^tencfes These age-ies mus PU -e^c^^,,
,3 „ell

are known as ^^^^^^^^^ „ho are receiving public ^
^here may

- irirr::::^^;^- --U%r;:r:rtt^:r availabU remedies

agency or <?t^-/f,ren"v F^^-al prosecutors.

before action is taken
^^^^^ ^^^ p^^^

„f the variation among
f,'^*'""^-. ^-a, - or their

(^) Because of J^e
v

^.^^ ^^"^
°"h ttate levels to

encourages "•^•f/;:;;roprLte officials on locaa^^^^

^"'^r^^ referral procedures and may wish to establ^^
^^^ ,,thori.ed

"':•
tfes to "e^'elop local guidelines. FBI pe

committeeo ^-^
___,; «-t-eeS.__ t-Vi(>5e commit Ls'"'

•

to serve on tnese

effective: 11/29/93
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88-1^.6 Referral Package

(

. ,-.{.rral packaje in every

O.S. Attorneys wiU "f\"'"^n baeKSround in£or«.t.on.

ch referral package "ill '"'"..,.,„to-oav information.

"":. tfooort record, and order., and f''"^J.^J.^Attorneys Office

I^a e^erarruU, »"'
"'J' "^ re'ar.nlbly'avatlabl. re-.die. have

"'^ ^t -ey .ake^iear at^ait^re-^^^^y ^^^^^^ ^^ ^,_ ,, „,,.

rre"rfo!t;wiris e.taMisbed:
^

1

._t or"fU^.^:".r".:ty-e-f
^^^^^^^ •' ---

hearing; or

. h-^n to avoid payment such as

(2) a pattern o^^tn^^.'^.'^./rocatLr. or using false

changing e«ploytnent conceaUng assets

social security numbers,
.^

t-rt make support payments after being

I (3) failure to maKe supf"

1
contempt; or

,^„oort payments has a

(4) when the ^-^""/^"f/./'lith afbank'ru^cy fraud

.exus to othir potential Federal char.e._^suc^^^^^^ ,

(i.e., concealing -«"^^^^^ '

^^^f,es (i.e.. false statement or tax

^-^Unrorrll^rtr^-n^cUct.

EFFECTIVE: 11/29/93

I

88-1A.7 Notice to Target and Charging

11 „«rt-inent documents, further

(„ If. after reviewrng aU per jnont
^^^^^ ^.^^ ^^ ^,,„

..tion i. believed to ^« -//'^ 't't^ filing charge.:
^i_ IT o Attorneys utnce iji.*w

by the U.S. Attotiicy
^ ^^^^ ^^

"' .!!'r.%:nt"t'o'tL'"nLr."4"p«""^dvi,ingtKe.
the FBI, a letter will be sent to

violation of it and

°« '- "- '"Jle^fof'th^ rrrefrag: lltbin '.^^^^Jl^tJZ

FBI.
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C.) Mter the FBI completes t.e
^-stigation^and^^

p.ior to the aiing.of charges a ^^^^ „ai ..e ^^^^
S.S. Attorney -^-""f.'^t/e „fthin a specified perxod of t.«e

satisfactory payment is made

days). still not forthcoming

(c) If satisfactory P^^f ^^'^ Jeen advanced. U.S.

Attorneys Offices

„ , i, a misdemeanor, the U.S.

(2) Since the ^-^^
°f ^o ob ai^ the presence of the

,,,„rneys Office will use summons

defendant in court.
extraordinary cases,

C3) AS a matter of P^^^/L/retoW these cases, since the

^\^^^ rr-t
""-• """ '' ''-'''' ''

impact 01 offense.
diversion of the

^^^ ^^^^ ^.^

C) TO ensure that criminal process^
^^^^ should not be

,„,...e a cilil debt on e h .,.s are^f
^^^^^^ ^^^^^ ^,^,.,.

routinely dismissed merely

EFFECTIVE: U/29/93

Characterland Alpha Classification!

88-1A.8 Character, »»« --r-
IrreI classifications

.

228, Failure t» P=y »
.__ ^^^^^ „ eSKA

MATTERS and include CbKA

JOHN doe;

CSRA matters; „ , . V,

00: (Office of origin)
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(

„„ n. THE 89 CLASSIFICATION! (S« «IOG, Part I,

»0-l BREAKDOWtl OF THE »v ut

"'-*"' ' '

f £,„, .epar.t, .nd

Th. 89 classiEUation is »ad. "P 5]^„,„iti„g, KilUns or

--- -tHiu%itferr.'irnr.i rAFi/K £UM-;jr,:iu"?;'^
Attempting to KiU a re

Assassination.
Kidnaping^ ^q^. ^^^

,=,srA^>r»r?iu:r^^^^^^^^^
'(A) (Crimes Against F^'^^'^.^^

^^t forth these violatio

reference, this section wiU

in a four-part format. ... to initiate an

.OTE: upon receipt ;L^l^:::tn:^;Knu£or
Attempting^^

investigation ""f/^^fiji^ation, and when the viol at lO ^..tion)

case should be promptly ope

details.

EFFECTIVE: 11/23/9'*

89-2
ASSAULTING, KILLING OR

OFFICER

;,TTEMPTING TO KILL A FEDERAL

EFFECTIVE: 02/25/91

89-2.1 |De

o
letedl
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EFFECTIVE: 11/23/94

89-2.2 ^^:^^:\^^r'—''^-

'

°"'"'
: .lu., .....j"^. »'— -'-" ""'""

"

c Title 18, use. Section lU-
Employees, Titie xo,

l'"Ca')In general ,„-;ets opposes, impedes,

i 'whoever forcibly assaults,
"^^^f/^! °'Jed in Section M

.. . nr interferes with any P«"°"„J^"/the performance of hxs

intimidates,
^"^J""^„„-_ed in or on account of the p ^^^

of this Title whxle engaged
^^^^^^^^ ^^ ^f^T-tfuiron account of

officiallduties or f°";J^,,ig„3ted in Section 1U^°"
^^

formerly served as a pers
^^^. ^^^^ P«"°"/^^t more than

^^^
^!firali%: finei-der this titletor imprisoned

service, isnan u
^>, "

three years, or both.
_^ ^^^ commission

1 "(b) Enhanced penalty "I
^^iV'^l) Uses a deadly or

.h acts, described in ^V^'^^'^'^^^rt tlelor imprisoned not

of any suchjacts, a
fined under this titie,

1

dangerous "«^P°"' f^„, both."
tnore than ten years,

.„,loyees of the United
^e nFficers and Empioyeea

(2) Protection of 0"^""
.^. 1B \^KC Section ill'**

-'"• ^'"'
"•:.,_, .„...U to UU an, iu.. -- U„Ue.

"Whoever kills or blub y

States, , states Attorney,
any United istateo

oi-ot-cs Attorney, or

any officer or employee

„,„, E„£oroe..nt "«^"//^'/^^:S;. of the U.S. Capitol Police,

any employeeo
Sensitive
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f-nn or law enforcement functions,

-'""»•"'
'^;':;^l>i o. ..P.oyee of .ny United- State, p.n.l or

internal revenue or any person

^"'^'"'
any immigration °"i«^'

.
^^^, Department of Agriculture

„ „. ,.^^^ - "?S°C£dt r^r::"irt\f
^

"-°-"'re>t.r;,rt:rtron! r.e^«vrtron:"o. .esto^tion o, ..» and

Congress ^ animals, ^ , ..-(culture designated
,th,. w.ld

»-J'
» „ ,, tHe

f/:f,^" ,f aty la- " re.uUtion. or

program or any f°»% ^tory, or possession! of the unit
^^^tion

other commonwealth, territo y, ^^^ ^^ eradication or p

fhP District of Columbia, ^^^^ /";.„„ „. animal diseases.

of the introduction or di^^^^'T^^lf.f the National Park Service.

fuLtion.. „ .„^i»^e. ot. or a.^i^ned to duty .n. th.

'°%°th. Burelu of Land Mana|;e..nt, or
^^^

field ""'=«„;^',';t,rr or e.p„yee o. the Ind.an r.eld

„„ited State, or
^^ ^,^^^,„ , ,, 'XT^X^'^" ^^'^

space ---°»r tSt-attnirtrltro-n fnl llTrU If ?.» -tionat

r^aXi^aJ5:£.d.ni.^^^^^ __. . .ate or the

pni-eiEn Service, or „flthe Department of
^°"^^"

any officer o'^ -f^^rUh ^^ H^'" '^'"'"^' ^"%S""
Education; the Department "^ ««^^^^,^ Commerce Commission, the

Product Safety Commission
^f *J^=/^ tment of Labor, or of the

Department of Commerce, or of the u P
^^^^^ ^^ Agriculture

!rrd"to°p.'5:™--°''-"-'
'"-'''- " '" '"'

'""'"°"''

°h -irinr-rare/ureotfoni rrnirr^^-
Commission performing investiga
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functions, or .™„iovee of the Department of Veterans

any officer or e-'pl^^" "t .^„ ^^ U« enforcement

Affairs assigned to perform -v"t .at-;^
^^ ,.^ official dut.es, or

functions
f/^^^ -tTotmlnce o^is o^^-^^Jf^lr U^rvice off icer,

on account
°^^;J^^, grates probation or pretrial serv.

• V i-o or any officer or employee

any United States magistrate or Y
^^^^^^^^y Cas

of any departmLt or as-cy w.th.n th ^^r^t.^
^.^^^ ^ ,,,,,,8 1981,

refined i^Z/f^r^-fafreSr covered under the terms of this

or successor oraersy
other

'""°"' "
any attorney, ^^^^i^'^ll-ZTclV^JtlZ.'l^ io^ptr.lUr

employee of tZ
^'f"^.^frr/x^ri t'su «w'i.". '-=

[ifif
"""""^

of the Currency, the °"'"
°%,_t Corporation, the Board of_

o^-.,.,! the Resolution irust ^^'^v
c>»^<.ral Reserve banX, or

. Finance
^^^f^^^^^^J^^eral Reserve System, any

^^J^^^J^^^^Jf i^er . agency

^r'^^rional credit union Administration ^/^^/^^f.^, ^„aer this
the National Creait

^^^^^^ designated ^°^^^°^'"tngaged in or on
or employee of ^he unit

^^^ Attorney General engag

section in regulations issueo y . .

^ duties or

:
Tccount of the performance

°^ ^^^ f'.^ ^ "^^ed States or any agency

any officer or employee °
Federal claim in

thereof designated to collect or co^p-mise a Fe
^,^^^ ^^ or other

accordance with Sections 3711 and 3716 3
^^.^^^ ^^^^^ , Ull

statutory authority shall be P""^^f^ ^ch person who is found

Ind lin'of this title except that
-y^.^^^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^.^ ,han

guilty of attempted murder shall

twenty years

.

C3) I

THREATS TO ASSAULT KIDNAP 0«h™dER/™J5cEHENT

'

..,, 18 use was amended by creating

on 10/12/8A. Title 18^ USC -a
^^^^^^^ ^^ .^^^^

11-; This statute makes it a reuo
certain Federal

!:t ir.ai"- interfere ""J;,-„r„-'rr"unUinl'" threatening to

::r,™;nr"0^% .^=ir'ior4o^::":rTiti:i8".sc,
section u5 .,

on 11/18/88, Public ^e" 1°° °'^ p,4„al official. "?™"'!"„i
adiins a provision «hich hrought

^^.^ ^„„i..nt •»;«/' '/'""'

:tr.t%f•thre:rert:^sr.u
tNid„.P.^or^

.urder^a^.nr.djtat .^

irof'ftiUt rr^rifir. i:r ht :lri.e un^r Title 18, .SC,
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1
Section lU^'

f .his statute concerning threats against

Excerpts of this sta^ut
family member. Title

. 1 officials by threatening or injuring a

Federal officials uy
follows:

18. use, Section U5, are as

"(a) (1) Whoever
-

,^ kidnap or murder a United

M... (B) threatens to
^^'^J^' J^'/^J.'^i law enforcement

.. . official, a United States judge, a Feae
^^^^^ ^^^^

States °"^^^^^'
jicial whose killing would be a

officer or an of -.a
^^^^.^^juA),

section (Title
,^^^^^^^^ ^.^^ ^^^^

with intent to i^npede int^-date ^^^^^^^ .^ ^^^

rr-.;»l iudae or law enforcement ^^.H^V ^ ^^ retaliate against

; f r:l;crtl official dutUs or wt^^-;^-^^^,
,,—^ed^in'^^

Lch official i^^fj.r cities shall be punished as provided

performance of official ou

subsection (b) ."
. e t-u:,, section

. ,^» in violation of this section

„ ,. (b) (A) A threat
"J^^^ ^"^j^^^ 55,000 or imprisonment

shall be punished by a fine o no ^m^ore tha^^

for a term
f -^"'^^^.Xed assault shall not exceed three y

imprisonment for a tn'^"

'(c)
^ ^n this section, the term

As used in tms "^^

— 4- nfficer' means
..(1) -Federal law -Eor^ment^of

f ^^^^ authorized by law

detection, investigation, P

criminal law*,
d'cial

^c Uno United States, *"«
officer of the unit

magistrate; and

Court and a United States m 6

Congress. ^ "^^^'^.^ ^itle 5. USC. Section 101. or cne

department listed m ^^^^^ ,',

Central intelligence Agency.

^ Title 18. use, Section 1117.

(A) Conspiracy to
^^-^^f

'

J^^'i^te s;ction UU. 1U4, or

Sensitive
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PAGE 89 - 6

(5)
-, • •- 1 i« n<;r Section llll-

Murder, Title 18, U5>L, aec

o

..U) Hurler is - unlawful .Ulin. of a^h^an^bein.^i^

.3lice aforethought Every murer perpetrated^ y^.

wait, or any other kind of
"^^J;;''. ^he perpetration of, or attempt

;:em;ditated Killing; or
""-"/'^^^.r,, Ldnaping. treason,

lo perpetrate, any ^"°"'
>""f ;exual abuse or sexual abuse,

espionage, "dotage, 1
aggravated sxua

^ ^^ditated design

burglary, or robbery or P^^Pf
"^j"^°t the death of any human being

unlawfully and -^^^^ y,'/ tf^u./er in the first degree,

other than him who is killed,

-Cb) Within the special maritime and territorial

jurisdiction of the United States.

J ^ ir, fhe first degree, shall

"Whoever is guilty
«^^"^^t ^t^Verdict by adding thereto

,.,,er death.unless t^-^^^
, Tn^ :,^i:h '.llnV^^ ^-^' ^« ""--^'^ ''

'without capital punishment,

imprisonment for life*, ^
-Itv of murder in the second degree, shall

"Whoever is guilty ot mura
,

.o«rf for any term of years or for lite

be imprisoned £or any i.

i. • 1 1 1 1 orovided tor tne

It should be noted that when
--^:^;/,:f '"however! in a 1972 Supreme

death penalty under certain
<=^'^^""'^^^f^^'/^^Id that the imposition of

ZTt decision. Furman v-^-es'cr;ear unusual punishment unless

!rarrd;!"itt%tatrrenX%:ovisions
are invalid.

Kh»r Title 18, use. Section 1112-

(6) Manslaughter, litie lo,

u^.. in the unlawful killing of a human

"(a) Manslaughter is the un^-

, • Tt is of two kinds:
being without malice. It is or

A^.^ ouarrel or heat of passion.

"Voluntary
" Upon a sudden quarrel

* =n unlawful act not

.involuntary -; I" ">! "^^roHnln Ua»tul .ann.r or

..o„„tin. to a
-^ai/'ci-uli a"!:;.:"?", la-.ul act »hio. ..."

without due caution and circ
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produce death.

'

Hb) Within the special maritime and territorial

jurisdiction of the United States,

.-Whoever is guilty of voluntary manslaughter, shall be

i„,prisoned not more than ten years;
,

-Whoever is guilty.of ^-^i-^^^^rr S'trr;e^y:ars . or

fined not more than $1,000 or .mpr.soned not

both."

(7)
r. ^«„ro Title 18, use. Section 2231.

Assault or Resistance, Titie lo,

..C.) Whoever forcibly ^^^^^^^J^^^l;^^^
^

prevents, impedes,
-^^^f^^!:' .^a.^h warrants or to make searches and

authorized to serve or
^-^^^//////.^..ce of his duties -th regard

seizures while engaged in the P«"° ^ such duties, shall be

?K«eto o. on '"l^l.^l^'irC/^nll lit .or. than t.r» y.«s, or

.. fined not more than ^a.uuu oi f

( '^ both; and "
. • • oE this

"(b) Whoever, in committing any act in
^^°^^^^ ^^^ „ore

j-o/4i« or dangerous weapon, snaii uo
^^

section, uses any
<*«^f

^
°'„^t more than ten years, or both,

than $10,000 or imprisoned not mo

e f^rt^ral officer named in Title 18.

U8)The kidnaping of a ^^^^"^ ? issued by the Attorney

use, Sectiol'lUA or designated byeguU^ns^iss^^^J^

^^"^"i 'II "/srTecari20i<:)(5). SU «XOG, part I, Section 7
1.1

V^^:^^ Of kidnaping matters.

f the United States

: , .% r^!s!lt?^^i:rOe::ta?r?A8/?..
as set forth in

re^refefa^rster. Vol. 39, No. 95.

employees who, in addition to t^^^/^^f/:^^^ 18, USC, Section 1114.

Jn be within the P^^^^^^^^'ftte-Pted killing of such designated

which prohibits the
^^l^^^J^^.^f.gories of Federal officers and

officers and employees. The ""8
protected, while they arc

employees covered by Section ^ll^^^^«„f^ ,,\^eir official duties

engaged in or -"f^f^.'^^ifle 18 "SC. Section 1117; kidnaping,

from a conspiracy to kill, itii^
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L IB. use. section UO. ^fj^^^^^;^^:^^:''
^^

again't such officers or ^-P^^y^^^t.^^'^'Ji^ «e«;ers of such officers

(t)(l)(B). in ^'l<iition, the xmmed ate fam
y^. ^^^^^^^ ^^tempt

and employees are P^^^f^hrS to assault, kidnap, or -urder w.th

to kidnap or -"'^'i«',^:;t'f/"or retaliate against such an officer or

intent to impede, intimidate, or re
. ,. ,^^ -j-^e protective

: Uyee. Ti'tle 18, USC ^-t-n 5 a) UMA)^.^^^^
^^^ ^^^

coverage has been "tended to ^^ose ^e
^^ ^^^ enforcement

whose jobs involve ^^^^pection, invest^g
„tial degree of

responsibilities or who" work nv Ives a^^
^^ ^,,^,,tely addressed

Xitle .8. CP. part ^^^^^^l^^;;^^^^''^'
««= F^Heral officers and employees

categories
°^/!fjf i°^ ysC, Section UlA:

coverage under Title io,
.

, ,^ „ c Tax

Judges and special trial judges of the U.S.

commissioners and employees of the U.S. Parole
Court;

Commission;

"(a)

"(b)

"(c)

"(d)

„t„„.y, of
'7,^°:n r: / oicfii::;.. of

""' '"I'ltr f tho" "t„.«t of lostic.;

th= Co»u„ity
"fj'^^-S'^f/.^s and elployeos of the Bureau of

" ="»•=
..(f) criminal ^nvestUators "Pj^V-^^V tHe^U^S.

,„„„.y.s Office; and =.pi;y-°^ f„«J;Lr
aesisned to perform deb coUecUo

^^^ ...i.tant U.S ru.te.

..nwruptcy anaiyS and
f^^tlef" tr»rdit::rrd"e"tora, perform

rdrt"u^rtroL:^:r'';rrfrtLr invest; t
-,rce.ent

functions in administering the ^^"^^^^^^ assigned to perform or
^""^'^°"

"(h) .Attorneys and e^piyesas^^g^^
^^^.^ ^ ^^.^^^

to assist in performing
-^""^l^l^tl'lll-^ J ^n "establishment" or a

of the Officer of the I"«Pf^"^^^""terms are defined by Sections U
"designated Federal -'^.^^^/Upector ^neral Act of 1978 as

and 8E, respectively, of the Ij=P«
^^ ^„d 8E. and of the 0«^"^

tended. Title 5. "SC. app.3, S^^i^^/^^^.^^
pointing Office, the Kent

the State, Oist':^!!
orcSri^eras signed to perform loan making.
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loan servicing or loan^coUecting --ion.^^
^^^

Alcohol. Tobacco/ and Firearms assigned ^ĵe^f-^re^.^rctlL;
per.or.ing ^-estigat.ve, ^.nspect.on^or^law^en^^

^^^^^^^ ^^^^^^^^

Administration;
^^^^^ Employees of the Bureau of Census employed in

field work conducting censuses and purveys;
Military

"(m) Employees and members or i-ne u.-

H »mnlovees of the Department of Defense who:

control of a U.S.
-^.^^^^y/^erwise been assigned to perform

National Drug Control Policy,
^„„,„^-es of the Department of

"(o) Officers and employees oi i-ijc ^y

E„„,y sutho.Uee to car,y
"^t:crivi"oftr:'ro::re„f functions;

,_t..,t.ve, ^-"---rrUxoveo. .. t.e « S^^^
^^^^^^ ^„

Envi*on.ent.l Protection Agency a.s.6„.<i to
^«',^°-.°^/°„„t Uns;

pe.£o..in. i»-f,t «''-:U^rs rlnftrchiLian. oE the ».S n.h and

«ildU£c service 1 are participating in aea ia.prey control

operation.;
„^^^ """ro^rctrri^d'Ullyr.ele the

the General Services Ad..nraratro„ and f cers^^ P^^^
,__ ^^^

General Services Administration essigneo r
Government;

process o. its =-j'-^-,f^'J^ ^fjit iLurtty 0»ice of the

U.S. Ineormation^Agency;
c. the regional suhrejional and

^^

resident offices of the National
'-»'",^''f ^r to supervise the

perform investigative e"?.""!'"*
"ud

"'
and Security Specialists

'performance of
'-^^^f^^rrlii^n oflh "attonal Labor Relation,

of the Division of AdministraLion

^°"^'
..(u) Officers and employees of the U.S. Nuclear

Regulatory Commission:
f^^„ „„ to assist in

1. assignee Li-
enforcement functions or

performing
-v..tigative,__in^pe=t^on^or^l.. «fo^^^^^

^^ ^^^ ^^^.,„
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(

of license applications and license amendments;
"(v) Investigators employed by the U.S. Office of

Personnel Management;
"(w) Attorneys, accountants, investigators and other

employees of the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission assigned to
perform or to assist in performing investigative, inspection, or other
law enforcement functions;

"(x) Employees of the Social Security Administration
assigned to Administration field offices, hearing offices and field
assessment offices;

"(y) Officers and employees of the Tennessee Valley
Authority authorized by the Tennessee Valley Authority Board of
Directors to carry firearms in the performance of investigative,
inspection, protective or law enforcement functions;

"(z) Officers and employees of the Federal Aviation
Administration, the Federal Highway Administration, the National
Highway Traffic Safety Administration, .the Research and Special
Programs Administration and the Saint Lawrence Seaway Development
Corporation of the U.S. Department of Transportation who are assigned
to perform or assist in performing investigative inspection or law
enforcement functions;

"(aa) Federal administrative law judges appointed
pursuant. to Title 5, USC, Section 3105; and

"(bb) Employees of the Office of Workers'
Compensation Programs of the Department of Labor who adjudicate and
administer claims under the Federal Employees Compensation Act, the
Longshore and Harbor Workers' Compensation Act and its extension, or
the Black Lung Benefits Act."]
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STATES V TKotl ^f""^ °"/ ^^^^^"^^ ^"P""" ^"""^t Decision, UNITED

18. use, Section 111, that the subject knew the victim was a federal

he i thJ'-r T' f' i""'
''"^ °' ^^* "^^"It- The Supreme Court

snLif o
•' "r?

°"'^ ^' established that the subject had the

IITJ . I
.° """'' '^° assault. However, as a matter ofinvestigative and prosecutive policy, such knowledge, if present

^ari usIl'^C r'c^itl"''; 'V7 '° '"^^ '^''^^^ ^^^^ ^^^ the

not th! =!;L V 1 .
"'^' °^ ^^PP^^^' "^" '^^^i^^'i " t° whether or

elLeit.
^"°"l-<i8e on the part of the subject was an essential

18' use S.J^l ^71"?!'''^ u°
^^^ ^^'^^"^ Conspiracy Statute. Title

18, use. Section 371. the above Supreme Court decision also held that

viclLTy..T"''""^
to allege and prove that the subjects kne^ 'hevictim they conspired to assault, was a federal officer or employee.

„-fv, ..^^\ "^^^® ^^^ ^^°'^^ Supreme Court decision dealt only

T Ue'ir^isc % ^;^--; °«-«" -d employees in connection Jill

lit
18' use Sg^^tion 111. the Department of Justice <DOJ) is of the

o?fice'rs and ?
''"'''°" "°"'' '''' ^"^^ '° ^^^^^^S^ of federalofficers and employees covered under Title 18, USC, Section 1114 andconspiracies to kill these individuals.

assault rSL.^t''" i^- ^f'
Section 111, does not define the termassault. The DOJ has advised that in the absence of this statutorydefinition, the courts have followed the following common lawdefinition: An attempt with force or violence to do a corporal injuryto another consisting of an act which may cause corporal injury ^

accompanied by circumstances which denote at the time an intentioncoupled with the present ability of using actual violence against theperson.
|
(See MIOG, Part I, 89-3.5(3), 175-4(5). )|

« ^Sa^nsc the

of Title 18 ^flr
^5*

f^^""^"?/^
^''^ '^ required under the provisionsof Title 18. use. Section 111. since it states in part. "Whoeverforcibly assaults " m many instances the use of force by thesubject will be clearly present and will not present a leg" issueIt should be noted that mere verbal threats aione do not fons uUforce however, a threat of force uttered with the apparent present

makn '. th'^r'"
''' '"^' " '"^ ^^''^'"'^ displaying^ weapon-ormaking a threatening gesture which places the victim in fear of bodilyharn,, legally constitutes force and a violation of the above statute!
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EFFECTIVE: 11/23/94

89-2.4 Method for DeterminingiicLnoa ror uetermining if a Federal OfF,-,.^.- „^ u ,

protected y.. the >is..nir.lTri,°"\TurJX7o)\",
Killing a Federal Officer (KFO) Statute.

( contact the VU lent |CrL"/F„:r?";:|;":.'"v\;;:„j""'' ""fJ"'""^Offenders Ser^,o« r,--.- ,

"B^i-ive
j

unic, Violent Crimes and Major

resolution '
^''"''"'' Investigative Division. FBIHQ. for

EFFECTIVE: 11/23/94

89-2.5

sI^rrilH^""'''^
'°"''^' ""'^'- "^^"^ 1«' "-S- code.

(1)
officers, and eJlllVlko''': ^^t^ ''\'' ^^^^^^^^ '^^ ^Sencies.
Statutes.

are covered under the AFO and KFO

under S«c^, nf^i 1

1

a''"!!*'"*^^^' ^" ^«®"*=y identified and protected

Which became the Lug Enfo^cL^e^rAdfilli^t ration!"'
°^"*^""^ '"^"^^

c f o,.-,/?
Based on court interpretations of Title 5 u«!r

^uiiLinues. in ettect, those laws existinc orin.- «-„ n,-. . .

of an agency. Therefore fh» pbt u i";^ ^ f '^*^® reorganizationgengy. ineretore, the FBI should investigate AFO and KFO
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violations involving the successor agency.

EFFECTIVE: 02/16/89

89-2.6 Distinction Between "Engaged In" Versus "On Account Of"

Performance of Official Duties

(1) The distinction between a protected Government

officer who is assaulted, killed or an attempt to kill occurs while

"engaged in the performance of his/her official duties" and "on

account of the performance of his/her official duties" is as follows:

(a) If a Special Agent is assaulted by a bank

robbery fugitive while apprehending him/her, the assault occurred

while the Agent was "engaged in the performance of his/her official

duties ."

(b) If, after being released from prison, the bank

robbery subject assaults the above Agent, while either on or off duty,

because the Agent had previously arrested him/her, the assault

occurred "on account of the performance of his/her official duties."

(2) The above latter distinction is an important factor

to be considered if a protected Government officer or employee is

assaulted, killed or an attempt to kill occurs while either on or off

duty. Consideration should be given to the possibility that the

victim was attacked because of past performances of official duties.

In such situations, an investigation may be instituted to determine if

the attack was so motivated, thus making it a violation of either the

AFO or KFO Statutes.

EFFECTIVE: 12/19/86
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89-2.7 Comments and Clarification Regarding Threats to Commit an

Assaulting a Federal Officer or Killing a Federal Officer

Violation! (See MIOG, Part I, 89-2.10(7), 89-2. 15(4) .)

|

(1) |Threats to assault or kill a protected federal

officer or employee constitute a federal violation under Title 18,

use, Section 115(a)(1)(B). A requisite element in providing these

crimes is "intent." These crimes must be committed with intent to

impede, intimidate, interfere with, or retaliate against United States

officials, United States judges, federal law enforcement officers, or

officers whose killing would be a crime under Title 18, USC, Section

1114, while those individuals are engaged in the performance of their

official duties, or on account of the performance of their official

duties
.

I

(2) It should be noted that if captioned threats do not

constitute an actual AFO violation, they must be further analyzed as

follows to determine if they constitute some other federal or local

violation upon which investigative or referral action should be taken:

(a) If captioned threats are conveyed by the U.S.

mail or interstate telephone call, FBI jurisdiction under the Federal

Extortion Statute exists. See Fart I, Section 9 of this manual

entitled "Extortion" for complete details.

(b) If the threats involve two or more subjects, a

violation under the federal Conspiracy Statute, Title 18, USC, Section

371, or the Conspiracy to Impede or Injure an Officer Statute, Title

18, USC, Section 372, may exist. See 89-4 for complete details.

(c) Captioned threats, under the proper

circumstances, could constitute an Obstruction of Justice violation.

See Part I, Section 72 of this manual entitled "Obstruction of

Justice" for complete details.

(d) Captioned threats, if made by telephone call

within the District of Columbia or in interstate commerce, may

constitute a violation of the Interstate Obscene or Harassing

Telephone Calls Statute, Title 47, USC, Section 223. See Part I,

Section 178 of this manual entitled "Interstate Obscene or Harassing

Telephone Calls" for complete details.

(3) If the office of origin (00) is in doubt whether

captioned threats constitute a federal violation under the FBI's

jurisdiction, the fact situation should be promptly presented to an

appropriate AUSA for a legal opinion regarding this issue and whether

Sensitive
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an investigation or a "preliminary inquiry" should be conducted in

accordance with the current Attorney General's Guidelines governing

such procedures.

(4) In the absence of FBI jurisdiction, if it is

determined that a federal violation under the investigative

jurisdiction of another federal agency exists, such as blackmail which

is handled by Postal Inspectors, the case should be referred to the

appropriate agency for investigation.

(5) In the absence of a federal violation, instant
.

threats should be referred to local authorities to determine if they

constitute an offense which will be investigated by them.

(6) Any presentation to an AUSA for a legal opinion or

referral to another federal agency or local authority should be set

forth in the notification communication to FBIHQ. See 89-2.10 for

complete details.

(7) The 00 must immediately notify the victim and any

agency having protective responsibility for the victim. In cases

involving threats against members of the Federal Judiciary, the Chief

Judge of the Judicial District also should be notified of the threat.

Notification should include whether the FBI or another agency is

investigating the threat. All notifications should be set forth in

the initial teletype to FBIHQ.

(8) A confirmation letter to the victim must be sent

within five working days after the FBI is made aware of the threat. A

copy of the confirmation letter must be directed to any agency having

protective responsibility for the victim and, if appropriate, to the

Chief Judge of the Judicial District.

EFFECTIVE: 11/23/94
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89-2.8 Threat Assessments

(1) In cases involving AFO or KFO threats received by a

victim, the FBI may be requested by the agency responsible for

protecting the victim for a "threat assessment" of the threats
received.

(2) Based on past experience, the above situation will

most likely occur when a Federal judge has received an AFO or KFO

threat and the local U.S. Marshals Service (USMS) Office is providing
the victims with protection. The USMS Office may request the local

FBI Office or FBIHQ, through USMS Headquarters, Washington, D.C., for

a "threat assessment" to assist them in determining if the protection
detail should be continued.

(3) It must be clearly understood that the FBI does not

provide "threat assessments" per se. The FBI will not, under any

circumstances, render an opinion as to whether the protection should

be continued or terminated.

(A) It is necessary, however, when a field office

receives such a legitimate request, that it disseminate all known

facts regarding the AFO or KFO threats and the results of any

pertinent investigation. This dissemination will enable the agency

providing the protection to formulate its own "threat assessment" and

opinion whether the protection should be continued or terminated. If

the threat was developed through an FBI informant, his/her identity

must be protected; however, a statement regarding his/her reliability

should be provided. In threats developed from other sources known to

the FBI, dissemination should include a statement as to their

reliability as far as can be determined.

(5) In order to prevent a misinterpretation of the facts,

the above dissemination must be made by letterhead memorandum (LHM)

.

In addition, FBIHQ must be promptly notified of the request and the

local dissemination by submission of a cover airtel to FBIHQ enclosing

four (4) copies of the disseminated LHM.

(6) Requests or "threat assessments" occasionally
originate on a headquarters level. In such instances, FBIHQ will

promptly notify the appropriate office and request an LHM setting

forth details of the threat and the results of any investigation
conducted. The information disseminated to the requesting agency will

enable it to formulate its own "threat assessment."

I
(7) Field offices should deal only with local
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representatives of agencies requesting information in connection with

threat assessments. Inquiries from the headquarters of those

agencies should be referred to FBIHQ.

|

EFFECTIVE: 02/16/89

89-2.9 FBI Investigative Jurisdiction

,(1) |The AFO and KFO statutes (Title 18, USC, Sections

111, 115, 1111, 1112, |1114, |lll7jand 2231) do not specifically

designate the FBI as the responsible investigative agency. However,

the DOJ has historically ruled that the FBI has investigative

jurisdiction over all federal criminal statutes when no agency is

specifically designated to conduct the investigation.

(2) Following passage of the original AFO and KFO

Statutes on May 18, 1934, and in accord with the above DOJ ruling, the

FBI has investigated, and continues to investigate, all assaults and

killings of and attempts to kill federal officers and employees

protected under Title 18, USC, Section 1114, with the following

exceptions:

(a) Pursuant to a 10/2/56 agreement, the Department

of the Treasury has inv.estigative jurisdiction over assaults and

killings of and attempts to kill its personnel. See 89-2.13 for

complete details.

(b) Pursuant to a 3/5/75 agreement, the Postal

Inspectors have investigative jurisdiction over assaults and killings

of and attempts to kill postal employees under certain designated

conditions. See 89-2.14 for complete details.

EFFECTIVE: 11/23/94
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89-2.10 Notification to FBIHQ in Killing a Federal Officer and

Assaulting a Federal Officer Cases] (See MIOG, Part I,

89-2.7(6), 89-2.11(10).)]

(1) FBIHQ should be promptly notified of all new KFO

cases by telephone and confirmed by immediate teletype. In addition,

FBIHQ should be advised of all subsequent major investigative

developments by summary teletype. The teletype reporting a subject's

apprehension should include a statement as to whether or not the

subject admitted the violation.

(2) In all AFO cases, depending on the urgency of the

situation, FBIHQ should be promptly notified by telephone or teletype.

Telephone notification to FBIHQ must be confirmed by immediate

teletype. In addition, FBIHQ should be advised of all subsequent

major investigative developments by summary teletype.

(3) In cases involving a threat to commit an AFO or KFO

violation, depending on the urgency of this situation, FBIHQ should be

- notified by telephone, teletype or airtel. Telephone notification to

( FBIHQ must be promptly confirmed by teletype. If such cases involve

^^ FBI personnel. United States Attorneys or Assistant United States

Attorneys as potential victims, notification should be made by

telephone or teletype. In cases involving members of the Federal

Judiciary, including U.S. Magistrates, refer to 89-2.10(4).

(4) During regular working hours, FBIHQ, Criminal

I

Investigative Division, Violent ]Crimes/Fugitive]Unit, must be

immediately notified by telephone of all reports of threats to commit

an AFO or KFO violation against any member of the Federal Judiciary,

including U.S. Magistrates. If report of a threat occurs outside of

regular working hours, telephone the FBIHQ Duty Agent. This

telephonic notification should be followed by an "Immediate" teletype

I

to FBIHQ.
I

(See (3) & MIOG, Part I, 89-2. 15 (3) .)

[

(5) In any AFO or KFO investigation, FBIHQ must be

advised by airtel of its closing. This airtel should state the basis

for closing. The airtel should also indicate the victim, as well as

any agency having protective responsibility for the victim and any

Chief Federal Judge (if victim was a member of the Federal Judiciary),

was notified that the investigation has been closed.

(6) In regard to AFO or KFO cases involving FBI personnel

and threatened or actual AFO or KFO cases involving federal judges,

USAs and AUSAs, see 89-2.15 for further details.
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(7) In cases involving a threat to commit an AFO or KFO

violation, the teletype or airtel notification to FBIHQ must set forth

the complete details of the threat and its means of conveyance. See

89-2.7 for further requirements.

EFFECTIVE: 11/23/94

89-2.11 Investigative Procedures

(1) In KFO violations, signed statements, if possible,

should be obtained from all eyewitnesses to the offense and other

witnesses who provide any positive information concerning the case.

Interviews of individuals who were in the immediate vicinity of the

offense but claim not to have seen or heard anything should be

recorded in an FD-302 in the event they are later contacted by defense

counsel for opposing testimonyi

(2) In KFO violations, it is essential to establish that

the cause of death occurred by reason of the subject's actions. An

autopsy must be performed by a physician who will testify as to the

cause of death. Copies of the autopsy report, along with the

interview of the performing physician, must be included in the

prosecutive report.

(3) In AFO and KFO violations, every effort must be made

to recover any weapon used for examination purposes. In addition, the

weapon should be traced to establish it was in the subject's

possession at the time of the offense. '

(A) In AFO and KFO violations, evidence of a prior crime

committed by the subject, which may have been the basis for the

assault such as his/her attempting to avoid apprehension, may be

introduced as evidence to establish a motive for having committed the

AFO or KFO violation.

(5) In AFO and KFO violations, a thorough past history of

the subject should be developed as this information may be used as

rebuttal evidence against him/her during his/her trial.

(6) In AFO cases, the victim should be examined by a

physician in order to establish and document the extent of injuries.

A copy of the medical report, along with the interview of the

examining physician, should be included in the prosecutive report.
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c

(7) If AFO or KFO threats have been received by the

victim and investigation has been or wi I L_

under

kUu

(9) |Deleted|

(10) When FBI personnel are victims in actual or

threatened AFO or KFO cases, FBIHQ should be notified as set forth in

89-2.10.

(11) AFO and KFO cases involving FBI personnel must

receive immediate and aggressive investigation. When the subject is

identified, the case should be promptly presented to the USA's Office

in an effort to obtain federal process. If prosecution is declined,

FBIHQ should be advised by teletype setting forth the complete

details. If appropriate, FBIHQ will discuss the case with the DOJ for

a final determination. It is noted that an absence of actual physical

injury should not bar federal prosecution.

(12) In the event an AFO or KFO matter arises from a

substantive investigation, a separate AFO or KFO case will be opened.

A copy of the opening communication should be directed to the

substantive unit at FBIHQ.

EFFECTIVE: 03/21/95

I

89-2.12 JDeleted]
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EFFECTIVE; U/23/9A

89-2.12.1 Deleted

EFFECTIVE: 11/23/9A

89-2.13 Department of the Treasury Personnel

(1) For purposes of this section, the Department of the

Treasury is comprised of the United States Secret Service (USSS)

;

Internal Revenue Service; United States Customs Service; and the

Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, and Firearms.

(2) When the AFO and KFO Statutes were initially enacted

into law, the FBI investigated those offenses involving Department of

the Treasury officers and employees.

(3) Based on a subsequent desire of the Department of the

Treasury to investigate such offenses involving its personnel, a

jurisdictional agreement was reached between the Department of the

Treasury, FBI, andDOJ.

(A) On 10/2/56, the Attorney General (AG) issued a

memorandum ruling that assaults and killings of Department of the

Treasury personnel were to be investigated by the Department of the

Treasury rather than the FBI. This memorandum also stated that if any

case develops wherein the absence of an FBI investigation of it is

materially interfering with law enforcement, the AG should be advised.

(5) A Department of the Treasury agency may request an

FBI field office to investigate an AFO or KFO matter as an exception

to the AG's 10/2/56 ruling. The headquarters of the requesting agency

should forward such requests to FBIHQ by the most practical,

expeditious means so that FBI investigation, if approved, is not

delayed. The field office receiving a request of this type should

1 promptly furnish pertinent details to the | Violent |Crimes Unit,

Criminal Investigative Division, FBIHQ, so appropriate Bureau

officials may be informed of the incident and the request.
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EFFECTIVE: 02/16/89

89-2. lA U.S. Postal Service (USPS) Employees

(1) Title 18, use, Sections 111 and 1114, provide

protection to officers and employees of the USPS from assaults,

killings and attempts to kill.

(2) On 3/5/74, DOJ issued the following policy directive

regarding AFO and KFO matters involving USPS employees:

"Unless otherwise directed by the Department,

investigation of assaults on and homicides of personnel of the USPS is

for the FBI if incidental to another violation under the primary

investigative jurisdiction of the FBI or if the attack is by a

nonemployee against a Postal Inspector and for the USPS in all other

instances.

"

(3) For purposes of clarification, based on the above,

current FBI and USPS jurisdiction is as follows:

(a) The FBI will investigate assaults and killings

of and attempts to kill Postal Inspectors by nonpostal employees.

(b) The USPS will investigate assaults and killings

of and attempts to kill Postal Inspectors by postal employees.

(c) The USPS will investigate all other assaults,

killings of and attempts to kill USPS officers and employees except in

cases where the attack is incidental to ,another violation under the

primary investigative jurisdiction of the FBI or if otherwise directed

by DOJ.

(A) In applying the above guidelines, the term "employee"

includes all individuals employed by the USPS, regardless of title,

other than persons who provide services for the USPS on a fee,

contract, job, or piecework basis.

EFFECTIVE: 02/16/89
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89-2.15 Assaulting, Killing, Attempting to Kill, or Threats Made

Against Federal Judges, United States Attorneys and

Assistant United States Attorneys |
(See MIOG, Part I,

89-2.10(6).)!

(1) It should be noted that while Title 18, USC, Section

lUA, lists "any judge of the United States" as being protected from

assaults, killings and attempts to kill, U.S. Supreme Court Justices

are actually protected under the Congressional, Cabinet, and Supreme

Court Assassination, Kidnaping, and Assault Statute, Title 18, USC,

Section 351. See 89-3 for complete details. As a consequence,

assassinations, kidnapings, attempts to kill, and assaults of U.S.

Supreme Court Justices are investigated by the FBI under Section 351,

and assaults and killings of or attempts to kill all other federal

judges are investigated by the FBI under Sections 111 and 1114,

respectively.

(2) Although there is no direct case law in point, DOJ

has opined that District of Columbia Superior Court Judges and Judges

of Territorial Courts of the Virgin Islands fall within the "any judge

of the United States" provision of Section lllA. DOJ, therefore,

recommends that an AFC or KFQ investigation may be instituted by the

FBI if these judges are assaulted, killed or an attempt to kill occurs

while engaged in or on account of the performance of their official

duties. However, DOJ is also of the opinion that if investigation is

instituted by the FBI, prosecution in both instances should be handled

by local authorities, who would also have jurisdiction under their

laws, unless compelling reasons exist for federal prosecution under

Title 18, USC, Sections lU or 1114. ,

(3) In regard to actual assaults and killings of or

attempts to kill captioned individuals within the elements of Title

18, USC, Sections 111 and lllA, a violation is clearly present and an

investigation should be immediately instituted. FBIHQ should be

promptly notified of any such violations by telephone and/or teletype,

and the notification teletype to FBIHQ should set forth the

investigation already conducted and specific leads reflecting the

investigation to be conducted. (See 89-2.10(4) for procedures

concerning members of the Federal Judiciary.) In addition, FBIHQ

should also be advised of all subsequent major investigative

developments by a summary teletype.

(4) In regard to threats to assault or kill captioned

individuals, iTitle 18, USC, Section 115 (a)(1)(B) makes it a federal

crime to threaten to assault, kidnap, or murder United States

officials (whose killing would be a crime under Title 18, USC, Section
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(

1114) and United States judges. A United States judge is defined as

"...any judicial officer of the United States, and includes a justice

of the Supreme Court and a United States magistrate " Title 18,

use, Section 1114 lists both U.S. Attorneys and Assistant U.S.

Attorneys as protected officers or employees. Therefore, threats

against United States judges, U.S. Attorneys, and Assistant U.S.

Attorneys are investigated by the FBI under Title 18. USC, Section

115. See|89-2.7 for instructions regarding proper procedures.

(5) Although AFO and KFO violations involving captioned

individuals fall within the FBI's investigative jurisdiction, the FBI

does not have legal authority to provide physical protection for those

individuals to prevent threatened assaults, killings and attempts to

kill. The security and physical protection of captioned individuals

are the statutory responsibility of the USMS which is vested under

Title 28, USC, Section 569.

(6) Based on the above protective responsibilities of the

USMS, an agreement between FBIHQ and the USMS Headquarters was

established wherein FBIHQ agreed to promptly notify the USMS both

locally and on a headquarters level whenever a threat to assault or

kill captioned individuals is received by the FBI, or when such

individuals are actually assaulted or killed.

(7) When an investigation is instituted involving one of

captioned individuals as a victim or potential victim, close liaison

should be established locally with the USMS office responsible for

his/her physical protection.

C8) Dissemination of- pertinent information to USSS on a

local and headquarters level must be made by the FBI whenever an

individual threatens, assaults, kills or attempts to kill captioned

individuals. See 89-2.19 for additional information.

(9) In conjunction with (6). and (8) above, the office

receiving instant threats must promptly notify the nearest office of

the USSS and the USMS office covering the victim's location. The

notification teletype to FBIHQ should specifically set forth the

details of the notification made locally by the FBI and the USMS and

the USSS.

(10) Based on an agreement between FBIHQ and the DOJ,

FBIHQ has agreed to promptly notify the Deputy Assistant Attorney

General, Criminal Division, and the Assistant Director for Legal

Services, Executive Office for United States Attorneys, DOJ,

Washington, D.C., whenever a threat to assault, kill or attempt to
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kill a USA or AUSA is received by the FBI, or when said individuals

are actually assaulted or killed. FBIHQ will handle dissemination of

information to the above DOJ officials and the USSS and USMS

Headquarters.

EFFECTIVE: 11/23/94

89-2.16 Assaulting, Killing, or Attempting to Kill a Federal

Officer Cases Involving U.S. Bureau of Prisons (BOP)

Personnel

(1) Based on a 10/30/52 request by the BOP Headquarters,

Washington, D.C, FBIHQ has agreed to disseminate on a headquarters

level a copy of FBI reports prepared in AFO and KFO cases involving

BOP personnel.

(2) Prior to-6/9/80, the- FBI conducted an investigation

( of all AFO and KFO cases involving BOP personnel.

(3) Based on a February, 1980, Office of Planning and

Evaluation field survey of AFO cases in which it was determined that

USAs throughout the field were routinely declining prosecution of

minor and unaggravated assaults of BOP personnel by inmates in favor

of the subject being administratively handled by BOP authorities, the

following investigative policy was adopted by the FBI on 6/9/80:

(a) Prior to conducting an investigation of alleged

minor and unaggravated assaults of BOP personnel by inmates, a

preliminary incident report should be obtained from prison authorities

and promptly presented to the USA to determine if Federal prosecution

is warranted or if the incident should be handled by administrative

procedures available to BOP authorities.

(b) The 00 should thereafter promptly, orally advise

the local BOP authorities of the USA's opinion regarding prosecution

of minor and unaggravated assaults. If prosecution is declined, the

above oral dissemination should be confirmed by providing BOP

authorities locally with a copy of the letter to the USA confirming

his/her declination. BOP authorities may then consider proceeding

administratively against the inmate. If. an investigation is required

or prosecution is authorized by the USA, the above oral notification

and subsequent investigation by the FBI at the BOP facility will serve

as notice to BOP authorities to refrain from taking administrative
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sanctions against the inmate-

(c) In order for FBIHQ to advise the BOP

Headquarters, Washington, D.C., of declination cases in which a

prosecutive report is not prepared, the 00 should submit to FBIHQ, by

cover airtel, three copies of the letter to the USA confirming his/her

declination. The cover airtel should set forth a request for FBIHQ to

disseminate a copy of the letter to BOP Headquarters, Washington, D.C.

(d) If investigation is instituted and a prosecutive

report is prepared, two copies of the report should be submitted to

FBIHQ, with one copy designated for BOP Headquarters. Do not

disseminate a copy of the prosecutive report locally to the BOP

facility involved. The facility should be advised of the final

outcome of the investigation by letter or LHM. This communication

should merely set forth the prosecutive results and not contain any

information which would identify witnesses, sources, or investigative

techniques which could be possibly compromised.

EFFECTIVE: 12/19/86

89-2.17 Any Security Officer of the Department of State or the

Foreign Service

(1) Title 18, use, Section lllA, was amended on 8/27/64

to include any security officer of the Department of State or Foreign

Service. The intention of this amendment was to extend protection to

any of the security officers engaged in protective activities under

Title 22, use, Section 2666.

(2) Section 2666 defines the above security officers as

individuals designated by the Secretary of State and authorized to

carry firearms for the purpose of protecting heads of foreign states,

official representatives of foreign governments, and other

distinguished visitors to the United States, the Secretary of State,

the Deputy Secretary of State official representatives of the U.S.

Government, and members of the immediate families of any such persons,

both in the United States and abroad.

EFFECTIVE: 12/19/86
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89-2.18 Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) Inspectors

(1) On 6/30/80, Section 235 of the Atomic Energy Act of

1954 was amended to extend protection to captioned individuals who are

assaulted or killed while engaged in the performance of such

inspection duties, or on account of the performance of such duties.

(2) Based on an FBI/DOJ management decision, on 8/16/82,

Section 117 of. this manual entitled "Atomic Energy Act of 195A" was

revised to transfer these violations to the 117 classification as an

Atomic Energy Act violation.

(3) Investigations involving NRC Inspectors as victims

initiated after 8/16/82, are to be handled as set forth in (2) above.

EFFECTIVE: 12/19/86

89-2.19 Dissemination of Information to United States Secret

Service in Assaulting a Federal Officer and Killing a

Federal Officer Cases

(1) Pursuant to a 2/3/65 agreement between the Bureau and

the USSS, the FBI is obligated to disseminate certain types of

information developed during AFO and KFO investigations to the USSS,

on both a local and headquarters level, to assist the USSS in its

statutory protective functions.

(2) The notification teletype to FBIHQ should include the

complete fact situation, the identity of the USSS employee notified,

the time and date of notification, and the identity of the FBI

employee who made the dissemination. FBIHQ will handle dissemination

to USSS Headquarters,

(3) In regard to AFO and KFO cases, see Part I, 175-14(2)

of this manual entitled "FBI/USSS Agreement Concerning Protective

Responsibilities" and Part I, 175-14(3) entitled "USSS Protectees in a

Travel Status" for the types of information to be disseminated to the

USSS.

EFFECTIVE: 12/19/86
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89-2.20 Department of Justice Prosecutive Policy in Assaulting a

Federal Officer Cases

The USA's Manual states, in essence, that the focus of the

DOJ's prosecutive policy is on Federal officers and employees who have

law enforcement duties which regularly expose them to the public, and

on staff members of Federal correctional institutions. This

protection from assaults and other forms of forcible resistance,

enables such persons to perform their required functions effectively,

and violent acts against them should be prosecuted vigorously. By

contrast, offenses against other types of Federal employees should be

referred to a local prosecutor unless the offense is particularly

aggravated or there are other unusual circumstances present justifying

Federal action.

EFFECTIVE: 12/19/86

89-2.21 Character

(1) Assaulting or Attempting to Kill a Federal Officer

(AFO)

(2) Killing a Federal Officer (KFO)

EFFECTIVE: 12/19/86

89-2.22 Subclassif ication

See MAOP, Part II, 3-1.1, "FBI Classifications and

Subdivided Classifications."

EFFECTIVE: 10/18/95
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89-2.23 Venue

Venue will be in the judicial district where the assault,

killing or attempt to kill occurred. Title 18, USC, Section 3236,

provides that the crime of. murder is committed at the place where the

injury was inflicted, the poison administered, or other means

employed, which caused the death o£ the victim, without regard to the

place where the death occurred.

EFFECTIVE: 12/19/86

89-2. 2A Office of Origin

In AFO or KFO violations, the 00 shall be the office in

whose territory the assault, killing or attempt to kill occurred,

EFFECTIVE: 12/19/86

89-2.25 Copies of Prosecutive Reports to FBIHQ

Two copies in both AFO and KFO cases.

EFFECTIVE: 12/19/86

89-3 CONGRESSIONAL, CABINET, AND SUPREME COURT ASSASSINATION,

KIDNAPING, AND ASSAULT (CCSCAKA)

EFFECTIVE: 12/19/86
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89-3.1 Background

(1) Prior to 1/2/71, there were no specific Federal

statutes covering the killing, kidnaping, or assaulting of a Member of

Congress or a Hember-of-Congress-elect . or attempting or conspiring to

kill or kidnap such persons. Federal prosecution of the above critnes

had to be prosecuted under one of the general Federal criminal

statutes, if applicable, or referred. to local authorities for

prosecution.

(2) On 1/2/71, the Omnibus Crime Control Act of 1970,

Public Law 91-64A, was enacted into law. Title IV of this Act

provided the following protection for Members of Congress, by a new

statute, Title 18, USC, Section 351, the Congressional Assassination

Statute (CAS), and amended the Authorization for Interception of Wire

or Oral Communications Statute, Title 18, USC, Section 2516.

(3) The CAS, Section 351, made it a Federal offense to

kill, kidnap, assault, attempt to kill or kidnap, or conspire to kill

. or kidnap any Member of Congress or Member-of-Congress-elect. The

( > above amendment to Section 2516 added CAS as one of the statutory

offenses which could be investigated by use of properly authorized

interceptions of wire or oral communications, when such interceptions

may provide evidence of these violations.

(4) On 10/6/82, Title 18, USC, Sections 351 and 1751 were

amended under Public Law 97-285 to provide penalties for crimes

against Cabinet officers. Supreme Court Justices and Presidential

staff members, and "for other purposes."

(5) The CAS was amended by the above Public Law to

include the assassination, kidnaping, assault, attempts to kill or

iidnap, and conspiracies to kill or kidnap the head or his/her second

in coLand of a department in the executive branch of the Government

listed under Title 5. USC, Section 101, or an ^dividual nominated to

be the head of a department during the pendency of his/her nomination,

the Director of Central Intelligence or an individual nominated to be

Director during the pendency of his/her nomination; and U.S. Supreme

Court Justices, or individuals so nominated during the pendency of

their nominations.

(6) Under the 10/6/82 CAS amendment referred to above,

the Government need not prove that the subject knew that the victim

was an individual protected under this statute, and it also provides

/^''% for extraterritorial jurisdiction.
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(7) As a result of the 10/6/82 amendment, the CAS was

retitled as the Congressional, Cabinet, and Supreme Court

Assassination, Kidnaping, and Assault (CCSCAKA) Statute and is the

current statute under which the FBI has investigative jurisdiction.

(8) Public Law 97-285 also amended Section 2516 to

include CCSCAKA violations as one of the offenses which could be

investigated by use of properly authorized interceptions of wire or

oral communications, when such interceptions may provide evidence of

these violations.

EFFECTIVE: 12/19/86

89-3.2 Statute and Penalties

(1) Set forth below in its entirety is the CCSCAKA

Statute, Title 18, USC, Section 351.

"(a) Whoever kills any individual who is a Member of

Congress or a Member-of-Congress-elect , a member of the executive

branch of the Government who is the head, or a person nominated to be

head during the pendency of such nomination, of a department listed m
section 101 of title 5 or the second ranking official in such

department, the Director (or a person nominated to be Director during

the pendency of such nomination) or Deputy Director of Central

Intelligence, la major Presidential or Vice Presidential candidate Cas

defined in section 3056 of this title), |or a Justice of the United

States, as defined in section A51 of title 28, or a person nominated

to be Justice of the United States, during the pendency of such

nomination, shall be punished as provided by section 1111 and 1112 of

this title.

"(b) Whoever kidnaps an individual designated in

subsection (a) of this section shall be punished (1) by imprisonment

for any term of years or for life, or (2) by death or imprisonment for

any term of years or for life, if death results to such individual.

"(c) Whoever attempts to kill or kidnap any individual

designated in subsection (a) of this section shall be punished by

imprisonment for any term of years or for life.

"(d) If two or more persons conspire to kill or kidnap

any individual designated in subsection (a) of this section and one or

more of such persons do any act to effect the object of the
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conspiracy, each shall be punished (1) by imprisonment for any term of

years or for life, or (2) by death or imprisonment for any term of

years or for life, if death results to such individual.

"(e) Whoever assaults any person designated in subsection

(a) of this section shall be fined not more than $5,000, or imprisoned

not more than one year, or both; and if personal injury results, shall

be fined not more than $10,000, or imprisoned for not more than ten

years, or both.

"(f) If Federal investigative or prosecutive jurisdiction

is asserted for a violation of this section, such assertion shall

suspend the exercise of jurisdiction by a State or local authority,

under any applicable State or local law, until Federal action is

terminated.

"(g) Violations of this section shall be investigated by

the Federal Bureau of Investigation. Assistance may be requested from

any Federal, State, or local agency, including the Army, Navy, and Air

Force, any statute, rule, or regulation to the contrary

notwithstanding.

"(h) In a prosecution for an offense under this section

the Government need not prove that the defendant knew that the victim

I

of the offense was an| individual |protected by this section.

"(i) There is extraterritorial jurisdiction over the

conduct prohibited by this section."

(2) Section 351(a) provides for punishment as provided by

Sections 1111 and 1112. Title 18, USC. Section 1111, is the Murder

Statute, and Title 18, USC, Section 1112, is the Manslaughter Statute.

See 89-2.2 for their text, definitions, and penalties.

EFFECTIVE: 06/18/87
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89-3.3

follows:

Elements

(1) The elements of the CCSCAKA Statute are summarized as

(a) That the defendant killed or kidnaped an

individual designated in Section 351(a).

(b) That the defendant assaulted an individual

designated in Section 351(a).

(c) That the defendant attempted to kill or kidnap

an individual designated in Section 351(a).

(d) That two or more persons conspired to kill or

kidnap an individual designated in Section 351(a) and one or more of

the persons did an act to effect the object of the conspiracy.

(2) In regard to (1) (c) above, the following DOJ opinion

pertaining- to the identical element under the Presidential and

( Presidential Staff Assassination, Kidnaping, and Assault QPPSAKA;

V. ^

Statute, Title 18, USC, Section 1751 (see Part I, 175-2 of this manual

entitled "Statute and Penalties"), should be noted and followed under

the CCSCAKA Statute, Title 18, USC, Section 351.

(a) Under the PPSAKA Statute, the DOJ has ruled that

when an individual acting alone threatens to kidnap or kill a

protected individual and commits a sufficient overt act to carry out

the threat, such as purchasing a weapon, such an act constitutes an

attempt to kill or kidnap within the meaning of the PPSAKA Statute.

See Part I, 175-3 of this manual entitled "Elements" for complete

details.

(b) The DOJ has advised FBIHQ that this opinion

regarding the PPSAKA Statute also applies to the identical element

within the meaning of the CCSCAKA Statute.

(3) In regard to (1) (d) above, the following DOJ opinion

pertaining to the identical element under the PPSAKA Statute should be

noted and followed under the CCSCAKA Statute.

(a) Under the PPSAKA Statute, the DOJ has ruled that

the FBI has the authority to investigate a credible allegation of a

conspiracy to kill or kidnap a protected individual even though the

/^''; allegation does not include any information regarding an overt act m
\ ' furtherance of the conspiracy.
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(b) The DOJ has advised FBIHQ that this opinion

regarding the PPSAKA Statute also applies to the identical element

within the meaning of the CCSCAKA Statute.

(4) It should be noted that Section 351(h) does not

require that the subject knew the victim was an individual protected

under this statute.

(5) Furthermore, the CCSCAKA Statute does not require

that the criminal act occur while the protected individual is engaged

in or on account of the performance of his/her official duties.

EFFECTIVE: 12/19/86

89-3.4 Definitions

,- (1) Member of Congress - One who is a component part of

( the U.S. Senate or House of Representatives. The DOJ is of the

^- opinion that in addition to U.S. Senators and Representatives,

delegates or representatives of special geographical divisions who are

extended the privileges of membership, such as the Resident

Commissioner from Puerto Rico, are protected under this statute. The

DOJ has also advised that in their opinion, the Vice President would

be classified as a Member of Congress under this statute; however,

prosecutions for any violation involving him/her as a victim should be

pursued under Title 18, USC. Section 1751. the PPSAKA Statute, so as

to allow use of its more liberal assault and reward provisions.

(2) Member-of-Congress-Elect - One who has been certified

by the usual state or local certifying official as having been elected

to one of the offices described above. This term does not include a

U.S. Senator appointed under the 17th Amendment and while pending

entry to office.

(3) Head, Second Ranking Official, or Person Nominated to

be Head - Title 5, USC, Section 101, identifies captioned individuals

in part by setting forth the 13 executive departments which are

referred to under Section 351(a). These Departments are State,

Treasury, Defense, Justice, Interior, Agriculture, Commerce, Labor,

;

Health and Human Services, Housing and Urban Development,

Transportation, Energy, and Education.

I I (4) Director of Central Intelligence (DCI) - The DCI is
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the primary advisor to the President and the National Security Council

on national foreign intelligence matters.. To discharge this and other

assigned duties, the Director of the Central Intelligence Agency CCIA^

is also the DCI and the head of the Intelligence Community. The

Intelligence Community consists of the CIA, the National Security

Agency, the Defense Intelligence Agency, certain offices withm the

Department of Defense, the Bureau of Intelligence and Research of the

Department of State, the intelligence elements of the military

services, the FBI, and the Departments of Treasury and Energy.

(5) Posse Comitatus - The common law definition is

individuals who may be summoned by the sheriff to assist in preserving

the public peace or in executing a legal precept that is forcibly

opposed. Title 18, USC, Section 1385, which is commonly referred to

as the Posse Comitatus Statute, prohibits the use of the military as a

posse comitatus or otherwise to execute the laws unless expressly

authorized by the Constitution or Act of Congress. Section 351(.g;

specifically removes this prohibition.

(6) Extraterritorial Jurisdiction - This term describes-

the legal authority to cause an investigation to be conducted and
^

subsequently prosecute a subject in the United States for a violation

of Federal law which was committed by him/her outside the territorial

jurisdiction of the United States. Section 351(i) specifically grants

extraterritorial jurisdiction for CCSCAKA violations .
As a practical

matter, these situations will present immense investigative

difficulties and may require extradition of the subject to the United

States. The DOJ has elected not to furnish investigative and

prosecutive guidelines in this area. Each case will be considered

individually upon receipt of the facts and the results of a contract

with appropriate foreign authorities regarding what action and

assistance will be provided to the United States.

EFFECTIVE: 12/19/86
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89-3.5 Comments and Clarification Regarding the Congressional,

Cabinet and Supreme Court Assassination, Kidnaping, and

Assault Statute

(1) This statute covers assassinating, kidnaping,

assaulting, attempts to kill or kidnap, and conspiracies to kill or

kidnap. It does not include mere threats made by a subject against

those individuals protected under Section 351(a) unless the threat is

to kill or kidnap and the individual who made the threat commits a

sufficient overt act in furtherance of carrying it out. See 89-3.3

and 89-3.6 for further details.

(2) The term "kidnap" as used in this statute, merely

means "carrying away" the victim, and interstate transportation is not

required. In addition, investigation can be instituted immediately

since the "24 hour presumptive rule" utilized in the Federal Kidnaping

Statute does not apply under Section 351(b).

(3) Section 351(e) does not define the term assault. See

89-2.3 for the definition of assault under the AFO Statute. This-

definition is also utilized under the CCSCAKA Statute.

(4) Section 351(e) divides assaults into two categories:

those that result in personal injury and. all others. The personal

injury suffered must occur to individuals enumerated under Section

351(a).

(5) The assault penalties under Section 351(e) make no

provision for aggravated assaults in which a deadly or dangerous

weapon is utilized. The penalty for assault not resulting in personal

injury is a $5,000 fine and/or not more than one year's confinement.

If the assailant uses a deadly or dangerous weapon, however,

consideration should be given to prosecution under Section 351(c),

attempt to kill, even though the intended victim was not personally

injured. The penalty for an attempt to kill under Section 351(c) is

any term of years or for life.

(6) The conspiracy provisions of Section 351(d) are

limited to two objectives, killing or kidnaping, and do not include

the objective of assault. In a conspiracy situation involving an

assault objective, prosecution must be had under Title 18, USC,

Section 371, with Section 351(e), the assault provision, as the

underlying charge.

(7) If Federal investigative or prosecutive jurisdiction

is asserted, Section 351(f) suspends local jurisdiction for the same
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offense until Federal action is terminated. However, it does not

prevent local authorities from cooperating with the FBI during our

investigation. Conflicts of jurisdiction resulting from the

commission of an independent local offense, such as assaulting a state

official incidental to a CCSCAKA violation, are to be resolved on a

case-by~case basis.

(8) The death penalty provisions of Section 351(b) and

351(d) are invalid based on a 1972 Supreme Court decision, Furman v.

Georgia, which required strict statutory standards for its

application.

EFFECTIVE: 12/19/86

89-3.6 Comments and Clarification Regarding Threats Made to

Protected Individuals (See MIOG, Part I, 89-3.8 (A) &

89-3.10 (2).)

(1) As noted in 89-3.5, mere threats made by a subject to

a protected individual do not constitute a violation of the CCSCAKA

Statute unless the threat is to kill or kidnap and the individual who

made said threat commits a sufficient overt act in furtherance of the

threat.

(2) It should be noted that if captioned threats do not

constitute an attempt to kill or kidnap under the CCSCAKA Statute,

they must be further analyzed to determine if they constitute some

other federal or local violation upon which investigative or referral

action should be taken by the FBI. |Most of the individuals protected

under the CCSCAKA Statute are also protected (concerning threats;

under Title 18, USC, Section 115. See MIOG, Part I, 89-2 2 ^^r

complete details. For those individuals protected under the CCSCAKA

statute but not covered under Title 18. USC. Section 115. additional

analysis of existing statutes may be required:

|

|(a)llf the threat, coupled with an overt act,

involves a conspiracy to assault rather than to kill or kidnap a

protected individual, FBI jurisdiction will be under the federal

Conspiracy Statute, Title 18, USC Section 371, with the assault

provisions of the CCSCAKA Statute. Section 351(e), as the underlying

charge.

|(b)|lf the threat involves a conspiracy without an

overt act against a protected individual, FBI jurisdiction will lie
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under the Conspiracy to Impede or Injure an Officer (CIO) Statute.

Title 18, use, Section 372. See 89-A for complete details.

|(c)llf the threat is conveyed by the U.S. mail or

interstate telephone call, FBI jurisdiction will be under the

corresponding federal Extortion Statute. See Part I, Section 9 of

this manual entitled "Extortion" for complete details.

1(d)
I

If the threat is made by telephone within the

District of Columbia or in interstate commerce and does not meet the

criteria of the federal Extortion Statute, Title 18 USC, Section 875,

it may constitute a violation of the Interstate Obscene or Harassing

Telephone Calls Statute, Title 47. USC, Section 223. See Part I,

Section 178 of this manual entitled "Interstate Obscene or Harassing

Telephone Calls" for complete details.

|(e)|Title 18, USC, Section 245(b)(1) entitled

"Federally Protected Activities" should be considered as a possible

basis for a federal violation and FBI jurisdiction. See Part I,

Section* 44-1.5 of this manual for complete details.

|(4)|ln the absence of FBI jurisdiction, if it is

determined that a federal violation under the investigative

jurisdiction of another federal agency exists, the case should be

referred to that agency.

I (5) I In the absence of a federal violation, information

received regarding threats should be referred to local authorities as

they may constitute a local offense.

1(6) [Details regarding presentation of threat matters to

an AUSA for a legal opinion, or their referral to another federal

agency or local authorities for handling, should be set forth tn the

notification teletype to FBIHQ.

l(7)|The office developing the information regarding

captioned threats roust promptly notify the intended victim if he/she

is located within its territory or request the appropriate office to

make the notification. The intended victim should also be advised of
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what investigative or referral action is being taken ^he above

dissemination or requested dissemination should be set forth in the

notification teletype to FBIHQ.

EFFECTIVE: 11/23/94

89-3,7 Threat Assessments

(1) In cases involving a CCSCAKA threat received by a

victim, the FBI may be requested by the agency responsible for

protecting the victim for an assessment of it.

(2) See 89-2.8. The instructions set forth also apply to

CCSCAKA matters and should be followed accordingly.

EFFECTIVE:' 12/19/86

89-3.8 FBI Versus United States Secret Service Jurisdiction

(1) The following distinctions between the CCSCAKA

Statute and the PPSAKA Statute regarding FBI and USSS jurisdiction

should be noted.

(2) The FBI has investigative jurisdiction over actual

violations of both the above statutes.

(3) Individuals protected under the PPSAKA Statute other

than Presidential and Vice Presidential staff
"^f

«"'
^^/i|'^°sf

orotectees under the Secret Service Powers Statute, Title 18, USC,

lection 3S56. Threats made against the above USSS .protectees not

constituting a PPSAKA violation should be referred to and investigated

r h iisss'under their Threats Against the Presiden and Successors
.

to the Presidency Statute, Title 18, USC. Section 871. See Part I,

n5-9of"hls manual entitled "FBI Versus United States Secret Service

Jurisdiction" for complete details.

(4) Individuals protected under the CCSCAKA Statute are

not USSS protectees. Threats made against these individuals which do

Tot constitute a CCSCAKA or other Federal
^^^f

^^ f^^Ij'J^f/
'

jurisdiction should not be referred to the USSS. See 89 3.6 for

complete details regarding FBI policy in this area. See 89 3.13 for
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EFFECTIVE: 12/19/86

c

89-3.9 Congressional Candidates

(1) lAlthoughlTitle 18, use, Section 351(a), provides

protection to Members of Congress and "^^^ers-of-Congress-elect .t

does not include those individuals who are candidates f°-!C°"8«"-

Therefore,! the CCSCAKA Statute is not |applicable for establish ng

investigative jurisdiction in assassinations kidnaping, assaults, or

threats concerning Congressional candidates.

|

(2) It should be noted, however, that the FBI may have

investigative jurisdiction over threats and assaults involving

Congressional candidates under other federa statutes if the

appropriate elements are present. For comp ete ^e ai s and

instructions, refer to Part I, Section 9 entitled "Extortion
,
Part I.

Section iHls; and Part I. Section 56 entitled "Election Laws." of

this manual.

EFFECTIVE: 11/23/9A

89-3.10 Notification to FBIHQ in Congressional, Cabinet, ^^^

Supreme Court Assassination. Kidnaping, and Assault Cases

(1) In all threatened or actual CCSCAKA violations,

depending on the urgency of the -^uation. FBIHQ should be promptly

notified bv telephone. Telephone notification to FBIHQ must be

pr-P y confirmed by teletype. FBIHQ should also be -Jvised of all

subsequent major investigative developments by ^"7"^. ^^^^^^P^^.^^^^t

teletype reporting a subject's apprehension should include a statement

as to whether or not the subject admitted the violation.

(2) In cases involving a threat to commit a CCSCAKA

violation, the teletype notification to FBIHQ must set forth the

complete details of the threat and its means of conveyance. See

89-3.6, 89-3.13, and 89-3.14 for further requirements.
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EFFECTIVE: 12/19/86

89-3.11 Investigative Procedures

(1) The investigative procedures to follow in threatened

and actual CCSCAKA violations are similar to those utilized in

threatened and actual KFO and AFO violations. Refer to 89 2.11 for

details.

(2)- In assassination cases under Title 18 USC. Section

351, refer to 89-3.12 as to the assistance that Armed Forces Institute

of Pathology will render upon request.

(3) As noted in 89-3.1, Public Law 97-285 amended the

Authorization for Interception of Wire or. Oral Communications Statute.

TitU 8 isc. section 2516, to include CCSCAKA violations as offenses

Jilt can be i;vestigated by use of properly authorized interceptions

of wire or oral communications.

EFFECTIVE: 12/19/86

c

89-3.12 Agreement Between the FBI and the Armed Forces Institute

of Pathology (AFIP)

On 8/19/76, the AFIP and the FBI entered into the

following self-explanatory Memorandum of Agreement in Presidential and

Congressional Assassination matters:

"1 PARTIES: The parties to this agreement are the Armed

Forces Institute of Pathology (AFIP) and the Federal Bureau of

Investigation (FBI).

"2 PURPOSE- This agreement established procedures and

assigns responsibilities for providing AFIP medical investigation

expertise to the FBI upon request in the event of the traumatic or

unexpected death of the President of the United States, the

Tce-rresident, a Member of Congress, or certain other persons

designated in 18 USC 1751 and 18 USC 351.

"3 AUTHORITY; The general authority for this

interdepartmental support agreement is 31 USC
f$;

the specific

authorities for the support services to be provided. are 18 USC 1731U;
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and 18 USC 351(g).

"A. RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE AFIP:

"(a) To maintain a current contingency plan for

providing medical investigative support to the FBI upon request.

"(b) To designate a staff of board-certified

forensic pathologists and allied science personnel adequate to fulfill

the responsibilities of this agreement.

"(c) To designate a liaison officer to coordinate

with the FBI in planning for and activating this agreement.

"(d) To respond to an FBI request for assistance by

conducting a complete medical investigation of death
^^Hf^one or

autopsy) in the event of the traumatic or unexpected death of one or

more of those persons specified in paragraph 2, above, such

investigation to be conducted at the AFIP if at all possible.

(' "(e) To dispatch designated members of the AFIP

V. '

staff to the scene of death to obtain information relevant to the

medical investigation and to accompany the remains on return to the

AFIP.

"(f) To assume custody and control of all medical

records and biological substances pertinent to the medical

investigation of death.

"(g) To provide the FBI with a final report of the

medical- investigation of death and with such progress "po^ts as are

appropriate penling the final report, with the FBI to be the sole

recipient of these reports.

"(h) To advance such funds as are necessary for

current operations in the event it becomes necessary to activate this

agreement

.

"5. RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE FBI:

"(a) To designate a liaison officer to coordinate

with the AFIP in planning for and activating this agreement.

"(b) To review on an annual basis the AFIP

contingency plan for providing medical investigation support to the

FBI.
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"(c) To assert federal investigative jurisdiction

under 18 USC, 1751(h) or 18 USC 351(g) in the event it becomes

necessary to activate this agreement.

"(d) To officially request the AFIP to conduct a

complete medical investigation of death (forensic *"topsy) in the

event of the traumatic or unexpected death of one or more of those

persons named in paragraph 2, above.

"(e) To obtain release of remains to the AFIP from

the custody of local authorities for medical investigation pursuant to

th!s agreement by whatever legal means are deemed necessary and

expedient

.

"(£) To instruct the FBI Special Agent in Charge at

the scene of death to assist the AFIP staff with local travel

arrangements and to provide access to the scene of death.

"(g) To obtain special' mission aircraft when deemed

necessary to expedite the medical investigation of death.

"(h) To assign a Special Agent to attend the medical

investigation of death to receive and retain custody of physical

evidence obtained during the investigation.

"(i) To receive from the AFIP the final report of

the medical investigation of death as well as any progress reports

provided and to take responsibility for all further dissemination of

such reports.

"(j) To reimburse the AFIP for all funds advanced

for current operations in the event it becomes necessary to activate

this agreement.

"(k) To advise the United States Secret Service of

the existence of this agreement and the ^"^
""^i;:^!;^^

P'"" ""'^ '°

effect whatever coordination is necessary with that agency.

"6 GEOGRAPHIC LIMITATION: The jurisdictional authority

of the FBI is limited to the United States, its territories and

possessions. This agreement is similarly limited.

"7 TERM: This agreement shall become effective when

executed by the representatives of both parties. It shall be reviewed

IZZny and shall remain in effect until revoked by official action
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"8. SIGNATURES:

PAGE 89 - A

4

"(a) For the AFIP: ELGIN C. COWART, 8/19/76

CAPTAIN, MEDICAL CORPS,

U.S. NAVY

"(b) For the FBI: The Director ,,„,-,^
CLARENCE M. KELLEY, 8/10/76

Director"

EFFECTIVE: 12/19/86

€

89-3 13 Dissemination to United States Secret Service in

Congressional. Cabinet, and Supreme Court Assassination.

Kidnaping, and Assault Cases

(1) Pursuant to the 2/3/65 agreement between the Bureau

and the USSS. the FBI is obligated to disseminate "jt^j;;
^JP^^

"^

information developed during CCSCAKA ^"^"^xgations to the USSS.

both a local and headquarters level, to assist the USSS m its

statutory protective functions.

(2) Since threatened and actual CCSCAKA violations fall

within the above agreement, dissemination should be made to USSS on

both the local and headquarters level in the following manner:

(a) The office developing the information should

promptly telephonically advise the nearest office of the USSS of the

facts.

(b) The notification teletype to FBIHQ should

include the complete fact situation. the_ identity of the USSS employee

notified, the time and date of notification, and the identity of the

FBI employee who made the dissemination. FBIHQ will handle

dissemination to USSS Headquarters.

(c) A dissemination copy of the above teletype

should be provided to the local USSS office which will serve as

confirmation of the previous telephonic notification to them. This

Method will eliminate preparing an FD-376 and LHM since all Pertinent

Information and notification details will be a matter of record in the

above teletype.
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EFFECTIVE: 12/19/R6

(

^hf

.ination to U.S. Capitol Police (USCP) and Others

..evolving Members of Congress

.^-,, ^•^-1<./^ "An Act to Define the

(n -.enate Bill S. 1976 ^^^^^led An Act z

States Capitol Grounds to Regulate tn
^^^^^^

Cher Purposes" was Passed on 12/16/81

..lV/31 under Public Law 97-1^3.

(2) This Act. in essence, -P-f^.f/^.^.^fo^rress and

.tions of tie USCP regarding "^^"^.^thfuS o be included and

their i«--te families ^nd
p^<'-^f,^^,',: 'Jhile the USCP's protective

" the AFO
^"^/^°j^f?^i.r investigative responsib.Utxes

sen expanded, tne '^°'- " .„^.. _ statutes remain

In ..gard t- ^0. KFO, CCSCAKA and^ExtorUon^Statut^^^^^
^^^^

..

unc'

—

.ati

,
KFO, CCSCAKA ^^V^''^"^'-;-'; "

:;;tected under the

seption of the USCP now being protectee

SUDJ-

is '

,t to th.= direction of the Capitol^f^^^
^^^_^^^ ^^^^^^^ ^^^ j^^^b

^d to

10.

if t.

case-by-caa,

.action of the CaP^^/^/°h, United States, any Member

to protect, in any area ^^ ^he "n
^^^ ^^

congress, as defined ^" Section A31
.^^^^.^^^ .^^^^es

3 2, use. S-^-^.tJiftl' be necessary on a
rmines such protecuiw"

lis .

section 9A(c) authorized the USCP whiU
^-f^^^^^,

p.,,,™a„=o o. .r P"'""",fUri»srLS;ufd States co-itted

S!th„ut . "arrant tor »"V °""!'
'ft °"„„y, it they have reason.b a

r,o^di%rreu"; JharthHe^t-'-i r. a.i;Uted ha. oo^itted o. ..

committing a felony.

(« section ,A«, provide, a
-„"jir.^,"f„-:nyorwh„

5300 fine and/or not "«"';»"»"'
Htl.t., or intervene. »ith a

'"»r°'1 Tht u^ip'reito™fnr:";ot::rive' function under thi. Act.

«) - --- ;r«-.pei-enLr:t"are."trat'n^thir;

i-j:t*:^'thenir.rari": ::^:'tr:rd"to i.pi?; that the protect..
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authority granted the USCP is intended to supersede any other agency

Involving ?he protection of Members and officers of Congress and thexr

immediate families.

(7) Based on the above-expanded USCP protective duties.

USCP has requested the Washington|Metropolitan Fie d Office (WMFO|

promptly advise USCP of any potential or actual CCSCAKA violations or

rllSed threats and any potential or actual Federal Extortion Statute

"otaUons"of related LLats involving Members of Congress and/or

their immediate families which are reported to the FBI. inis

informatTon will be utilized by the USCP for intelligence purposes and

;fprovide the above individuals with any approved protection under

the above Act.

(8) IWMFOlis currently disseminating such information to

fhc nsrp bv existing operational liaison. In order to ensure
the USCP by existing op

bvlWMFO in a timely fashion, all
aooropriate dissemination to the UbCf oy vxnru in * c^ j
appropri-

f. receiot of such information or the initial
offices must report any receipt oi »uwn

^nrna and WMFO
results of any investigation by summary teletype to FBIHQ and WMFO

"thin seven calendar days.] FBIHQ will handle dissemination of

appropriate information to USSS Headquarters.

(9) In addition to the above-required notification to the

USCP bylWMFOland USSS Headquarters by FBIHQ. when Members of Congress

are iniilved'as victims, the office developing the in orma ion should

promptly notify the nearest o ice oteUS^^^^

reTicWrhrelS-rrct ll requested to notify ^^^^^^ °«^«

and appropriate local law enforcement agencies m the area.

EFFECTIVE: 02/16/89

89-3.15 Dissemination to the Thirteen Protected Executive Branch

Departments

(1) Title 18, use, Section 351(a). extends protection to

the head second ranking official, or the person nominated to be head

of tie D;partments of S?ate. Treasury. Defense. Justice, interior

Agriculture, Commerce. Labor, Health and Human Services. Housing and

Urban Development, Transportation. Energy, and Education.

(2) Whenever a threatened or actual CCSCAKA violation or

related threat is reported to the FBI involving the individuals set

forthlbove! the appropriate official within victim's department and
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the nearest office of the USSS must be promptly notified by the FBI.

(3) Notification to the Department of Defense will be

made bylWMFO which|will handle notification to all other departments.

(4) In order to ensure the required notifications are

made, offices receiving or developing. such information will

include IWMFOl in their notification teletype to FBIHQ.

(5) The above teletype or a subsequent communication must

include a complete physical description of any subjects developed,

background data, and a photograph, if available.

(6) The notification teletype to FBIHQ must set forth the

required dissemination to the nearest office of the "SSS bv the office

developing the information and include the identity of the USSS

employee notified, the time and date ^^-Jification and he identity

of the FBI employee who made the dissemination. FBIHQ will handle

dissemination to USSS Headquarters.

(7) A dissemination copy of the above teletype should be

provided to the local USSS office which will serve as J°"f
^^"'^J^^'"

°'

ill previous telephonic notification to them. This method will

eUmfnate preparing an FD-376 and LHM since all pertinent information

aiHuficat^n details will be a matter of record in the above

teletype.

EFFECTIVE: 02/16/89

89-3.16 Dissemination to Supreme Court Police Involving Supreme

Court Justices

(1) Under the authority of Title 28. USC. Section 13(f)

,

the Supreme Court has appointed a Deputy U.S. Marshal ^ho with the

approval of the Chief Justice, has appointed and supervises

individuals to serve as Supreme Court Police (.SCP; .

(2) In essence, the SCP serve as law enforcement officers

to Dolice the Supreme Couft building, grounds, and adjacent streets;

profectthe Chie? Justice and Associate Justices; and are authorized

to bear arms and to make arrests.

(3)- Based on the above protective «^"ponsibilities,

IWMFOlshould promptly advise the SCP of any potential or actual CCSCAKA
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. , .• -»l,^oH f-hreata involving Supreme Court Justices which
violation or related threats involving u i^

, nhniyed bv the SCP
t J 1-^ tv,/> VRT This information will be ucmzeo ay cms

V.l "?:n!:.^:e'pu4os;= I'^ t- P-^id. protection .or the ,bove

individuals as may be required.

(4) In order to ensure appropriate disseminationl to the

SCP bv WMFO in a timely fashion, all offices must report any receipt

!f such information or the initial results of any -^"^igation by

summary teletype to FBIHQ and WMFO within seven calendar days
.

1

(5) The initial teletype or subsequent communication must

include a complete physical description of any subject developed,

background data, and a photograph, if available.

(6) See 89-3.13 for additional requirements P^^taining to

local USSS dissemination. FBIHQ will handle dissemination to USSS

Headquarters

.

EFFECTIVE: 02/16/89

f^

89-3.17 Notification to Central Intelligence Agency

fn Title 18, use, Section 351(a). extends protection to
U; iitie lo, o

,

nirector during the pendency of

5:::K°i™!i:t;o;/:^rtHr-.tror.'c?o?'orc«tJa.:^„t.u.i..c..

t. ...to/?. tjrc?»":rj:.^e:t ]::^^.'^ ^^-
for complete details.

C3) Whenever a threatened or actual CCSCAKA violation or

, , H rhreat is reported to the FBI involving the individual set

Torthlbov-lhr appropriate office jtC^A Headquarters ,
Langley.

I

Virginia, must be promptly notified by 1 WMFO.

|

(A) In order to ensure the required "^^ification offices

developing such information should promptly forward it to FBIHQ

I

andjWMFOlby teletype suitable for dissemination.

(5) The initial teletype or subsequent communication must

include a complete physical description of any subject developed,

background data, and a photograph, if available.

1
(6) jWMFO, I in addition to conducting any required
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investigation, will advise the appropriate office of CIA.

(7) See 89-3.13 for additional requirements pertaining to

local USSS dissemination.

EFFECTIVE: 02/16/89

89-3.18

(

Department of Justice Prosecutive Policy in Congressional

.

Cabinet, and Supreme Court Assassination. Kidnaping and

Assault Cases

(1) The USA's Manual states that supervisory

responsibility for captioned violations rests with t^^ Criminal

Division DOJ, and instructs that it be immediately notified

?el pion calli when information is developed indicating an actua

violation of the CCSCAKA Statute or when other unusual factors are

involved.

(2) The USA's Manual further states that DOJ has retained

authority to initiate prosecution under this statute.
/f^HJ/if this

copies of "^"'^'«*^'^^^"^°
that they will be able to render advice

DOJ to review such reports so cnat Lney wx
,; ,^„™atances

to the Criminal Division regarding local factors and circumstances

that may have a bearing on the case.

(3) The DOJ has requested to be advised if a^victim

requests that an investigation be terminated or investigated solely by

a local law enforcement agency.

(4) Based on the above DOJ policy, the field should

-I ^^nr-u thP USA's Office when information is developed

f^rcalng an ac u 1 vtotation of the CCSCAKA Statute. The initial

tetetvpe ?o FBIHQ should state that the USA has been notified. If a

teletype co '"^"^
investieation be terminated or investigated

victim requests that an investigation l-« i.

ttca'. office
solely by a local law enforcement agency, the appropriate USA s Office

ani FBIHQ should be promptly notified. Submit details, including fact

USA was informed, to FBIHQ by teletype.
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EFFECTIVE: 02/16/89

89-3.19 Character

(

(1) Since the CCSCAKA Statute protects ^
°"'^^^"^f„;'""'

o£ individua and covers seven types of cri.es co...tted aga.nst

them the possible characters involved are numerous.

(2) Although Section 351(a) further
l-^f^^'^lv'^lnT'^

.our classes^f
^;^ZrA\ZT:..ll'^^^^^^^^^^

-
Tu^^ts^^f^rdW dual! Trotfcrer'u he placed into

1
four

|

groups as

follows regardless of their status with.n the group.

(a) Member of Congress

(b) Executive Department Head and Director, CIA

(c) Supreme Court Justice

1(d) Major Presidential or Vice Presidential

Candidate (See Pait I. Section 175-8 of this manual.)

|

(3) The types of crimes prohibited are as follows:

(a) Assassination

(b) Kidnaping

(c) Assault

(d) Attempt to Assassinate

(e) Attempt to Kidnap

(f) Conspiracy to Assassinate

(g) Conspiracy to Kidnap

(A) in order to readily identify. the character, class of

p.otected
-^---^^^,:f35fwiU Te^dtrig't:":: CCSCr^nfte

characters under Section 3^\;^^;' °® ^^^^ of victim and type of
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(a) CCSCAKA (Member of Congress - Assault)

(b) CCSCAKA (Supreme Court Justice - Assassination)

(c) CCSCAKA (Executive Department Head - Conspiracy

to Kidnap)

(d) CCSCAKA (Director, Central Intelligence Agency -

Conspiracy to Assassinate)

|(e) CCSCAKA (Major Presidential Candidate - Attempt

to Assassinate)
|

(5) Based on the above policy and ^''^"'P^"' '^" P"^^'

character for any given CCSCAKA fact situation can be logically

determ ned and should be set forth accordingly.

(
EFFECTIVE: 06-/18/87

See MAOP, Part II, 3-1.1, "FBI Classifications and

Subdivided Classifications."

ons

EFFECTIVE: 10/18/95

89-3.21 Case Title

en Tn addition to the subject's name and aliases or an
(,i; In aaoiLion >•"

-" raCAKA case title should

-rZ ^Vi^^^^^^ a^'^^'^^l.^ncy, and the

Initial dite of ^he threatened or actual violation.

(2) Set forth below is an example of a CCSCAKA case title

for reference purposes:

JOHN doe;

RICHARD JONES, ATTORNEY GENERAL,

DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
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4/25/83
CCSCAKA (EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENT

HEAD - ASSAULT)

00: |WMFO|

PAGE 89 - 52

EFFECTIVE: 10/16/90

89-3.22 Venue

Venue will be in the judicial district where the violation

occurred. Title 18, USC, Section 3236. provides that the crime of

murder is committed at the place where the injury was
^"^^jf «^;JJ%,

noison administered, or other means employed which caused the death of

the victtm w thout ;egard to the place where the death occurred For

offen es committed outside the jurisdiction ^ any parti cu a state or

district, see Title 18. USC, Section 3238, entitled Offenses Not

Committed' in Any District."

EFFECTIVE: 10/16/90

89-3.23 Office of Origin

In CCSCAKA violations, the 00 shall be the office in which

territory the violation occurred. See. 89-3.22 for the definition of

the place where a murder occurs and in regard to offenses not

committed in any district.

EFFECTIVE: 10/16/90

89-3.24 Copies of Prosecutive Reports to FBIHQ

Three copies to FBIHQ. one copy of which will be

disseminated to DOJ.

EFFECTIVE: 10/16/90
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EFFECTIVE: 10/16/90

89-A.l (Deietedl

EFFECTIVE: 11/23/94

89-4.2 Statute and Penalties

(

• -h, »«Hr~et-v is the CIO statute, Title
Set forth below in its entirety is

18, use, Section 372.

"If two or more persons in any State

Possession, or District conspire to prevent, by

'o threat.'any person ^-.accepting or ho d.n

«iare of confidence under the United States, or

'.i . th:reo£, or to indue, by like .can, any o

^n he tjerformeo, or v.u »."jk»
e u-- „<=?

It his lawful discharge of the duties of his off

!n tie awful discharge ,thereof , or to injure hi

idlest, interrupt, hinder, or impede him in the

fFt^al duties, each of such persons shall be £

°$5!5oJ or il;ri;oned not more than six years, or

, Territory,
force, intimidation,

any office, trust, or

from discharging any

fficer of the United

officer are required

or property on account

ice, or while engaged

s property so as to

discharge of his

ined not more than

both."

EFFECTIVE: 12/19/86
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89-4.3 Elements

If two or more persons conspire to prevent by force,

intimidation, or threat:

(1) Any person from accepting or holding any United

States office;

(2) Or from discharging any duties thereof;

(3) Or induce by like means any United States officer to

leave his/her required place of duty;

(4) Or injure him/her or his/her property on account of

the performance of his/her duties or while engaged in said duties;

(5) Or injure his/her property in order to hinder or

impede him/her in the performance of his/her duties.

(

c

EFFECTIVE: 12/19/86

89-4.4 Comments and Clarification. Regarding the Conspiracy to

Impede or Injure an Officer Statute

(1) Unlike the AFO. KFO and CCSCAKA Statutes whxch are

restricted to those individuals specifically listed, the CIO Statute

^rovliesprotection to any officer of the United States.

(2-) An officer of the United States is defined as any

permanent, temporary, full- or part-time appointed or elected employee

of the Federal Government.

(3) The CIO Statute deals with conspiracy, therefore, it

does not apply to a subject acting alone. See 89-4.7 for further

details.

(4) The conspiracy must be directed toward one of the

objectives set forth in the CIO Statute.

(5) The CIO Statute, unlike the general Conspiracy

statute Title 18. USC. Section 371. and the conspiracy provisions of
Statute, iitie lo, '"'

* g_ Section 351(d). does not require
the CCSCAKA Statute, Title 1», U5.L, secuion -'-'^^'*''

•

an overt act in furtherance of the objective; therefore, an

^^propriate conspiracy by itself constitutes a prosecutable offense.
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EFFECTIVE: 12/19/86

89-A.5 FBI Investigative Jurisdiction

The CIO Statute. Title 18. USC. Section 372. does not

,, J • *-= fho FRT as the responsible investigative

:rent"" r::"on"l2/U;77"th: S! advLed FMHQ that the FBI has

Investigative jurisdiction over the above statute.

EFFECTIVE: 12/19/86

89-4.6 Notification to FBIHQ in Conspiracy to Impede or Injure an

Officer Cases

(1) Depending on" the urgency of the fi^^at ion, FBIHQ

( :. shall be proUly notified by telephone -^ ^^^^ :ij?ty1o:flr^ed by
V. cases. Telephone notification to FBIHQ must be pro p y

teletype. The initial teletype notificat on to F^IKQ shouia s

the complete details of the alleged ""^P^^^^-
. ^^ J^za^ We'

should also be advised of all -^^^-^
":j;^/""?^^^?:utype

developments in these cases by summary ^l^type. ^he teletyp

reporting a subject's apprehension should include a statement

whether or not the subject admitted the violation.

(2) See 89-A.8 for other requirements necessary in the

notification teletype to FBIHQ.

EFFECTIVE: 12/19/86

89-A.7 Investigative Procedures |
(See MIOG. Part I, 89-A.A (3).)|

(1) Although an overt act in furtherance of the

conspiracy is not required under the CIO Statute in or er o^^
^^

::-^t^t:: : -r!n!^i%:- t^^:;tablLrtLt a conspiracy did. in

fact, exist.

(2) Although Section 372 requires a prohibited conspiracy
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involving two or more subjects in order to constitute a violation, if

it initially appears that only one subject is involved in the

oiiilt:^ action against the Government -P^o^"'
^^-^r^^J^ri^i:

for the FBI to institute a preliminary inquiry in order to determine

fa conspiracy involving additional subjects is
P^'jf^'J^e of

inquiry fails to develop the required conspiracy, in the ^^""" "^

anv other Federal violation under the FBI's jurisdiction, the matter

should be referred to the appropriate law enforcement agency for

handling.

details.

EFFECTIVE: 01/31/9A

( 89-A.8 Dissemination to United States Secret Service ^"^ Other

Agencies in Conspiracy to Impede or Injure an Officer

Cases

(1) Although CIO violations fall within the FBI's
UJ Aitnoug

2/3/65 agreement between the
inv*»stiEative lurisdiction, basefl on a z/j/u-' <»» «=

USSS. ba.ed on tho precise that it .ay assist th.« in sucl.

responsibilities.

(2) In regard to CIO cases, see Part I, l^^'^^^f, . . . .,

entitled <'FB /USSS Agreement Concerning ^"tective Respons.bilit es

::;d 175-14(3) entitled "USSS Protectees in a Travel Status for the

types of information to be disseminated to the USSS.

(3) Prompt dissemination of information in the above

categories to USSS must be made on a local and headquarters level.

(4) Initial dissemination to USSS locally is to be made

telephonically to the nearest office of the USSS by the office

developing the information.

(5) The notification teletype to FBIHQ must include the
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identity of the USSS employee notified, the time ^ndjlate of

noUficat^on. and the identity of the FBI employee who made the

dissemination.

(6) A dissemination copy of the above teletype should be

A A f« rli local USSS office which will serve as confirmation of

?h:Tevi us ? 1 ph^L notification to them. This will eliminate

prepar ng an FD-376 and LHM since all pertinent -^-^ ^^^^^
notification details will be a matter of record in the teletype.

(7) In addition, notification of the conspiracy should be

J i^ m« victim and his/her Government agency where
pro.ptly .=d= t. the V.CU. and /

^^^^^^ specifically set

TZtl'll. ^otinUti:^ to the viHi. and hi./h.r Goverh..nt a.ency

has or will be made.

(8) FBIHQ, upon receipt of the notification teletype,

EFFECTIVE: 06/18/87

89-4.9 Character - Conspiracy to Impede or Injure an Officer

(CIO)

EFFECTIVE: 06/18/87

89-A.lO 89 Conspiracy to Impede or Injure an Officer

Subclassification

See MAOF. Part II. 3-1.1. "FBI Classifications and

Subdivided Classifications."

EFFECTIVE: 10/18/95
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B9-hA\. Venue

Venue will be in the judicial district where the violation

occurred.

EFFECTIVE: 06/18/87

89-A.12 Office of Origin

In CIO violations, the 00 shall be the office in which

territory the violation occurred.

EFFECTIVE: 06/18/87

(

89-4.13 Copies of Prosecutive Reports to FBIHQ

Two.

EFFECTIVE: 06/18/87

89-5 CRIMES AGAINST FAMILY MEMBERS OF FEDERAL OFFICIALS (CAFM)

- INFLUENCING, IMPEDING OR RETALIATING AGAINST A FEDERAL

OFFICIAL BY THREATENING OR INJURING A FAMILY MEMBER] (See

MIOG. Part I. 89-2.2(3). 175-1(6), 175-2(3).)

|

EFFECTIVE: 11/23/94

89-5.1 iDeletedj

EFFECTIVE: 11/23/94
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89-5.2 Statute and Penalties

Set forth below in its entirety is the Crimes Against

Family Members of Federal Officials Statute, Title 18. USC. Section

115:

I

"Influencing, impeding, or retaliating against a federal

official by threatening or injuring a family member

"(a)(1) Whoever- ^ ^ \.-j„„„
"(A) I assaults, kidnaps, or murders, or attempts to kidnap

or murder or threatens to assault, kidnap or murder a member of the

immediate' famiy of a United States official, a United States judge, a

F^dera! law enforcement officer, or an official whose kUUng would be

a crime under section 11.14 of this [title; or|

I "(B)
I
threatens to assault, kidnap, or murder a United

States official, a United States judge, a Federal law enforcement

officer, or an official who killing would be a crime under such

section,

with intent to impede, intimidate, |
or interfere with ="«^hl of f icial

witn inLeriL
,/^^'„^ nfficer while engaged in the performance of

iudee or law enforcement otticer wniic cuca^-s
i

r
cc;^,--.!

official duties, lor with intent to retaliate against such official,

ud^e r law e;Lrcement officer on account of the performance of

official duties. Ishall be punished as provided in subsection (b)

.

|"(2) Whoever assaults, kidnaps, or murders, or attempts

to kidnap or murder a member of the immediate family of any person who

formerly served as a person designated in paragraph

(n wi?h intent to retaliate against such person on account of the

performance of official duties during the term of such person, shall

be punished as provided in subsection (b)
.

|

"(b)(1) An assault in violation of this section shall be

punished as provided in section 111 of this title.

"(2) A kidnaping or attempted kidnaping i" violation of

this section shall be punished as provided in section 1201 of this

title for the kidnaping or attempted kidnaping of a person described

in section 1201(a)(5) of this title.

"(3) A murder or attempted murder in violation of this

section shall be punished as provided in sections Ull and 1113 of

this title.

'(A) A threat made in violation of this section shall be
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punished by a fine of not more than $5,000 or imprisonment for a term

of iot more than five years, or both, except that xmprisonment for a

threatened assault shall not exceed three years.

"(c) As used in this section, the term—

"(1) 'Federal law enforcement officer' means any officer,

aeent or employee of the United States authorized by law or by a

Go" ;me;t agency to engage in or supervise the P/^^ -";^^: ^:^°"'
investigation, or prosecution of any VLolatron of Federal criminal

law;

"(2) 'immediate family member' of an individual means-

"(A) his spouse, parent, brother or sister, child

or person to whom he stands in loco parentis; or

"(B) any other person living in his household and

related to him by blood or marriage;

"(3) 'United States judge' means any judicial officer of

the United States, and includes a justice of the Supreme Court and a

United States magistrate; and

"(4) 'United States official' means the President,

P.«,irf.nt-elect Vice President, Vice President-elect, a Member of

ZZtZ r::l;e:-:!ect of congress, a member of the executive branch

who is the head of a department listed m 5 U.S.C. 101. or the

Director of The Central Intelligence Agency-

EFFECTIVE: 11/23/9A

e

89-5.3

follows:

Elements

The elements of the CAFM Statute are summarized as

an

an

(1) That the defendant assaulted, kidnaped, or murdered

individual designated in Section 115(c).

(2) That the defendant (s) attempted to kidnap or murder

individual designated in Section 115(c).
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(3) That the defendant threatened to assault, kidnap or

murder an individual designated in Section 115(c).

The above crimes must be committed with the intent to i^Pede,

Intimidlte! interfere with, or retaliate against federal officxals

judges or law enforcement officers while engaged in Performance of

their official! duties or on account of the performance of their

official duties.
|

EFFECTIVE: 11/23/9^

c

189-5.4 Investigative Procedures

(1) The general investigative procedures set out for KFO,

ATrn rrSCAKA CIO and Presidential and Presidential Staff

A^slssina^;. Kidnaping and Assault -"^rs should be followed in

actual or threatened CAFM violations. See this section and Part I.

Section 175, of this manual for details.

(2) Investigations involving Title 18, USC, Section 115

should be handled under the substantive classification for the

particular official involved. In the event a CAFM ^"^estigation is

instituted solely under Section 115. classification 89-F should be

utilized.

(3) When appropriate and, as previously set forth in Part

I Section 89, of this manual, instructions, policies, investigative

J;ocedures. jurisdictional agreements (i.e.. FBI and Departmen of he

?rea:ury), notification to FBIHQ and
^^-J-^-^-" "f^IJ^" |

^^''^

in fulfilling FBI investigative responsibilities under Title IB,

Section 115.

(4) -Agreement of Procedures" adopted by the USSS and the

FBI will aoplv to procedures to be followed in the event that a

v! l^t n of Lw occurs involving a person or P-"- P"^-^f ^^ ^^^

U.S. Secret Service pursuant to law and which fal s -tj " the

investigative jurisdiction of the FBI. See Part I, Section 175, of

this manual
.

|

EFFECTIVE: 12/19/86
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89-5.5 Notification to FBIHQ and Dissemination Responsibilities

(1) FBIHQ should be promptly notified of all new CAFM

cases involving a death or serious ini"'^yX^'!!^K°''%!"t.rcran
by immediate teletype. In addition. FBIHQ should be a^vxsed of all

subsequent major investigative developments by summary
1
teletype.

|

(2) In all other CAFM cases, depending on the urgency of

the situation, FBIHQ should be promptly notified by telephone or

etetype. Telephone notification to FBIHQ must be confirmed by

Lediate teletype. In addition. FBIHQ should be -^vxsed of all

subsequent major investigative developments by summary teletype.

(3) In CAFM cases involving a threat, FBIHQ should be

notified by telephone, teletype, or airtel depending on the urgency of

the situation. Telephone notification to FBIHQ must be promptly
tne siLuav J j^ ^ cases involve the families of

Tncult is nd ; sections (c) (A) of Section 115. or the families

FB per nnel. Federal judges, USAs or AUSAs as P-tentia vie x.s.

notification to FBIHQ should be. made by telephone and/or teletype.

(4) See 89-2.19, 89-3.13 and 89-A.8 of this section and

Part I, Section 175, of this manual for details of bureau

responlibilities to disseminate certain types of information to USSS

to assist in its protective functions.

EFFECTIVE: 06/26/91

89-5.6 Character - Crimes Against Family Members (CAFM)

EFFECTIVE: 06/26/91

I

89-5.7 Classification

Adm

1
ent

For details concerning this topic, refer to Manual of

inistrative Operations and Procedures (MAOP .
Part II. 3-1.1

itled "FBI IClassifications land Subdivided Classifications.
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EFFECTIVE: 10/18/95

(

89-5.8 Case Titlt

(„ l„ addition to the full na..
f^.-'^'/J^ Tate'"

K„o™ aliased 0. an unknown -W
^^J ^ „^:j;f

'"; ?a"ly ..«ba. to

should inolude tha !""
"^"'/"t

" ^^Tsaction 115, the nama of the

r/otrctrdlfditira'l'hll/Lfirfitle
a„d the initial date of the

violation.

C2) EXAMPLE (Actual assault or threat):

JOHN DOE;
u^ ^ - VICTIM-

MARY E. SMITH. ^0^"8hter) VICTIM.
_

JOSEPH A. SMITH. SPECIAL AGENT FBi

10/1/86
AFO - CAFM;

00: CHICAGO

C3) U the victi. is a^-ily .e^ber o. a Me^^ber of
^^^

Congress. Cabinet Officer. Supreme Court Justice.

Clothe character should be shown as:

CCSCAKA - CAFM

EFFECTIVE: 06/26/91

189-5.9

kidnap
to ass

Venue

^A K« the tvpe of violation, assault,
will be governed by the^type^o^

„„,H«r. or threatVenue wiii o^ ^" ' n^r attempted murder, or

ing. attempted Kidnap-g murder attempt^^^.^^
^^^_|

ault, kidnap or murder, as sec

EFFECTIVE: 12/19/86
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[89-5.10 Office of Origin

Office of Origin will be established in the manner set

forth in MAOP, Part II, Section 10-16.2.

|

EFFECTIVE: 12/19/86

j89-5.ll Copies of Prosecutive Reports to FBIHQ

Two.
I

EFFECTIVE: 12/19/86

C f

189-6 THREAT TO LIFE - DISSEMINATION OF INFORMATION (See MAOP

Part II, 9-7; MIOG, Part I, 166-4, 175-22.1, and 17y /.;

The following guidelines cover the FBI's responsibility
The fO:^i°"^"f *; ^. . life or threats that may result in

to warn persons of t'^"^^^^?.^^^'
lading notification to other law

serious bodily injury and P^^^^^^^^f'''"'."^tracted from Resolution 20
enforcement agencies of such threats. ^Extracted

^ ^^^

dated 12/16/96. See footnotes at the «"•*

°^^f;'it;^Ji„;° f^ihq should
instances, manner depending upon

«Jf"^^" °J ^ith 1 no ification of

be advised of details of «"'=\t^"^^?„'!^fi^^%rbe !nU ated UACB.
action taken or a recommendation as to action to be initiat

1 "III. Guidelines

I

"A. Warning to the Person.

••d) Expeditious Warnings to Identifiable Persons.

5!;;.^t to hU/ier iUor of ..riou. bodily injury, the Asonoy should

auUpt expidluously to »„n th.t person o£ the n.tur. .nd extent of

the threat.

"(2) Manner, Means, and Documentation of Warning.

"a. The Agency may determine the means and manner of
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^h. warnine using the method most likely to provide direct notice to

h In rde; v!ctL. in so^e cases, this .ay "<^"j" ^he --s ance

nf i third tjartv. The Agency must document in writing in its files

?he cont^nt'^f ?he warning, and when and where, and by whom it was

delivered to the intended victim.

"b. An Agency may seek the assistance of another law

enforcement agency to provide the
-J-^?" ^^f,f^:trficat!;n of the

Aaency must document in writing in its files the notification

threal and when, where, and the name of the other agency s

repres;ntative to whom it was delivered, a ong with the

other agency's agreement to provide a timely warning.

"(3) Exceptions.

"a A Federal Law Enforcement Agency need not

attempt to warn a; intended victim of a threat to his/her life or

of serious bodily injury in the following circumstances.

"(i) when providing the warning to the intended

victim is likely to cause equal or greater physical harm to one or

more persons*. 1

•<(ii) when the intended victim knows the nature

and extent of the specific threat against him/her; or

"(iii) when the intended victim is: (a) a

detained or incarcerated. See paragraph IIIBCl).

"b Whenever time and circumstances permit, an

. .
*

*- i-_ ^^^t,iAt>. a warnine in the foregoing
Aeencv's decision not to provide a warnijig

c-„T«». Field

""vK-a warlli^S ."t%; docu„a„tad in .Htin. in tha Agency's

files.

-note: JHis paragraph does not apply to the agen^^

responsible for P^^id^^^.the ^^--^y to
.^ ^^ ^^^

ref:"re^rednrdiv^di:i'!'1r;l;h1:res. documentation, if any, should

be created in accordance with the agency procedures

"B. Notification to Law Enforcement Agencies With Protective or
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I

Custodial Jurisdiction.

"(1) Expeditious Notification, When a Federal Law

'„r:t"fu/iol*f;ii iryrt-Cency »u,? expeditiously notiev «.h,.

la„ entorcement agexci.. that have protective or custodial

jurisdiction.

"(2) Means, Manner, and Documentation of Notification.

The notifying Agency may <^«termine the means and manner of the

r,nfif;ration When providing notification, the notifying Agency sn.*

Trot da -ch information L possible regarding the threat jn^^^

;^L,-hnitv of the threat. The notifying Agency must document in

^rtJin^ in'its files the content of the notification, and when, where,

and to whom it was delivered.

"C. Notification to Law Enforcement Agencies That Have Investigative

Jurisdiction.

"(1) Expeditious Notification. Except as provided below

u rjTr(L'\ uhpn a Federal Law Enforcement Agency has

inf'o:ra?"S'ti ;r:tr(:th:r^than a person described above in

;ar:grap"lIIA(3)a(iii)) who is identified or can
^^^f"

;^-f/^^,
?hro5gh reasonable means is subject to a

«"^^J^% ^*^"^^„^°
^"^""^

ife or of serious bodily injury, the Agency should attempt

expeditiously to notify other law enforcement agencies that have

investigative jurisdiction concerning the threat.

"(2) Threats to Occupied Structures or Conveyances. When

a Federal Law Enforcement Agency has information that a structure or

conveyance which can be identified through reasonable means is

IZTZt to a credible threat which could cause loss of life or
subject to a creaiD

occupants, , the Agency should provide

::;editio:fnLlfi:a?io: ll other^aw enforcement agencies that have

jurisdiction concerning the threat.

"(3) Means, Manner, and Documentation of Notification.

The Agency may determine the means and manner of the -tif ica lon.^

The Aeency must document in writing in its cues cne conLe«

Notification, and when, where, and to whom it was delivered.

"(A) Exceptions.

"a A Federal Law Enforcement Agency need not

attempt to notify* another law enforcement agency that has
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investigative jurisdiction concerning a threat:

"(i) when providing the notification to the

other law enforcement agency is likely to cause equal or greater

physical harm to one or more persons; or

"(ii) when the other law enforcement agency

knows the nature and extent of the specific threat to the

intended victim.

"b. Whenever time and circumstances permit, an

Aaency's decision not to provide notification to another law

enforcement agency in the foregoing circumstances must be approved,

at a minimum, by a Senior Field Manager. In all cases the reasons

for an agency's decision not to provide notification should be

documented in writing in the Agency's files.

"IV. Rights of Third Parties.

"Nothing in these guidelines is intended to create, or does

create, an enforceable legal right or private right of action.

67

Footnotes

:

"1 If the equal or greater harm would occur to a

Government informant or Agent as a result of his/her P^^icipation in

an investigation, consideration should be given to extricat ng that

individual from the investigation or taking other appropriate

measures in order to minimize the risk.

"2 As used in these guidelines, 'Senior Field Manager'

refers to a Federal Law Enforcement Agency operational field '"^"^6^'^

of the GS-ts rank or higher, or the person serving in that capacity in

his or her absence."

|

EFFECTIVE: 03/14/97
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SECTION 90. IRREGULARITIES IN FEDERAL PENAL INSTITUTIONS

90-1 STATUTES

Title 18, use, Sections 1791 and 1792.

EFFECTIVE: 07/11/85

90-1.1 Section 1791. IProviding or Possessing Contraband in

Prison

"(a) Offense. A person commits an offense if, m
violation of a statute, or a regulation, rule, or order issued

pursuant thereto

"(1) he provides, or attempts to provide, to an

inmate of a a Federal penal or correctional facility—

"(a) a firearm or destructive device;

"(B) Any other weapon or object that may be

used as a weapon or as a means of facilitating escape;

"(C) a narcotic drug as defined in Section 102

of the Controlled Substances Act (21 U.S.C. 802);

"(D) a controlled substance, other than a

narcotic drug, as defined in Section 102 of the Controlled Substances

Act (21 U.S.C. 802), or an alcoholic beverage;

"(E) United States currency; or

"(F) any other object; or

"(2) being an inmate of a Federal penal or

correctional facility, he makes, possesses, procures, or otherwise

provides himself with, or attempts to make, possess, procure, or

otherwise provide himself with, anything described in paragraph (1).

"(b) Grading. An offense described in this section is

punishable by

—
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(

"(1) imprisonment for not more than ten years, a

fine of not more than $25,000. or both, if the object is anything set

forth in paragraph (1) (A)

;

"(2) imprisonment for not more than five years, a

fine of not more than $10,000. or both, if the object is anything set

forth in paragraph (1) (B) or (1) CQ

;

"(3) imprisonment for not more than one year, a fine

of not more than $5,000. or both, if the object is anything set forth

in paragraph (1) (D) or (1) (E) ;
and

"(4) imprisonment for not more than six months, a

fine of not more than $1,000, or both, if the object is any other

object.

"(c) Definitions. As used in this section, 'firearm' and

•destructive device' have the meaning given those terms, respectively,

in 18 U.S.C. 921 (A)(3) and (^)."|

EFFECTIVE: 07/11/85

I

90-1.2 Section 1792. |Mutiny and Riot Prohibited

"Whoever instigates, connives, willfully attempts to

cause assists, or conspires to cause any mutiny or riot, at any

Fed r;i penal ;r correcUonal facility shall be -P---<^ -^ -"
than ten years or fined not more than $25,000, or both.

|

EFFECTIVE: 07/11/85

€

|90-1.3 Statutory Amendments Based on the Comprehensive Crime

Control Act of 1984 (CCCA of 84)

(1) The CCCA of 84 was enacted into law on 10/12/84 and

J rv,,„f«r- XT Part H entitled "Possession of Contraband In

Trtron " amendehh:irr;gularities in Federal Penal Institutions

SUtut;s. Title 18. use. Sections 1791 and 1792. as follows:

(2) New Subsection 1791 (a) (1) makes it an offense for

any person to provide or attempt to provide to a Federal inmate, m
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violation of a prison rule, regulation, or order, one of the

above-listed six classifications of objects.

(3) New Subsection 1791 (a) (2) makes it an offense for a

Federal inmate to tnake, possess, procure or otherwise P"^^^e

himself/herself with any of the objects enumerated .n Subsection

(a)(1) or attempt to do so.

(4) New Subsection 1791 (b) provides different grades of

penalties, ranging from a prison term «£ six months and a f .ne of

SI 000 to a prison term of ten years and a fine of $25,UUU,

co;res;onding'to the danger represented by the different types of

contraband involved.

(5) Prior to the passage of the CCCA of 84, both Sections

1791 and 1792 dealt with prison contraband. Under the above Act.

the contraband offenses were all consolidated into
l^f^^/l^l^lf^^^

^ere deleted from Section 1792. Furthermore, this ^'^t, under Section

n92, added a fine of up to $25,000 to the existing maximum penalty of

10 years for prison mutiny or riot.

(6) It should be noted that Part H of this Act was

primarily designed to remedy the ^o^-;"^/-
^fZ/^.J/?;,^:/'""^

* ,„ ei-atMr^R rfealine with prison contraband. Under the tormer

::.u m S."lo„'l79l !t wa. an often,, t. introduce contraband

rad:::rra:.'"p;'t;:iLn,%"oth section, n^i a„d ^m ^... »

penalty of up to 10 years' imprisonment without taking into

consideration the danger represented by the different types of

contraband involved.

(7) In regard to the seizure of contraband by Bureau of

Prisons (BOP) personnel, Part H of this Act added Section 4012 to

?Iue 18 U S. Code, to provide statutory authority for he summary

F-" i?
the BOP Of contraband and for^its ---^re^to^the^

^^^

re::on::f ;o^ ll^ulZ. wL -^Wed from the general statutory

;^;;idilo;^rpr:Ucnr:n^ ^Lli;iinl^;f"fS;.t:r^rii courts

have differed over the authority of BOP, under the above general

lanLage to seize and retain contraband. Section 4012 clarifies the

S:!t; Of BOP personnel to summarily
^J^-^^-^'-f^-j^j;;^^^"

^"'^

have them forfeited to the Government. The BOP ^* P'^®""^^^
. .

developing administrative procedures for the forfeiture of seized

contraband.

|
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EFFECTIVE: 07/11/85

90-2 MISCELLANEOUS

The
I

Department of Justice ruled on 12/11/91 that the FBI

has primary investigative jurisdiction over conspiracy to vxolate the

ERS (Title 18, USC, Sections 751-757). Conspiracy to violate any of

SLe atute sho;id be investigated under the 90 classi ication
1

The provisions of Title 18, USC, Sections 201 and 202 « -ting to

bribery, should also be considered in investigation of acts which may

be in violation ofjthe IFPI | statutes.

EFFECTIVE: 09/07/93

90-3 POLICY

c

(1) Vfhen a complaint is received alleging a basic or

nonserious violation of these sections,
j
the field office

^^J-
determine whether preliminary investigation is warranted and will

coord"a?e w!th the local Bureau of Prisons (BOP) facility. Whenever

a complaint is received alleging violations which are "'^^^"S'

sensitive, or unusual, or would cause notoriety in the local or

national ^ews media, the field office should initiate investigation

^r iptti a^d expeditiously advise the Criminal ^-^tigaive Division

(CID) FBIHQ. by telephone, followed by a communication reporting the

£ac?s'and re ulL of any investigation initiated. A lega ions or

comp!a!nts concerning BOP personnel should be expeditiously submitted

to FBIHQ by LHM and cover communication m order to ensure

appropriate coordination with BOP headquarters. Institute

investigation promptly. | Allegations of civil rights violations

relat nfto violence motivated by racial or rel gious bias or an

Illegal act under color of law should be investigated according to

MIOG, Part I, Section AA or 282, respectively.]

(2) Cases can be presented to the USA without prior FBIHQ

authority.

(3) Reports of riots or sit-down strikes which may not

initially involve an FBI violation may be received from authorities.

Igents should not enter the penitentiary during such occurrences and
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they should in no way interfere with the prison administration in

connection with quelling the riot or the sit-down strike. When

notified, effective liaison should be set up and FBIHQ ^"fo^^^J

immediately. At the first opportunity an Agent should enter the

institution and immediately ascertain from the ""^^^^
^f

^^"^
^J^^f

'°"

within the FBI's jurisdiction has occurred. As incidents,
^^f^

riots or sit-down strikes, may result in violations within the FBI s

jurisdiction, sufficient manpower should be available to act

immediately if a violation is indicated.

(4) Violations of Title 21, USC. Section 84A, Controlled

Substance Act (CSA) occurring within federal penal institutions will
tjuDstance acl \<^^ / ?;n„ ir ncr Section 1791. Information
be handled by the FBI under Title 18, UbL, section iiyx.

develooed during CSA violations occurring within federal penal

tnsfi?utions thtt involve subjects outside the institutions should be

referred to the Drug Enforcement Administration.

(5) INVESTIGATIONS REGARDING CRIMINAL ALLEGATIONS AGAINST

PUBLIC OFFICIALS

(a) It is recognized that during the course of an

investigation within this classification information is sometimes

official "Corruption-Related Matter," should be added to the

characti; of the case, and it will continue to be managed under the

i^len Crimes and Major Offenders Program. If, however t^e ocus of

III investigation shifts to the abuse of his/her position of trust by

h fd ra^state or local official in violation of federal criminal

, - «»„ "rnrnintion of Federal Public Officials" (58) or

"C:;rupu:n o^Stftrand Local Public Officials" (19A) matter should

be opened within the White Collar Crimes Program.

(b) Deleted

(c) Deleted

(d) Deleted

(e). Deleted

(6) RESOLUTION OF HOSTAGE SITUATIONS OR CRIMINAL ACTIONS

WHICH REQUIRE FBI PRESENCE AT BOP FACILITIES
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c

"MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING (MOU)

BETWEEN THE FEDERAL BUREAU OF PRISONS (BOP)

AND THE FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION (FBI)

ON HOSTAGE OR CRISIS INCIDENTS AT BUREAU OF PRISONS FACILITIES

"I PURPOSE: This Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) is to establish

interagency operational policy guidelines for Federal Bureau of

Prison! (BbP) and Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) personnel for

the successful resolution of hostage situations or criminal actions

which require FBI presence at BOP facilities.

"II. JURISDICTION:

"A The BOP has primary responsibility for all operations at federal

correctional facilities during routine and emergency operations.

"B. The FBI has primary investigative responsibility for all

violations of Title 18 (Tl8) , United States Code USC), Section 13

(Cr mes on a Government Reservation) (CGRO including the jurisdiction

as defined in Section 7 (Special maritime and territorial jurisdiction

of the United States defined).

"C The FBI also has investigative responsibility for criminal

activities at BOP facilities, to include hostage situations or similar

Incidents, under TlS, USC, Sections 1791 and 1792 (Irregularities in

Federal P^nal Institutions), and T18, USC, Section 1203 (Hostage

Taking)

.

"III. DEFINITIONS:

'As used herein:

€

"B.

"C.

to a BOP field commander whom the
"A 'BOP On-Scene Commander' refers

BOP Director has designated as in charge of the BOP facility.

'FBI On-Scene Commander' refers to an FBI SAC or SAC' s designee

who is in charge of the FBI resources during an operational

response by the FBI.

An 'advisory response' is a minimal FBI response during which

the FBI deploys FBI crisis management assets to assist/advise the

crisis response resources of the BOP. At this level response,

the FBI SAC or SAC's designee will deploy as the FBI s on-scene

coordinator. The FBI will not deploy an FBI command and control

element.
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"D An operational response is defined as one during which the FBI

deploys significant FBI crisis management resources, as

necessary, to resolve the crisis. This l«^^i/"P°"" "^^
,„.T

consist of HRT deployment, and/or multiple FBI field office SWAT

teams, and/or crisis negotiation/behavioral specialists and/or

technical personnel. An operational response wiU always be

accompanied by an FBI SAC or SAC's designee and an FBI command

and control element.

"IV. ADVANCE COORDINATION:

"A BOP Wardens and FBI SACs will develop a program to exchange^

information concerning each BOP facility within a field division s

territory. This program will include the specifics of how joint

operations will be implemented, site surveys, appropriate interagency

training and logistical support during a crisis situation.

"B BOP and FBI crisis response plans will be prepared by executive

/- ... ma;agement personnel at BOP facilities and FBI ^

^J^ jJ^^^JJ"^^^J^i^y.
(

'^ address specific crisis management requirements at each 2°^ /^^^^^y-
V- The crisis response plans will reflect the terms of this MOU and be

periodically updated.

'V IMPLEMENTATION: The decision as to whether FBI involvement

co;stitutes an advisory or operational response will be
J«P«J^!"^ ^^

the circumstances of the incident, the request from the ^OP On Scene

Commander and as necessary, additional direction and/or guidance from

BOP and FBI Headquarters.

"VI. COMMAND, CONTROL AND COORDINATION:

"A In the event of an advisory response by the FBI, the BOP On-Scene

Commander will retain command and control of all aspects of the crisis

response! BOP Headquarters will retain overall command and control of

the incident. The BOP On-Scene Commander will also coordinate with

the m and keep the FBI informed of all developments. The FBI will

have a person designated to the BOP command post.

"1 FBI advisors may be part of HRT. field SWAT, crisis negotiators,

behavioral specialists, technical personnel or other assets as agreed

upon by the FBI SAC or SAC's designee and BOP On-Scene Commander.

"B In the event of an operational response by the FBI, which will

include an FBI On-Scene Commander and a command and control element,

the BOP and FBI On-Scene Commanders will work cooperatively toward
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r .V, .icis All actions of the FBI On-Scene Commander

resolution of the <^^^!^ = ' /'! . . ,j^. bqP On-Scene Commander who

will be closely
"^^^f, ti:^;^^/,':^! Lstitution operations and the

retains overall responsioiiii-y

incident.

.4. During an FBI operational "^P^"' ^^thrLrivafoflBi crisis

immediately form a joint command post upon the arriva

response resources.

.-2. once the FBI fully -^ivates' an operational response ^at the^^^

scene, the FBI O-Scene Commander w. assume^r ^p ^^^^^.^^ ^^^

crisis management assets (.BOP anorp/
^^^ ^^^ On-Scene Commander

executing plans for
^""''^"^J"°'"^ gOP On-Scene Commander who

..,. BOP ,n. FBI »ea^^--"%rr,rt„:r;,^t'trixc:inS'i:;i™ltr.r

""":'. rev-'^lu^"-:."- ,fHr.,r/u» ..v.. ., =.nU. BOP an.

FBI staff.

from both BOP and FBI Headquarters.

Uv.,ti8.tlon ">1
?"'°t„f' irUpfopri.t.. DebrUfinss of .11

cri.e seen, investigation, i'
"" / .,j ^ accomplished as soon as

officials involved are
"'"'"^f the lilident and will be coordinated

^°"''K%hr;B,'on-sr.n
" ™anL' ThL re,„ir..ent does not

r„re;Sde';op"s Toli" resardin. post incident interview, and

investigation.

.VII TERMS OF agreement: This MOU will ta.e effect immediately

upon signature of all parties.

'For the Federal Bureau of Investigation:
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,,/g/ 10/25/96

LOUIS J. FREEH Date

Director

"For the Federal Bureau o£ Prisons:

,,/gy
10/2A/96

KATHLEEN M. HAWK Date

Director"

(7) The following MOU was executed for the purpose of

establishing local interagency operational procedures and guidelines

concerning the conduct of investigations of violations of federal

criminal statutes occurring in BOP facilities.

"MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING BETWEEN THE FEDERAL BUREAU OF

INVESTIGATION AND THE FEDERAL BUREAU OF PRISONS ON VIOLATIONS OF

FEDERAL CRIMINAL STATUTES

"I PURPOSE* The purpose of this Meraoranduni of Understanding (MOU)

is* to establish interagency operational procedures and guidelines for

the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) and the Federal Bureau of

Prisons (BOP) with regard to violations of federal criminal statutes

occurring in BOP facilities, on, BOP property or which involve BOP

staff In hostage and/or crisis situations, this MOU is superseded by

the separate MOU between the FBI and the BOP, In violations of the

Federal Escape and Rescue Statutes, this" MOU is superseded by the

separate MOU between the FBI. the BOP and the United States Marshals

Service.

'"II GOALS: It is mutually agreed that general guidelines and

procedures should be established and implemented to ensure an

efficient and effective response to criminal incidents which occur in

BOP facilities, on BOP property or which involve BOP staff. It is

further agreed that BOP facilities and FBI field divisions will

coordinate their efforts to develop local procedures, as appropriate,

and fully share information and the results of their respective

investigations to assist each agency in fulfilling its own mission and

responsibilities concerning violations of federal criminal statutes

occurring at or involving staff of Federal Bureau of Prisons

institutions. The violations in question include, but are not limited

to homicides or suspected homicides, unexplained or unusual deaths,

assaults on federal officers or inmates (serious or involving

weapons), significant destruction of government property, trafficking
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in contraband, and other serious offenses.

"III. JURISDICTION:

"(A) The BOP has primary responsibility for all operations of a

Federal prison facility during routine and emergency situations, as

well as during investigations of criminal matters.

"(B) The FBI shall assume primary investigative responsibility and

jurisdiction once it has accepted a criminal matter for investigation.

Coordination will be implemented' and maintained with the BOP as

appropriate.

"IV. IMPLEMENTATION:

"(A) The FBI and the BOP will develop and exchange information

regarding the facilities at all BOP sites. The information should be

included but is not limited to: prison site surveys, appropriate

interagency training, and operational support in times of crisis.

"(B) A local operational plan to address resources, manpower, point!

of contact, notifications, and other relevant matters, will also be

prepared by affected local BOP and FBT field office staff in

accordance with the terms of this MOU. This plan will be routinely

updated.

"V. RESPONSIBILITIES:

"(A). BUREAU OF PRISONS RESPONSIBILITIES:

c:

"(1) Upon the occurrence of any incident that may involve a criminal

act the BOP will take immediate action to secure and preserve the

scene of the incident and to identify any witnesses to the incident.

"(2) Upon the occurrence of any incident involving a criminal act,

the BOP will immediately notify the appropriate designated FBI
^

representative of the incident. An apparent suicide will be treated

as a possible homicide until determined otherwise by a competent

authority, such as the coroner or medical examiner. Any further

investigative activity by the BOP shall be closely coordinated with

the FBI so as to appropriately support the ongoing criminal

investigation, while also pursuing administrative actions as

appropriate.

"(3) Upon notification, if the FBI does not initiate a criminal

investigation, the BOP will assume primary investigative
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responsibility for conducting and documenting an investigation of the

incident for possible disciplinary action.

"(B). FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION RESPONSIBILITIES:

"(1). Upon notification by the BOP of the occurrence of an incident

that may involve a criminal act, the appropriate designated FBI

representative will determine whether to initiate an FBI criminal

investigation of the incident. That determination and notification to

the BOP concerning the incident will be made as soon as feasible but

not greater than 2A hours after the BOP notification to the FBI. The

FBI will conduct an on-site investigation of inmate deaths. An

apparent suicide will be treated as a possible homicide until

determined otherwise by a competent authority such as the coroner or

medical examiner.

"(2) In those instances in which the FBI initiates a criminal

investigation, the FBI will assume primary investigative

responsibility for conducting and documenting the criminal

investigation.

"(3) In those instances in which the FBI initiates a criminal

investigation, the FBI will coordinate investigative activity with the

BOP as appropriate, in order to minimize the disruption to the

operation of the BOP facility.

"(4) In those instances in which the FBI has conducted a criminal

investigation, the BOP is to be provided notification regarding the

closure of the FBI investigative file.

"VI PROTOCOL: It is agreed that the contents of this MOU will be

provided to both agencies involved in this agreement, as we 1 as the

Executive Office of United States Attorneys, in order to fully

coordiilte notification procedures, points of contact to ^-^^^tate

liaison, crime-scene management and preservation procedures, and

development of criminal investigations.

"VII. STANDARD PROCEDURES:

"fA-) NOTIFICATION/INITIAL REFERRAL: Upon the occurrence of any

incident involving a criminal act, the BOP will immediately notify the

aDoropriate designated FBI representative of the incident. During the

initial contact, local BOP staff shall provide information and receive

instructions regarding immediate efforts to secure the crime scene

until the FBI responds.
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"(B). RESPONSE: When a criminal case is referred to the FBI for

investigation, local FBI staff shall respond as soon as practicable

either by telephone or byan on-site visit. Following the initial

referral, the FBI shall determine whether to initiate an

investigation. That determination shall be made and communicated to

the BOP- as soon as feasible but not greater than 24 hours after the

BOP notification to the FBI.

"(C). INVESTIGATION: In the event the local FBI division initiates

an investigation, the FBI will assume primary investigative

responsibility and jurisdiction. Coordination will be implemented and

maintained with the BOP as appropriate. In cases where the FBI

requests investigative assistance from the BOP, the FBI will convey

instructions regarding the questioning of suspects, preservation of

the crime scene or evidence, and any other pertinent instructions.

"VIII. TERMS OF AGREEMENT: This MOU will take effect immediately

upon signature of all parties.

"For the Federal Bureau of Investigation:

7s/ „
LOUIS J. FREEH
Director

"For the Federal Bureau of Prisons;

8/9/96.
'date

7s/
KATHLEEN M. HAWK

Director"

8/23/96_
"date

EFFECTIVE: 04/24/97

90-4 CHARACTER - IRREGULARITIES IN FEDERAL PENAL INSTITUTIONS
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EFFECTIVE: 11/20/90

c
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SECTION 91. BANK ROBBERY, BANK BURGLARY, BANK LARCENY, BANK
EXTORTION

91-1 BACKGROUND

c

The Bank Robbery and Incidental Crimes Statute, Title 18,
U.S. Code (use). Section 2113, was enacted in 1934 making it a Federal
violation to rob any national bank or, state member bank of the Federal
Reserve System. Investigative jurisdiction under this statute was
delegated to the FBI. In 1935 this statute was amended to include all
banks insured by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC) or
the Federal Savings and Loan Insurance Corporation (FSLIC) . In 1937
this statute was expanded to include the violations of bank burglary
and bank larceny. In 1950 this statute was amended to cover federally
insured savings and loan associations. In 1959 this statute was
amended, to cover Federal credit unions. | In 1986 this statute was
amended to include bank robberies committed by extortion.

1

EFFECTIVE: 10/26/87

91-2 BANK ROBBERY AND INCIDENTAL CRIMES STATUTE AND PENALTIES

EFFECTIVE: 10/26/87

91-2.1 Bank Robbery|and Bank Extortion)
2113(a)

Title 18, use, Section

"Whoever, by force and violence, or by intimidation,
takes, or attempts to take, from the person or presence of another, |or
obtains or attempts to obtain by extortion, | any property or money or
any other thing of value belonging to, or in the care, custody,
control, management, or possession of, any bank, credit union, or any
savings and loan association, shall be fined not more than $5,000 or
imprisoned not more than twenty years, or both."

r EFFECTIVE: 10/26/87
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91-2.2 Bank Burglary, Title 18. USC, Section 2113(a)

"Whoever enters or attempts to enter any bank, credit

union, or any savings and loan association, or any building used in

whole or in part as a bank, credit union, or as a savings and loan

association, with intent to comn.it in such bank, credit union, or in

such savings and loan association, or building, or part thereof, so

used, any felony affecting such bank, credit union, or such "Vings

and loan association and in violation of any statute of the United

States, or any larceny shall be fined not more than $5,000 or

imprisoned not more than twenty years, or both."

EFFECTIVE: 10/26/87

91-2.3 Bank Larceny, Title 18. USC, Section 2113(b)

"Whoever takes and carries away, with intent to steal or

purloin, any property or money or any other thing of ^^^^^ ^^««*^^;*

$100 belonging to, or in the care, custody, control, management, or

possession of any bank, credit union, or any savings and loan

association, shall be fined not more than $5,000 or imprisoned not

more than ten years or both; or

"Whoever takes and carries away, with intent to steal or

purloin, any property or money or any other thing of value not

exceeding $100 belonging to, or in the care, custody, control,

management, or possession of any bank, credit union or a savings and

Toan association, shall be fined not more than $1,000 or imprisoned

not more than one year, or both."

EFFECTIVE: 10/26/87

91-2. A Receiving and Possession, Title 18, USC. Section 2113(c)

"Whoever receives, possesses, conceals, stores, barters,

sells, or disposes of, any property or money or other thing of value

which has been taken from a bank, credit union, or a savings and loan

associaUon, in violation of subsection (b) of this statute, knowing

"e same to be property which has been stolen, shall be subject to the

punishment provided by said subsection (b) for the taker.
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EFFECTIVE: 10/26/87

91-2.5 Assault or Life In Jeopardy, Title 18, USC, Section

2113(d)

"Whoever, in committing, or in attempting to commit, any

offense defined in subsections (a) and (b) of this statute, assaults

any person, or puts in jeopardy the life of any person I'V ^he use of a

dangerous weapon or device, shall be fined not more than $10,000 or

imprisoned not more than twenty-five years, or both,

EFFECTIVE: 08/27/90

91-2.6 Kill or Kidnap, Title 18, USC, Section 2113(e)

^ .. "Whoever, in commrtting any offense defined in this-

(
'^ section, or in avoiding or attempting to avoid apprehension for the

V- commission of such offense, or in freeing himself or attempting to

free himself from arrest or confinement for such offense, kills any

person, or forces any person to accompany him without the consent of

such person, shall be imprisoned not less than ten years, or punished

by death if the verdict of the jury shall so direct.

EFFECTIVE: 08/27/90

91-2.7 Definition of Bank, Title 18, USC, Section 2113(f)

"As used in this section the term 'bank' means any member

bank of the Federal Reserve System, and any bank, banking association,

trust company, savings bank, or other banking institution organized or

operating under the laws of the United States, | and any institution the

deposits of which are insured by the Federal Deposit Insurance

Corporation."!

EFFECTIVE: 08/27/90
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Definition oflCredit Union, JTitle 18, USC, Section 2113(g)

"As used in this section the termj 'credit union' |ineans

any
I

Federal credit union and any State-chartered credit union the

accounts o£ which are insured by the National Credit Union

Administration Board, |and any 'Federal credit union' as defined in

section 2 of the Federal Credit Union Act."

EFFECTIVE: 08/27/90

91-3 COMMENTS AND CLARIFICATIONS REGARDING THE BANK ROBBERY AND

INCIDENTAL CRIMES STATUTE (BRICS)

EFFECTIVE: 08/27/90

91-3.1 Robbery of Bank Messengers

A bank messenger delivering money, etc., to or from a bank

covered under the BRICS is considered to have custody and control of

the above property on behalf of the bank. A robbery of said property

from the messenger is a violation of Section 2113(a), Bank Robbery.

EFFECTIVE: 08/27/90

91-3.2 Robbery of an Armored Carrier

Robbery of an armored carrier may be a violation of Title

18, USC, Section 2113, However, to ensure uniformity, all robberies

of armored carriers are to be investigated as Hobbs Act - Armored

Carriers violations. (See Part I, Section 192, of this manual, for

complete details.)

EFFECTIVE: 08/27/90
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(1) Regardless of the contractual relationship between

the bank and the depositor, such deposits are considered to be within

the care, custody, and control of the bank based on the bailment

situation created when the deposit is made.

(2) A break-in or attempted break-in of a bank night

depository with the appropriate intent constitutes a bank burglary

violation. Under these circumstances, if deposits are stolen, a bank

larceny violation also exists.

(3) An unsuccessful attempt to intercept or trap deposits

placed in a bank night depository with the appropriate intent by means

of a device constitutes an unlawful attempt to enter the bank within

the meaning of the BRIGS and constitutes a bank burglary violation.

Under these circumstances, if deposits are stolen, a bank larceny

violation also exists.

EFFECTIVE: 10/26/87

91-3. A Automated Teller Machines (ATMs)

(1) In the early 1970s, ATMs were established both on and

off bank premises by federally insured financial institutions.

(2) ATMs provide services ranging from the transfer of

funds from one account to another, accepting payments on installment

loans, or receiving deposits. An ATM can also dispense cash to a set

limit and debit it to the customer's savings or checking account.

(3) For legal purposes, an ATM is a bank or branch bank

within the meaning of the BRIGS.

(4) The money, deposits, or other things of value which

are received by or contained within an ATM belong to or are in the

care, custody, or control of the bank.

(5) An ATM located off premises may be serviced solely by

the bank or by a third party under contract with the bank.

(6) An ATM by definition is not manned, therefore, the

robbery provisions of the BRIGS are not applicable; however, a bank

burglary or bank larceny violation may occur in connection with an
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ATM.

(7) A break-in or attempted break-in of an ATM of a

federally insured banking institution is a bank burglary violation. ,

(8) A break-in of an ATM of a federally insured banking

institution vhere money or another thing of value is taken with intent

to steal or purloin constitutes both a bank burglary and bank larceny

violation.

(9) To fraudulently obtain money or another thing of

value from an ATM by using a forged, counterfeit or stolen access card

under false pretenses is a bank larceny violation.

EFFECTIVE: 10/26/87

91-3.5 Larceny, Larceny by Trick, and False Pretenses in Relation

to Bank Larceny

(1) In order for a bank larceny violation to exist, the

elements of common law larceny, larceny by trick or false pretenses

must be present.

(2) Common law larceny is defined as the taking and

carrying away of the personal property of another without his/her

consent with intent to steal.

(3) Larceny by trick is defined as obtaining mere

possession and not title to the personal property of another by

fraudulent representations with intent to steal.

(4) False pretenses are defined as obtaining both

possession and title to the personal property of another by fraudulent

representations with intent to steal.

(5) If a bank is victimized by means of larceny by trick,

such as presentation of bogus coin rolls, quick change schemes,

obtaining money or another thing of value from an ATM by using a

forged, counterfeit, or stolen access card, etc., there has been a

bank larceny violation.

(6) If a bank is victimized by means of larceny by trick,

such as a subject posing as an armored car employee authorized to pick

up certain funds for delivery to a stated place, it is a bank larceny
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violation. This is based on the fact that the victim bank, based on

the false representations, merely intended to turn over possession and

not title of the funds to the subject.

(7) It should be noted that Section 2113(b) only applies

where the amount of money involved exceeds $100.00 and there is an

actual taking or carrying away with intent to steal or purloin the

money or other thing of value. In any situation in which there is

doubt whether or not a bank larceny violation has occurred, the USA

should be promptly consulted for a legal opinion.

EFFECTIVE; 10/26/87

91-3.6 Attempted Bank Larcenies

It should be noted that Section 2113(b), Bank Larceny,

does not contain a provision for an attempted bank larceny and covers

only situations in which an actual bank larceny occurs. However, in a

( situation involving an attempted bank larceny by a burglary, the
''-'''

second paragraph of Section 21'13(a), Bank Burglary, will apply even

though Section 2113(b), Bank Larceny, does not.

EFFECTIVE: 10/26/87

91-3.7 Theft Not Necessary In a Bank Burglary Violation

(1) A bank burglary violation, Section 2113(a), occurs

when the subject forcibly enters or attempts to enter a banking

institution with intent to commit any larceny or any felony affecting

such banking institution and in violation of any statute of the United

States.

(2) It is not necessary that the subject actually steal

any property belonging to, or in the care, custody, control,

management, or possession of the banking institution in order to be

prosecuted for bank burglary. If, during the commission of a bank

burglary, the subject actually steals any property, as set forth

above, he/she has also committed a bank larceny violation in addition

to a bank burglary violation.
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EFFECTIVE: 08/27/90

91-3.8 Theft From Safe-Deposit Boxes

Although the contents of a safe-deposit box belong to the

box holder and they are not federally insured, a theft from a

safe-deposit box during a bank burglary constitutes bank larceny since

the contents are in the care of the bank within the meaning of the

BRIGS.

EFFECTIVE: 08/27/90

v''-

L

91-3.9 Receiving or Possession of Bank Robbery, Bank Burglary,

Bank Larceny or Bank Extortion Loot

Under Section 2113(c), Receiving and Possession, it would

appear that this offense covers only property, money, or other things

of value received or possessed from a bank larceny; however, this

section also covers property, money, or other things of value received

or possessed from a bank robbery, bank bulrglary or bank extortion.

EFFECTIVE: 08/27/90

91-3.10 Prosecution for Receiving and Possession

Under

necessary to prove

thing of value was

loan association,
knew that the prop

jPursuant to Title

may also be establ

property, money or

result of an offic

(see MIOG, Part II

Section 2113(c), Receiving and Possession, it is not

that the subject knew the property, money, or other

taken from a bank, credit union, or savings and

in violation of the BRICS, only that the subject

erty, money or other thing of value was stolen.

18, use. Section 21, the element of guilty knowledge

ished by proof that the defendant believed that the

other thing of value was stolen, after or as a

ial representation as to the nature of the property

, 1-1.12).

I
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EFFECTIVE: 10/23/95

91-3.11 Death Penalty

Under Section 2113(e), the death penalty provision has

been ruled invalid.

EFFECTIVE: 08/27/90

91-3.12 Savings and Loan Association

For purposes of clarification, under Section] 2113(f)
,

| the

term ] "bank" | includes the following banking institutions:

(1) A Federal savings and loan association,

{ (2) An institution insured by the Federal Deposit

•' '

Insurance Corporation's Savings Association Insurance Fund.

I

(3) |Deleted|

(A) |Deleted|

EFFECTIVE: 08/27/90

j
91-3. 13

I

Federal Land Bank

(1) A Federal land bank operating under a charter issued

by the Farm Credit Administration is a banking institution operating

under the laws of the United States and, accordingly, is covered under

the BRICS.

(2) It should be noted, however, that Federal land banks

do not accept deposits, deal primarily in mortgages and, therefore,

are not a likely target for a 91 subject.
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EFFECTIVE: QZin/9Q

191-3. 14| State Prosecution Not a Bar to Federal Prosecution

State prosecution for any offense covered under the BRIGS

is not a legal bar to subsequent Federal prosecution under the above

statute; however, there must be compelling reasons and the Attorney

General must personally approve such prosecution.

EFFECTIVE: 08/27/90

91-4 BANK PROTECTION ACT OF 1968 AND THE FEDERAL CREDIT UNION

ACT ^

EFFECTIVE: 08/27/90

e

91-4.1 Bank Protection Act (BPA) of 1968

(1) The BPA of 1968, Public Law 90-389, was enacted on

7/7/68 and provides that Federal regulatory agencies shall "promulgate

rules establishing minimum standards with which each bank or savings

and loan association must comply with respect to the installation,

maintenance, and operation of security devices
^"f

P^^^^^^""?' ^_. ^

reasonable in cost, to discourage robberies, burglaries and larcenies

and to assist in the identification and apprehension of persons who

commit such acts.

(2) Under the above Act, the following Federal regulatory

agencies regulate the following financial institutions:

(a) Comptroller of Currency - national banks and

banks located in the District of Columbia;

(b) Federal Reserve System (FRS) - state-chartered

banks that are members of the FRS;

(c) Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC)

state-chartered banks that are not members of the FRS but the accounts

of which are insured by the FDIC;
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(d) Office of Thrift Supervision - Federal savings

and loan associations and institutions and state-chartered savings and

loan associations and institutions, the accounts of which are insured

by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation's Savings Association

Insurance Fund.

(e) Credit unions are not covered under this Act.

Refer to the Federal Credit Union Act citation, 91-A.2.

(3) The regulations of the Federal regulatory agencies

were originally published in the Federal Register ^'^^^^'J^A
Number

11 dated 1/16/69, with certain amendments published in the Federal.

Register, Volume 38. Number 19A, dated 10/9/73, copies of which are

available in each office.

(4) All Agents working 91 matters must be familiar with

the above regulations. In general, these regulations
^^J"^" "f ^^"

minimum mandatory security devices and procedures and others that are

discretionary, subject to changes ordered by the responsible Federal

regulatory agencies. ,

(5) Mandatory security devices include:

(a) A lighting system during the hours of darkness

in the vault area if visible from the outside.

(b) Tamper-resistant locks on exterior doors and

windows.

(c) An alarm system or other appropriate device for

promptly notifying the nearest responsible law enforcement officers of

an attempted or perpetrated robbery or burglary.

(6) Mandatory security procedures include:

(a) The development and utilization of a security

program with certain characteristics.

(b) Bait money, comprised of Federal Reserve notes

with denominations, bank of issue, serial numbers, and series year

recorded, maintained at each teller's station.

EFFECTIVE: 08/27/90
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91-4.2 Federal Credit Union Act (FCUA)

(1) The FCUA, amended by Public Law 91-A68. enacted on

10/19/70, provides that the Administrator, National Credit Union

Administ;a?ion (NCUA) , shall insure the accounts of al Federal credit

unions and those state-chartered credit unions who apply for this

insurance.

(2) The regulations of the NCUA, which established

minimum mandatory security devices and procedures f°^ the above credi

unions to discourage robberies, burglaries and larcenies and to assist

in the identification and apprehension of persons who commit such

acts, became effective on 6/15/71. and copies of these regulations are

available in each office.

(3) The minimum mandatory security devices and procedures

established by the NCUA under the FCUA are quite similar to the

regulations established by the Federal regulatory ^««""" .'j"?'^;'^
J^^

BPA of 1968. and all Agents working 91 matters must be familiar with

these regulations.

EFFECTIVE: 10/26/87

91-A.3 Requests by Financial Institutions for FBI Evaluation of

Security Devices, Procedures, and Programs

(1) The regulations of the Federal regulatory agencies

under the BPA of 1968 and the FCUA also state that the bank security

officer may provide for the installation, maintenance, and operation

of other security devices after seeking the advice of law enforcement

officers and any other appropriate sources.

(2) The above regulations do not require the FBI to

furnish financial institutions with an evaluation of their mandatory

and/or discretionary security devices and procedures; ^owever - a

matter of oolicy, it is permissible and desirable for the FBI to
matter ot P^^'^y"

^„^„,.---,o their use. For obvious reasons, the
orally recommend and encourage ineir use. lu

FBI should not identify or endorse related equipment by name or

manufacturer as being the most desirable.

c
EFFECTIVE: 02/16/89
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91-A.A Reporting Noncompliance with Mandatory Security

Regulations by Financial Institutions to FBIHQ

(1) Enforcement of the mandatory security devices and

procedures required by the five Federal regulatory agencies ""der the

BFA of 1968 and the FCUA is the responsibility of the above agencies

and the DOJ,

(2) If during the course of an investigation it is
_

determined that a financial institution covered under these Acts is

not in compliance with the mandatory security devices and procedures,

a letterhead memorandum (LHM) .
original

^"J.^
^"'^

,
"P^^^f |?^°"'^ ^' •

,

submitted to FBIHQ by airtel. marked Attention: | Violent |Crimes Unit,

Criminal Investigative Division.

(3) The cover airtel should set forth the proper case

title as normally reported; however, the title of the LHM should set

forth only the identity and location of the financia institution

involved. The body of the cover airtel should identify the Federal

regulatory agency which has responsibility for the financial

i^Suution fnvoLed and a request for FBIHQ to <i---"f^"P^?^^°'
the enclosed LHM to the Federal regulatory agency and the DOJ.

body of the LHM should set forth a succinct summary of the 91

violation the date of occurrence and the security violation

co^ftted! The body o£ the LHM should not set forth the identities of

any subjects or suspects.

(4) FBIHQ. upon receipt of the above LHM, will forward

one copy each to the appropriate Federal regulatory agency and the

General Litigation and Legal Advice Section. Criminal Division.

Department ol Justice, for their consideration in initiating action to

correct the situation.

(5) Under the BPA of 1968' and FCUA, a financial

institution that violates a mandatory security regulation shall be

subject to a civil penalty not to exceed $100 for each day of future

noncompl iance,

EFFECTIVE: 02/16/89

Q1-5 INVESTIGATIVE POLICY AND OBJECTIVE IN BANK ROBBERY, BANK

BURGLARY, BANK LARCENY AND BANK EXTORTION VIOLATIONS
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EFFECTIVE: 02/16/89

91-5.1 Investigative Policy

The FBI's investigative policy in 91 cases is an immediate

measured Agent response by all offices to all ;;i°l^^i°"=
°f ^'.^^^^^^

,
Robbery and Incidental Crimes Statute, with subsequent investigations

utilizing sufficient Agent manpower to ensure effective handling of

all incidents.

EFFECTIVE: 02/16/89

91-5.2 FBI's Objective

The FBI's objective in 91 cases is to intelligently

util-ize all allocated funded resources to achieve the maximum federal

and local solution rate and prosecutive results possible.

EFFECTIVE: 10/18/95

91-5.3 Manpower Commitments |
(See MIOG, Part I, 91-9.1.)

|

FBIHQ is aware that many offices are continually

encountering manpower problems
^" ^^^

j"f^^^:;^^ref JJ^J^IJ may not
responsibilities. As a consequence, it is recognizee cnat u y

be possible or desirable to commit extensive manpower
^^^J^^^^

^o

every bank robbery, bank burglary, and bank larceny investigation.

?hose offices having well-trained, effective local law enforcement

agencies may have to consider exercising the necessary flexibiUty in

conjunction with local authorities especially when responding to

routine bank robbery, bank burglary, and bank larceny violations. The

number of Agents responding, the extent of investigation to be

Conducted and the length of time a case, should be kept in a pending

status should be determined by responsible supervisory personnel. It

muft be clearly understood, however, that the FBI must continue to

fully meet its investigative responsibilities in this area.
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EFFECTIVE: 10/18/95

91-5.4 Guidelines For Closing|Cases

j

In determining how long a bank robbery, bank burglary,

hank larceny or bank extortion case should be kept in a pending status

and acUve investigation conducted when no leads or suspects have been

developed! the foUowing policy should be adopted in those cases

wherein investigation was instituted.

KDlWhen an aggressive and thorough investigation has

been conducted in a|bank burglary/bank ^^'^-^"yl ""1"^^"^^^? '°",^'

less than $10.000.00land no leads or suspects have been developed or

iHe.X be forthcoiing. the case should be
^^-^Y^rhrc^s^ should'

I? suspects or new leads are independently developed, the case should

be reopened and the investigation reinstituted.

1(2) I In regard to | bank robberies, bank extortions, and

bank burglaries/bank larceny cases where the loss exceeds

s!o 000 00 jit should be understood that the above within-six-month

! o; Sg* ollcy does not applyjdue to the inherent seriousness of these

violations. Theselcases should_be aggressively and thoroughly^_

investigated for

given to closing
no less than

I

six months before any consideration is

given to Closing the case due to lack of leads or suspects. Every

investigative option must be exhausted and it must be determined that

no fur her Evidence is forthcoming.! Prior to closing, each case

!ho!ld be iudged on its merits, and any doubts ] whether a case should

fflSseJ irleLin pending should be -solved in ^-or of con inuing

the investigation for whatever time period within the Statute of

Limitations is required to solve it or justify its closing.

EFFECTIVE: 10/18/95
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91-5.5 Response and Subsequent Investigative Plan

1(1)1 FBIHQ does not believe it is feasible to develop a

response and' subiequent investigative plan that "^ be mo ded to f.t

each office. Therefore, each SAC will be responsible for the

devel pLnt of a response and -^-^-"^
--/i^^^^l!%^, t^;,;^

already in effect, that will fit the needs of his/her particular

office while still fulfilling the FBI's investigative

LitiUties. The data, statistics, and ^^^ors to be considered

in measuring the soundness and effectiveness of each office s banK

^bbe" bank burglary, banK larceny and banK -Portion response and

subsequent investigative plans are readily available within each

office.

1(2) Each Agent who may respond and/or conduct

investigations involving 91 violations should be ,nade aware of this

overall plan and be familiar with all its phases.

(3) This overall plan should be reviewed annually by

responsible field supervisory personnel to ensure that it is

adequately revised to meet changing conditions.]

16

EFFECTIVE: 08/27/90

I

91-6 DELETED

EFFECTIVE: 08/27/90

I

91-7 I
DELETED

EFFECTIVE: 08/27/90
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91-8 IMMEDIATE INVESTIGATIVE STEPS TO BE TAKEN AT THE SCENE OF

A 91 VIOLATION

(1) Establish liaison with local authorities at the scene

in order to coordinate the investigation.

(2) Ensure that the crime scene area is protected in

order that an appropriate crime scene search can be subsequently

conducted.

(3) Promptly obtain a physical description o£ the

subject, his/her clothing, whether armed, bait money taken, getaway

vehicle, escape route, and disseminate this information immediately in

an effort to apprehend the subject in the area.

(4) Obtain the bank surveillance camera films for prompt

processing.

(5) If a demand note was utilized, obtain possession for

prompt submission to the FBI Laboratory for examination. See- 91-17 of

this manual.

(6) Determine the extent and scope of the neighborhood

investigation required.

(7) Interview the bank employees and other witnesses at

the scene for complete details of the violation and the identities of

other possible witnesses. Information furnished which may become

testimony should be recorded by FD-302 or a signed statement. In

certain situations a signed statement is preferred, such as when a

witness is a potential suspect, makes a positive identification of the

subject from photographs or personal observation, or where there is

reason to believe that the witness may become uncooperative and recant

at a later date.

(8) Display appropriate photographs of logical 91

subjects and suspects to the witnesses in an effort to identify the

subject at the outset of the investigation. See Section 6-A of the

Legal Handbook For Special Agents entitled "Photographic

Identification."

(9) If a stolen getaway vehicle is known or suspected to

have been used by the subject, it will often be abandoned by the

subject shortly thereafter for a switch car. Based on this premise,

ensure that efforts are instituted to locate the getaway car for

purposes of a search, latent print examination, area neighborhood
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investigation, and a description of the switch car.

(10) Conduct an appropriate crime scene search at the

victim bank. See 91-9 of this manual.

(11) If a hoax bomb device is utilized in the commission

of a 91 violation, the entire device, or fragments thereof, should be

obtained and submitted with all other evidence to the [Materials and

Devices Unit
,

| Laboratory Division. See Part II, Sections 13-6.7 and

13-16.6, of this manual.

EFFECTIVE: OA/07/97

91-9 CONDUCTING A 91 CRIME SCENE SEARCH

(1) This citation is not intended to be all inclusive.

/ .
For further details and instructions regarding crime scene searches,

{ latent prints, evidence, and possible examinations of said evidence,

^- refer to this manual, Part II, 13-6.4, entitled "Crime Scene Search,"

15-3 entitled "Latent Print Examinations," 15-4, entitled "Submission

of Evidence," Section 13, entitled "Laboratory Division Aids to

Investigations," Section 5 of the Legal Handbook for Special Agents

entitled "Search and Seizure," and the June, 1974, Police Instructor's

Bulletin entitled "Crime Scene Search."

(2) There are four cardinal rules that should be followed

in every 91 crime scene search.

(a) The first rule is to protect the crime scene to

ensure that any possible evidence is not destroyed or contaminated.

Protecting the crime scene is a continuous process which must start

upon the arrival of the first Special Agent or police officer at the

scene and continue until the crime scene search is completed.

(b) The second rule is to obtain the physical

evidence legally. In most instances the 91 crime scene will consist

of the bank premises and escape route which are not under the legal

control of the subject*, therefore, his/her consent or a search warrant

will not be required to conduct a search of these areas. However, in

other specific instances such as those , involving the subject's

residence, apartment, motel room, place of employment, vehicle, or

getaway car, it is necessary to obtain his/her consent or a search

warrant before the crime scene search can be legally conducted. It
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should be noted that searches of the above areas conducted incidental

to arrest are limited as to area and point of time; therefore,

depending on the scope of the intended search, the subject s consent

or a search warrant may be necessary.

For further details regarding searches, see Section 5 of fh^ |;«S^^

Handbook for Special Agents entitled "Search and Seizure. Whenever

the legalUy of the intended search is in doubt, the Principa Legal

Idviior or an appropriate AUSA should be contacted for a legal opinion

prior to the search being conducted.

(c) The third rule is to conduct the crime scene

search properly. A thorough search should be conducted in o^der to

ensure thll any physical evidence is not overlooked. I in doubt

regarding whether a particular item is actually physical evidence or

hafpo ential evidentiary value, it should be collected -d properly

marked and preserved for identification and examination purposes.

(d) The fourth rule is to maintain the proper chain

of custody of the evidence collected so that it can be successfully

introduced into evidence at the time of trial.

(3) After ensuring that the 91 crime scene is protected,

the four basic steps in conducting the crime scene search, in essence,

are as follows:

(a) Conduct a preliminary survey of the crime scene

in order to establish the overall situation and the objectives and the

extent of the search.

Tn bank buralarv violations it is essential to describe in complete

detail by FD-302 the method by which the subject gained entrance to

?he bink and the subject's actions within the bank invo ving the alarm

system, safe, vault, cash drawers, safe-deposit boxes, etc.

(b) Photograph the overall crime scene and the

physical evidence located therein.

(c) Conduct a latent print examination.

(d) Collect, record, mark, and preserve the physical

evidence recovered at the crime scene.

(A) In addition to the collection of the obvious physical

evidence in bank burglary violations, efforts should be directed

toward the collection of possible "transfer evidence." Whenever two
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surfaces contact ea'ch^ other, there i^s^ a partial Uansfer'of ^matji^i|;i].-

mples" are the subject's clothing;-
from onefto^tiie other. Typical examples are the subj

•

shdes'.^'ald vehicle picking up .building materials'^when forcibly

1 ent'erintia.bank an^fe insulatiof when forcibly'e;
.v»r;:*5>

ibly* enter ingta sat e^

Sa^mWs%~flhe app'^priate possible .^transfer^ evidence" should be

collected at the crime scene for future ^comparison purposes "ith the

subfect'sV suspect's clothing, _ shoes, w.and sweepings from his/herc

vehicle in an effort to place him/her at the crime scene.

(5) In regard to bank burglary toolmarks, a thorough

examination of the forced entry area and other points of attack within

the bank should be conducted in an effort to obtain them for future

comparison purposes. The toolmark impressions may be obtained by

taking possession of the surrounding area or by casting, whichever is

more appropriate.

EFFECTIVE: 10/26/87

'ti'^.;

o 91-9.1 Sharing or Delegating Crime Scene Search Responsibilities

with Local Authorities

(1) Under our investigative policy and objectives in 91

violations (see 91-5.3 of this manual), FBI offices having well-

trained, effective local law enforcement agencies may share or

delegate crime scene search responsibilities mutually agreed upon with

local authorities.

(2) It should be noted, however, that any such mutual

agreement must ensure that the crime scene search is properly

conducted and, if appropriate, all evidence
"'^^^^"J^Jy ^°"^ „„,

authorities is availabU to your office for transmittal to the FBI

(Laboratory Division! for examination.

(3) In those 91 violations in which FBI investigation is

instituted and local authorities do not have the capabilities to

conduct a proper crime scene search, the crime scene search should be

conducted by or under the direction of the FBI.

EFFECTIVE: 09/24/93
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c.

C

91-10 FBI SURVEILLANCE OF SUBJECTS AND/OR BANKS INVOLVING A

CONTEMPLATED 91 VIOLATION

(1) It is the responsibility of the SAC to formulate a

course of action and to decide if ^Special Agents will conduct a

surveillance of a subject and/or a bank when information is developed

indicating that a 91 violation will be committed involving a known

subject and bank, a known subject and unknown bank, or an unknown

subject and known bank;

(2) In making the above decision, the SAC must consider

all the available facts, including the source's reliability and the

FBI's responsibility to avoid unnecessarily endangering human lives.

(3) Because of the danger factor and potential local

violations involved, appropriate local law enforcement agencies and

bank officials must be notified of contemplated violations unless a

valid reason exists for not making such notification.

(4) If a surveillance will be instituted in a case

involving more than one subject, the SAC's plan of operation should

include the objective of apprehending the subjects on conspiracy

charges before they enter the bank in order to minimize the danger to

bank employees and other innocent bystanders.

(5) Where appropriate, investigative efforts should be

made to develop conspiracy charges and the facts should be promptly

presented to the USA to determine if he/she will authorize the

apprehension of the subjects for conspiracy. If not, determine from

him/her what further actions by the subjects are necessary m order

for him/her to make said authorization. Arrangements should be made

with the USA to ensure that he/she can be immediately contacted, if

necessary, and advised of pertinent developments.

(6) Due to the high potential for physical violence

occurring, if the SAC makes the decision to institute a surveillance

of the subject, subjects, and/or bank, the SAC or, in his/her absence

from the territory, the ASAC and/or 91 Supervisor must afford personal

on-the-scene supervision of the surveillance, and every detail of the

operation must be thoroughly planned.

(7) Prior FBIHQ authority is not required to conduct

surveillances of subjects and/or banks in contemplated 91 violations.

(8) FBIHQ should be notified beforehand of the

surveillance by telephone and/or teletype only if unusual
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circumstances exist or if it appears that the case will receive

widespread publicity.

(9) In instances where FBIHQ is not notified beforehand

of the surveillance, for reasons set forth above, and the subject or

subjects are subsequently arrested, FBIHQ should be notified by

telephone and/or teletype depending on the circumstances of the

arrest, publicity received, or other unusual factors involved.

(10) As noted in number (3) above, in the absence of a

valid reason, local law enforcement agencies must be notified of

contemplated violations. In regard to the actual FBI surveillance of

the subject and/or bank, consideration should be given to having an

appropriate number of local law enforcement, representatives, if

willing, participate in the surveillance to ensure appropriate liaison

and responsibility for any local violations that may occur.

(

EFFECTIVE: 10/26/87

91-11 EXTORTIONATE DEMANDS RECEIVED BY BANK OFFICIALS FOR BANK

FUNDS

EFFECTIVE: 10/26/87

91-11.1 Potential FBI Violations

(1) |0n November 10, 1986, The President signed into law

the "Criminal Law and Procedure Technical Amendments Act of 1986,"

which amended Title 18, USC, Section 2113(a), to explicitly include

bank robberies committed by extortion. The term "extortion" as used

in Title 18, USC, Section 2113(a), means obtaining or attempting to

obtain property from another person without the other person's

consent, induced by the wrongful use of actual or threatened force,

violence, or fear. This means that the FBI will have jurisdiction in

extortion matters when a bank official receives a threat of physical

injury to himself/herself or a member of his/her family through United

States mail, by telephone, note, or in person, and is instructed to

take bank funds and physically deliver them to an individual off the

bank premises or leave them at a designated drop-site.]

(2) In addition, it is a Federal extortion violation if

the demand for bank funds is made through the United States mail or by
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interstate telephone call and a Federal kidnaping violation if the

bank official or a member of the bank official's family is taken

hostage and transported interstate.

(3) It is
I

a bank extortion violation even|if the bank

official makes no effort to comply with the subject * s |
extortionate]

threat and demand to physically deliver bank funds to him/her in

person, or leave them at a designated drop-site.

the bank

and 1
the subject(4) It is|a bank extortion violation when

official attempts to comply with the subject's demand,
_

does not meet the bank official to take, or attempt to take the bank

funds from his/her person or presence, or does not take the bank funds

which were placed at the designated drop-site

EFFECTIVE: 10/26/87

91-11.2 Decisions to Make the Payoff and to Cover the Payoff

(1) In some cases the victim bank official will comply

with the subject's demand for bank funds without first notifying

h s/her bank or the FBI; therefore, the decision whether to make or

cover the payoff cannot be made and the FBI will not be able to

promptly institute its investigation beforehand.

In the above situation, cspeci^aTly.,when a.hostage wp,.

not taken, the po^ibiHty Uiat :the bank^fi^al^^y^ the bank^^^unds;
(2)

c

rather. than-the subjects' should not be overlooked.^

(3) In those instances where the victim bank and the FBI

are notified beforehand by the bank official of the subject's demand

for bank funds, certain factors will have to be ^f^^^y ""^^^f*f„ .

before a decision can be made regarding whether he subject's demand

should be complied with by the bank and whether the payoff should be
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covered by the FBI.

(4) The most important consideration regarding the above

decisions is the safety of the victim bank official and/or family

member The degree of danger will vary from case to case and must be

assessU accordingly in reaching a decision. For examp e, in a, case
assesseo «^^" » '

actual Iv holding the bank official's spouse.

h'sUg U" i t^L^U^UnJe hostage unless subject's dejands^are.

met it is"'obvious that the^lnger factgj is far more real and

•^?:lln nt than na ri^hostage case whe^ the subject threatens to kill

"t^ bank official and/or spouse if official fails to comply with

"' subject's demands.

;{«»»>»..

(6) 3^^ .^9h^<^^^^^^^l4§vm^B^^^^^Mk^k^^^^
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EFFECTIVE: 10/26/87

191-11.3 Extortion Matters - Investigative Techniques

EFFECTIVE: 10/26/87

EFFECTIVE: 10/26/87
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EFFECTIVE: \Q/ie/bl

EFFECTIVE: 10/26/87

91-12 OFFICE OF ORIGIN (00) NOTIFICATION TO FBIHQ. SURROUNDING

SfFiSs! AND OTHER OFFICES OF 91 AND 192C VIOLATIONS

BY Fr)-430 AND TELETYPE

EFFECTIVE: 10/26/87

91-12.1 Notification to FBIHQ| (See MIOG Part I 15-4(9),

87-5.3.2, & 192-11.1; MAOP, Part II, 9-6.)

1

(1) FBIHQ shall be notified of every ^^^^^^^^Y' ^J"^^
V ^ .^ hank larceny and bank extortion violation withinj 30lworking

d^a^s rf'thrffft": by FD-A30 with available bank surveillance camera

photographs attached.

(2) The above notification to FBIHQ should not be delayed

A t-K-l^n-riaviworkinz period awaiting processing of the

phro^Iphl! «h!r:a5 bt Lr»,rd.d a£terv„d by . s.p.rat.

communication or by routing slip.

(3) In addition, FBIHQ should be promptly notified by

telephone and/or teletype in 91 cases of unusual interest such as
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those in which a shooting occurs, a hostage is taken a large loss is

:^!?!,-n6d or where good judgment dictates. FBIHQ should also be

rd:i:rof : l1:b:e'.uent^.a?or developments in these cases by summary

teletype. The initial teletype notification to FBI«Q
J°"

"°^

etimlnat; the necess^ity of the FD-430 submission to FBIHQ

within
I
30 [working days.

(A) The FD-A30 must contain the 00 file number.

(5) After the initial FD-430 submission to FBIHQ, if it

bank crime statistics maintained at FBIHQ.

(6) Title changes may be made by supplemental FD-430 as

rurciiBai^is^IdLafied.. cancellation of t- NABKA^Ucular can be

.ade by checking the appropria e -^ <=

^ Vb//^^ irfdministritive
'"^'"'

ticher?rthe suppfemen al fS-430 (see 91-19 for further

reraifs'reg:Jdi:g the^fsLance and cancellation of NABRA circulars).

(7) Cases may be opened and closed upon the submission of

the FD-430 to FBIHQ under certain appropriate circumstances such as

when a strong local interest is dominant and the USA declines

prosecution at the outset of the investigation. This c osing
prosecuuiuii ax-

noressitv to comply with the FBI s

procedure does not eliminate the
"^""J^y/°/^^ 91-5.1). and those

I

possibU futur. n.=<i». 1(S« HAOP, Part II, 2-5.2.4.)
|

(8) An rD-430 with the solution portion completed must b.

.ub.ittod befo» t^lution credit con be
"'"^''l\\l'Zi>i,lT

•credit .ay be claimed only in
"'-:„=-':tsri: lolv.i a tU tt.

r„urai%n3o'rub.i : ; :ob»irrs:p;":entai pd-«o -ith oni, th.
initial ru hju

;^^^. ... violation and solution data submitted by

thlf rrm^wn^be^ u ilsht; t:^:ici^°field office at the close of the

fUcalyear for verification of this information recorded at FBIHQ.

(9) It is imperative that all FD-430 entries are correct

.ince PBIHQ
--'tn^^utlt^^rirencitt'tbrLl'-n^B^e'.:

'"

':,T:.fJlZll,l\tZ'tl7i^'ll "Ci^ient. .ho are concerned with
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crimes against financial institutions.

(10) In all Hobbs Act - Armored Carrier cases, an FD-A30

must be submitted withinl30| working days of the offense. See Part I,

Sectionll92-ll.l|'of this manual for details.

EFFECTIVE: 11/30/93

91-12.2 Notification to Surrounding Offices and Other Offices

ion to notifying FBIHQ of all 91 violations,

regional or other field office notification

tographs of value, distinguishing physical

inguishable MO. there should be no regional

Additionally, there should be no regional

the purposes of which are to change titles

rative changes. Such administrative FD-430 s

IHQ only. (See MIOG, Part I. 15-4(9) &

(1) In addit

the 00 shall Idetermine if

is necessary. Absent pho

characteristics or a dist

distribution of FD-A30's.

distribution of FD-A30's,

or reflect other administ

should be submitted to FB

192-11.2.)

I

(2) Depending on the urgency of the case and the need for

specific and immediate investigation, -j^ial notification to the

above offices may be made by telephone, teletype, or FD-430.

(3) If initial notification is made to surrounding and

To for transmittal to FBIHQ within] 30| working days of the offense.

(4) Teletype notification should include a succinct

91-16(A)(b).)l

(5) Initial notification by FD-A30 should not be delayed

H»«ond 1 301 working days awaiting processing of the photographs which

t:r;eToi:ardrd'afterward by a separate cover communication or by

routing slip.

(6) Appropriate general leads, such as comparing instant
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MO for similar bank robberies or contacting informants
^"^J-^^^^^"

enforcement agencies for information of value, may be set forth xn the

FD-430.

(7) The FD-A30 should contain a statement that only

positive information need be reported to the 00 by receiving offices.

(8) The FBIHQ and field FD-A30 copies should have a

^Cworf ^#.t-tini forth a detailed narrative summary of the
second P^8«

;"^^;^f,"^i;^*i^°£or dissemination. The decision to
offense in L««/°™^^^^^;'^^^':

'o other law enforcement agencies and
disseminate the narrative page ^° ,'''.

.
, ,. ^ ^^^ discretion

other authorized institutions or individuals is left to the disc

of the receiving offices.

(9-) Since FD-A30s do not contain specific investigative

IS sugB".^^
„,j„,- Tt is not necessary to serialize this mail it

and oity in that order. It IS "" """ " „^„„„y to index the
tiled in a logioal, oonsistent order nor is '' ""' J believes it

title o£ the "XrnTex: Jtlo^ o h «:ndarory "iexin, case

;!tir:"::HneI %;: "cIpHon is justified due to the informational

lltir:X. F^"0 and tH= -to-ated avaiUhi ity ot the F d^^

EFFECTIVE: 11/30/93

91-13 BANK ROBBERY, BANK BURGLARY, BANK LARCENY AND BANK

EXTORTION LOOT

EFFECTIVE: 04/19/91
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91-13.1 Establish Loss By Bank Officer

The bank officer, who is competent ^o testify regarding

^^^ ^r" hru!dli^inre"!::trin^o:r;o°esrafii:i HM-x:
?:r:u^dlt^rd^tbt:irrcrpre?e nst and description of the stolen

property.

PAGE 91 - 30

EFFECTIVE: 04/19/91

91-13.2
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(5) For complete details regarding stop notices and their
administrative handling, see Part II, 10-7, of this manual.

EFFECTIVE: 07/23/90

91-13.6

EFFECTIVE: 08/27/90

91-13.7
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(5) In all instances, the c ircular letter must include

the following

(A-\ A caution statement, if appropriate, «8"*^^"8,
.

(d) A
'^*"'^J°^/' action should be taken which would

the subject and a statement that no action snou

endanger anyone's safety.

(e) A statement that if -"^ r^^H'thtlrrthr
"

,. t. j-u- noai-oct office of the roi, tne

eevelope.. ^•"^'^'l\'ll,l^li;\Tioll"Z\ll EU.t pu= o£ your

telephone number of which may oe

telephone directory.

(f) For complete details regarding circular letters.

see Part H, 21-2A. of this manual.

o
EFFECTIVE: 08/27/90
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(1) The exact circumstances surrounding the
l^^'^^^^y

°^

Known or sus^tltedlanK loot -t he accurately recorded hy the

recovering Agent or Agents on an FD 3U/.

(2) in regard to the ""^^ °L!crang;nts trLs^ure
counted separately -\^f^^rf,f;/,,'/i":/S- . '^he^act that

the accuracy of the total and recrdedon an
^^^^^^ ^^ ^^^ ^^^^.^^

irenU-sh-o^I.Te rerrottHrt^e^Ldy of th^ PO-302.

(3) The above recovery and tabulation .ay ^e --rded on

one FD-302. provided that the sa.e two AgenU
^^;J^i;:iT'

tabulation. If the
---!^"o!s shoutd te'^Ulized to record these

identical, two separate FD 30Zs shouio

events

.

M The FD-302 setting forth the tabulation of the

c„„ency shoil. be.et "P '"
"^^'^fJ^t^^

'::::'."TTi.Z an.

rero:u:n:::;-"r?lr^:rirat!:n'':u„; in .eacen.in. o^a...

<« -. -n-trafr/at'er:, •^':::;^:t^^

(8) Fo r additional information regarding recovered bank
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« f.,rninB over to the U.S. Marshal,

loot involving its custody, ^t-^|^•p^;J"i^^ 2-a!a. U.
I

entitled
obtaining receipts, etc.. see

«^°^'^^J^/J ^. Marshal" ; 1

2-A.A.8,
1

"Handling of Evidence and ^^ofj^y
by
f^2, e^t it led | "Charge-Out

entitled "ValuablelEvidence, |and|2 A.a. iz, le

Procedures - Evidentiary Property. 1

36

EFFECTIVE: 10/16/96

NEWS MEDIA INQUIRIES POLICY
91-14

(U The FBI's news media inquiries policy is i^/^^^'^^
CI) The »•»; s

concerning the release of

compliance w th
-^^"f ^^^% J fitters . These instructions are

l:^trenn^?iUr28:^:-ir50.2, of the code of Federal

Regulations (CFR)

.

^0^ Thi. 91 citation- is not intended to be all inclusive.

.„ „„.ut/?.tjrs% u^a'i". tM. top.
.-'-i-,:;,r.rr'?:"Lr

"Contacts with News Media.

C3) Routine 91 pr.s= -;"';'";::°tr,td't.'and"niwor.d
o»lc. r..»ein. tK. ip.t...Uon 3 o.U__b. je^«5=^^„

^

by either the SAC, AbAL. or

guidelines.

W I. an invo.tisation ha. boen 1""'^'=^; "" ""'

.odla l„<,u,iri.= Should "«
--'"J.f.t: r^to"- s and "oSld appreciate

to the FBI or to the local poUce.

fS^ In accordance with departmental policy, no
QS; in accoruai media

information should be -1-;^-^^^?^^^"' S^eciHc questions by the

concerning the amount of
^^f °^'^^;"",°;t taken may be answered

news media concerning the
^"'^"f^

°^ '°°
.^^ect or subjects for

following the arrest or indictment of a subject

violation of the ERICS.

(6) subject to specific li-^ations imposed by law or

J A^^ Tit^f 28. Section 50.2, CFR, it is

^
court rule or order ""'^^^ T^^J^^^°; 'i^f„„ation:
permissible to disclose the following in
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"A The Defendant's name, age, residence,

. rit.t'status and similar background information,
employment, marital status,

"B The substance of the text of the charge

contained in the complaint, indictment, or information.

"C The identity of the investigating and/or

A n,7leneth or scope of the investigation,
arresting agency and the length or scop

.'D The circumstances immediately surrounding an

„„.. ....... l> UL a„. puce -^-^::^-^l^^
possession and use of weapons, and a descript

the time of arrest.

"F Disclosures should include only

.„„„t„ve.UMeJac. r,^.U„ an. ..o„M not^»e;u^^

obs.rvatior... I"."""';""' f"° '"„feT.r investigation would b.

relating to the """"=''""
°^'i°se thereof would serve no law

1^:^^^^. :r l^rorat!"%ho„M not ^e »ade .uhlio."

"' -'"'•r:."u:rci°tuirursf.vi"nra":Uni.!ra:rii;:
tends to create dangers of P"'"""'

^'^Ji, 28, Section 50.2. CFR,

thrfriir-'inr^n'firjtroriroutinorhe^disciosed..

"A Observations about a subject's character.

-_,.«,= -»• ira five nrocedures such as
.-C. Reference to

^"^"J ff,^i^%^3ts . or laboratory

u-t"^:rth; reS:r^.;thrdrferd:;t''n':ui:t. to snch test, or

examinations.

"D. Statements concerning the identity, testimony,

or credibility of prospective witnesses.

"E. Statements concerning evidence or l^Sjl

. • fy,. ease whether or not it is anticipated that sucn

arguments in the case,
Y",

" j «e trial
evidence or arguments will be used at trial.

..p Any opinion as to the subject's guilt the

) possibility of a pUa of^uHty to the offense charged, or the
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possibility of a plea to a lesser offense."

^«^ ^1^ ^^i;;-t^te:; !n?e::ti:s^:!tr:;;"i::ut^::"o.

-ri:trl:dU rtirsrsT9l t-lutions and apprehensions.

C9) Frequently, ^-l^^^;-'^^::.:^:'^^

k::i:i rt:;wHr:rr:ra;:r:a!Uri:; ...e t. fouo^n,

responses \

FBI.

(a) Identify themselves as a Special Agent of the

(b) Furnish the name of the field office to which

they are assigned.

(c) State the general nature of the i^^^^^igative

V, ,« "We are here to investigate the bank robbery,

operation, such as, We are nere

(A\ Fxcect in emergency situations, requests for

representative.

(.-) In an emergency situation, a Special Agent may
(e) I" ^"^^^ * l^ ^ telephone or radio, and the

relay a "P-^-,::^ caHe u n s^fd to the reporter in the SAC's

SAC s response thereto can oe

name by a Special Agent-

„l.ly to contact. ».th
"'»'"=J''f."" vioUtion to the U-

EFFECTIVE: 10/26/87

,1_15 BANK ROBBERY - BANK BURGLARY SUSPECTS PROGRAM (BRBBSP)

EFFECTIVE: 10/26/87

Sensitive
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91-15 1 Purpose and Objective

„£ Uentifyin, and >"'">£-!," "of h° "prorrar's to .aint.in thi.

,„d bank burglar,. ^"^ "^i^^ "tf.X .nabUng a ti.ld offica to

information in V'""!"' ''^ndiiidual. a. potantlal auap.ct. whan an

ixr:i5:i::rr. :o:rar;":r;anK b„r.i.rv i. co^ittad.

,11 offices are encouraged to

(2) While not '»"^^"'7' °", j' fituted by any office

maintain a »BBSP.. ^^^= P'^^J?" ^fth uns Wed ^Ink robberies and bank

„bich is
•-P"'":i"t,t n . b . =hown that such office, have

hurtlaries since experiein-e

benefitted from utilizing this program.

EFFECTIVE: 10/26/87

91-15.2
r ««,.aTs Guidelines on Criminal

?r'ti:itI^ns"orr„:Ura"\nd
organisations on the

BRBBP

H i-K* nassaee of the above guidelines on

(1) Prior to the passage ^^
^^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^

12/22/80. the two sources for °P^"^ *
^^ bank burglary suspect

identification of a potential ^ank "^^ery
.^^^^^ Uaison with

through routine -dependen
-^f^^f^;,°y3RBBSP cases were opened on

rnL^rtholere^rereafefUol'^sLdy after being convicted of ban.

robbery or bank burglary.

r-!.^«.fal's auidelines do not

(2) The current A"orney Genera gu^^^
^^^ ^^^^.^

prohibit the above first
^""-^/^^i'^f^'tL "reasonable indication"

independent FBI --"^^^^^^^"^^^litral investigation (GCI) or the

basis for
"'^^^"^^^"^M

"!
a preUminary inquiry (PD under his

ifsfiser basis for conducting a pren ' , auidelines will

\r:::J. However. ^^-^3-:,f,^-rLrdrct!ig%U.er a GCIor PI on a

prohibit opening a ^RBBSP case an
^^^ ^^^^ previously

Sop releasee since the mere
^J^^

t^^^
i^' ^oes not provide the

'convicted of banK "^/^^^/^ fess^r^Ws necessary for conducting a

•reasonable indication or Che les

GCI or a PI.

Sensitive
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EFFECTIVE: 10/26/87

on

91-15.3 Opening BRBBSP Cases

l!^.l"ru:l'9"^'ra'..'nn'^We\. ope„ . a„d. -ep.„Jin. on the

eircl^Mtancos, either . GCI or PI .hould b. conducted.

(21 The objective o£ the GCI or PI, in addition to

further identftyin,, deielopin., -^ -'^f^^'j-^.t^fre"! 'h^/the'is,

!rrali!'in"lv:Slr."pr!rr\'nro?i:;'bl*.':oSr.-r, or ban^ bursur, or

is planning to commit such an offense,

(3) If deemed appropriate, a bank robbery bank burglary

I
lor larceny

I

suspect in this program may be interviewed dur.ng the

course of the GCI or PI.

(k') The 91D case file should be utilized to record the

,..ect . "".--.j-r^'crr"' 'rTcr;hUoi::ph::"ie"nicrt!:;

rcrd!';nrere;e?rer„rt;."and' other pertinent d=te.

(5) During the investigations of these suspects the
tSJ Ourmg '-"! * ^^ t provide information

possibility of developing informants able to p

regarding 91 cases should be pursued.

(6) During these investigations, efforts should be made

- Obtain th?Lerect.f^.aiorc.., print. --M-rrjiin^rertion,
order that they may be transmiccea lo

^...^.-t-s identification
LaboratorylDivision for inclusion m the suspect

files.

(7) For purposes of correctly reporting ^'^^ "^^""^^^"^"^^

• ti.ative results and recording TURK and MAR data, if the above

OCr:^lf latnU-es the bank robbery -k^burglary, or^^^
^^^^^^^^

larceny 1
suspect as being ^^^olved in a p

^^^^^^ ^^ ^^^^^

bank burglarylor ^^-^y'^^:,? ^^ion sLutd be reported in the

^"'sti:/9U* 91B* or% C cfsi'file. If the above GCI and PI
existing VIA ,

51B
)

"»
V .-^1 «»-tj1 ni- larcenv suspect is

determines the ''-\-''^"y*
^^f an t S ab Ub:nk' robLry. bank

planning or
--P^^^ff. ^/^^Hu _ect1ase file should be closed and

burglarylor larceny,! the Vlt) suspect

ed
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TiMth.. investisation .h..U be reported U the new 91A^ 91B.. o,

91C case file.

EFFECTIVE: 09/2A/93

(3) This method of operation will
-/-J^^^^^^.^^: uad

continues to receive the ^bove infc..at.on for^poss.ble^^
^^^^^^

::irU:Hto?;: rar/irdWiduats^S ^e conLde.ed as possible

suspects, if appropriate.

. . t.
• ^^ i a ri»r^ived indicating

s,,MesuenL^^^m|^^'t;;^tvidual 9UV

9iB^ °- y^^
<^^",^^i\'GCI ^r PI should be conducted,

circumstances, either a OLi or ri

EFFECTIVE: 08/27/90

1
91-15.5 iBank Robbery - Bank Burglary Album

e

bank burglary album to be utiiizea a

deemed appropriate.

«, T.U elW. .KouU co„tei» .h.to.,epKs,^.e.cHption.

ind becH"^nd data °%l"°Z°lA"elMo « »£""'' territory. Th..

,„.,l.r. Who
"'^t' -, Intetlo rectUna in order to separate the

album should be divioea mi-"

Sensitive
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PAGE 91

Ibum should be made in

luded may

.2--";?';;=iiE-SJx'=i::2rorder that *..

—

_.p

be removed under authority of the SAC

representative.)

A2

EFFECTIVE: 08/27/90

191-15.61 Notifying FBIHQ of BRBBSP Accomplishments

1 ^-. fv,^ fipldwide results

in order for FBIHQ to fully evalua
f^J^^'^^ following

of this P".-V^;^^^P-'^;-r f h an^al Violent Crimes Subprogram

information by
^^'^^^^^^'^^".^tion submission.

Resource Management and Allocation

4= K=nV robbery and bank burglary suspects

(1) The number of bank roooery

currently under GCI and PI investigation.

(2) A brief summary of cases solved or other
K,L) •« vi.x'a'. "

1 K »«: i-Viic nroEram since tne

accomplishments achieved as a result of this prog

previous FBIHQ notification.

^ ' c«,™ar.^ft developed as a result of

(X) The number of informants developed

• hhft last FBIHQ notification,
this program since the last rcinv

• F«.«,ants' accomplishments in 91 cases and

(A) The above informants accompi

other FBI. Federal, or local violations.

f

K

EFFECTIVE: 08/27/90

91-16 BANK SURVEILLANCE CAMERA PHOTOGRAPHS

.. »-•«., irf of 1968 does not require
(1) The Bank Protection Act °^ 1^^« ^^ surveillance

Sensitive
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(3) Bank surveillance ca.era
^^f/^^^f ,f.f^tnized to

.obber are important investigative oou -"c^^ Jey^ -,,,,

assist in the subject's
^^J«"J^^^'=ff^°^;_,;\sed and the clothing worn

photographs will record ^^e type of weapon
.^^ ^^^ ^^,^, ,n

by the subject and xf «"-^^^
f^°^ o clothing, if certain unique

his/her identification. In
^^!/"%he- photographs, the recovery of

patterns or defects are recorded in the P^^^
^^^^|;^,.^^„ ^^v result m a

the clothing and its examin-i-^on ">" mp mi ttaMiUMmmm^tm^^ma^

U]^"^^

C.) Xn an effort to ^^^^^^::^i::r:^^^
should be given to wide dissemination of the

photographs by:

(a) local or regional news media sources;

(b) FD-A30, see 91-12.2;

(c) NABRA circulars, see 91-19; and

(d) circular letters, see Part II. 21-2A. of this

manual.

back of.

e number

,

of the

U; mtere^i.^-
I: the Albany Office. Atten

the unknown -^i-,^' %Pf^^f^ting fortJ t^e a^ve lead. The

Bank Robbery Coordinator. ""^"^ '°
"itle, field office fH

the P^'^'^oa^Pf,!f
"

it on o he unknoL ;ubiect^One co.v

and a physical description ot cne
^^^ __ nFf.-r«i^BB

Sensitive
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(b) Any iden^^

forwarded to the Albany OiiUef^^^imt^mKm^^^^^ff^ UU who .k-i.

EFFECTIVE: 08/27/90

I

9i_n 1
SCIENTIFIC EXAMINATION OF DEMAND NOTES

|

EFFECTIVE: 10/26/87

I

91-17.1 iBank Robbery Note Fil<

EFFECTIVE: 10/26/87

91-17.1,1 Background

operation, and ^UPP"'^
^^^^r.^? '^^'Zu T, vUual nu «ade up .£

„£ a <:oi.P"tariz.d/mictoEicha lile
tvoevritten, and

It is comprised

Eile
•ized/microticne rix« -- -^^

tvoewritten. and

sra?"fe:„:'nr.ntrer;.r;r"r'.nTa. .... .,.

throughout the country.

(2) Statistics maintained by FBIHQ have establishedthat^

demand note iank robberies
^

(DNBRs) const.tut m^it

EFFECTIVE: 03/21/95

Sensitive
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191-17.1.21 Purpose

subject

.

(2) in addition, h-<^"-,^^^"^,/::^i!^ttfnglNBRs'"a; be

subjects or suspects ^"own or suspected of c-^tt^^S
^^ ^^^^^^^

submitted to FBIHQ, ^"enUon: FBI Laborat V;^^.^^^.
^„^,. ,,, a

:r;:^ci1.:r.^-^BKKrfn rer effect an identification or

possible association.

EFFECTIVE: 10/26/87

jj91-17.1.3| Policy

(.

.„i„s .ub.Uti.> all bank
""f.^^To^ ."a hi"8 "- """?""»

"the FBI or local -""""^th.rBriai obtain .axi.u. inve.t jat.ve

benefit from the BRNt ,
tne

complied with:

zr.y.t/n't'i :r=r:L'o:;h"tfa-B.«. «uh a .,«. .o. a

latent fingerprint examination.

, .>,nrJties have evidentiary custody of the

(2) If local
^"'^^°^/i'/^^ latent fingerprint examination,

demand note and will conduct their °^ J^^ followed. Since their

?he following submission PJ°"'^^^,^i'^°riterate the demand note, a

latent fingerprint
^^^^-^f^^^^^^liU or a legible Xerox copy, as a

DhotoKraphic copy with scale inciuaeo fingerprint

Ss resort, should be obtained prior to their^^^^
^^ ^^_^^^ ^^^^^^

examination being conducted and P^-Pt^y^^^^^
^^^^^^^ ^^^ ^,,P.

Attention: FBI Laboratory, BRNF,

(3) The FD-A30. used by the 0° t°^,^^f/Ulta!t if a

violations to FBIHQ. -ntains information bcKsto^i^^^^^^
^^ ^^^ ^^^

demand note was used in a bank robb-y; ^f^^^^^
.^ ^^^ submitted to

or local authorities a"<^'
^J ""^F If the FD-430 reflects that a

FBIHQ for a search through the BRNF.

Sensitive
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„cov.r.d d^wd note wa. not '""""''^ ^:te"i?'"COv°°.l'li ^he FBI.

„,„e.ted to
'"^flXZ'lZ. ? °cov:':i a'd retained .y local

or a photographic or Xerox copy,

authorities, for examination.

(4) FBIHQ will maintain a record of
"°-^f"j^^lte"

°'

recovered BRDNs in'order to ascertain individual field office

compliance with this policy.

(5) BKDNs. ei^-r originals or copies sho^

submitted by FD-«0 for
=--^.f"^f.^^^^ Information copies of BRDNs

rar.rrtra2d1:iBXHQ"and"reirc^opies of the FD-.30 to assist in

assessing the subject's 91 activity.

EFFECTIVE: 10/26/87

.- 1191-17.1.4! Submission of BRDNs

( ^ /,N T .rA^r to prevent intermingling of evidence and to

•- (^^ ^" "'^ ^ loLnt fingerprint examination, if

facilitate the BRNF search
^'^J^ ^^^^^^^93 should be used for each

=':l%X"tLrrr.irtS;^ v.»l -..and note. .. one

communication with multiple case titles.

<" f%-rtr.:ttirfdert5:i:i'tLrorro«tSir""*'-

-,r.^irn.'V/inn'afd,91^ot«.U
contributing office; however. ^ P^^^ograp ^^ ^^^^ ^^^ Xerox

the BRNF for future c°«P*- = !" P^'^^^Hs adv!se5 to the contrary by

copies of demand notes - - t/
; ^it^.y the FBI Laboratory,

the submitting office, wiii.

(3, ^t an of.ic. desl.e. a
"-'"i'"„'"^,tS.f^".tiffo'

,ei„, s„..itte'd with a de.and note or -U. sed^.n othe.^^P

ranrr.:^ r;:u."tit^rrn tHr.:-, «. ?.« t„„s.ittin. ..-5,s.

(,) ir. baaed on the above "^"lll'"'lZ'l\t°"Tll.

?r/jrafer"SLr! U the above ,ea.oh.ovo.^na.a^

submitted demand note will be searcne
^^^^^^^^ identification

C
submitted demand note will ^e searcne - identification or

remainder of the BRNF in an effort to effect

Sensitive
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possible association.

(5) For additional instructions regarding d^™^"J ^"'^^

.if/r to the instructions section appearing on the

submissions, refer to the

reverse side of the FD-598

47

EFFECTIVE: 10/26/87

Bank Robberies (DNBRs)

contributor, the Doay
°J-_'- utie for comparisonpuroose^^M

set fjarth thi'i information. bv case title p__.,£.^ai«^™

€i

(3) If the submitting office is "-^1«>^-
^"^^f j^^,

''*

^ ' i-^A i-n Viave been committed oy tne

specific DNBRS Known or -^P-^^«^^,^
.^^^d be set forth in the body of

handwriting contributor, this fact ^"^
-^ portion of the

the transmitting FD-598 n these inst-ce^.^^^P ^^ ^^^^^^

submitted handwriting ""'P^®^^^^""'^ ^^zed by these subjects. The

with the type of language commonly "t^
^^^^^^^^ ^,„^^, ^he entire

submitted handwriting samples wii J
o

identification or

BRNF, where feasible, in an effort to effect

possible association.

(.) in regard to the -^uation set forth in nu.ber^(2)

above, if the FBI I-a^^-^-^^^^f/^r^rbr L h^rriting contributor,

file in the BRNF were m fact P«P*"^ ^.^ ^^^ ^^ove search proves

the search will be terminated. However,

Sensitive
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identification or possible assocxatxo

PAGE 91 - ^8

Lon.

EFFECTIVE: 10/26/87

EFFECTIVE: 05/26789

91-17.2 Anonymous Letter File (ALF)

,n banK extortion letters should be searched_through the

All banR
^'^^^'^^^""/II; refer to Part II. Section

tails regarding the AUf ,
rerer >." „talis i.c6» o

^.4.1 _j nA_-,„utiious Letter rue.ALF. For details "*^''^",'''
"titled "Anonymous Lett

13-17.6(2) of this manual, entitled ^n y

c

EFFECTIVE: 05/26/89

91-17.3
1 ^^^or<! Received by Bank Officials

Extortionate Notes or Letters Receiveo y

and/ or Family Members

(1) The original extorUon^ote or letter^is^to^

promptly forwarded ^^ -^ ^ , ^.^ff.^ ZlTrt Section and Latent

Division. Investigatve 0P"^^^°"! ^ ^opy of the note or letter

Fingerprint Section. 1
for examnat.on A Py^^^^p^^.^.^^,^^

should also be designated for the VI ^ ^ ^i^tel should

criminal Investigative Division ^CID). The
^^^ ,,,iosures. and

briefly set forth the facts of ^^e cas
,^^ ^_^,^^ examinations

specifically request th%types oti
„,anual , entitled

desired. I

Refer to
^"^.^^''^j^^^^tiga ions." and Part II, Sect-n 15

"Laboratory ^^ ---^t^f ''LatenrFinlerprint Identification," for the

of this manual, entitieo

Sensitive
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types of analyses available.

(,) Identification of those "ho ^a-
^^f,:^ ^H^.erprints

extortion note or letter ts ne"ssary
^°^^^^^^^.^^,i, handling of the

can be obtained for later
5f!""":,tlthe possession of the field

letter or document before ^^ "-«
^f^^^^/,^tent fingerprint

office should not preclude ^^e requesting
^^^^^^^.^^, 3hould be

examinations, ^--^^efe - ub equ^nt litters fro. the

llro^tronisrLlharLniral handling of the evidence occurs.

I

(3) JDeletedl

^^> -^-^i^in^^:sl1euphrcin:"t:;rs:otdings
conveyed to the v.ctim may

^^=^fJ^^^^^^.d ^y the] Information

and videotapes, ^-^^"^.""'t/^f evidence. R^fer to Part II, 16-

Resources iDiv.s.on o" t^^/^^^.^f
J^, fxamination which can be conducted

8, of this manual, for details

on this evidence.

EFFECTIVE: 03/21/95

91-18 AUTOMATED LATENT |
FINGERPRINT SEARCH]

This 91 citation regarding^theAu^
^^^^^^

1

LatentlFingerprint Search
^^^^f^^^^^^JcP) is directed toward bank

'

File (NULF), and Major Case
^.^^f ^^^^^^^^^^eny (BL) and bank extortion

robbery (BR), bank ^"-S^^^y
<f^^

' '/f„ i^all inclusive. For further

(BE) violations and is "O^
^^^^f^^^ '°

J'^ ij, Section 15, of this

details regarding these matters, see Fart II,

manual

.

EFFECTIVE: 07/21/95
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91-18.1 .„to.at.d Latent
I

Fingerprint S.«ch|(See KIOG. Part U,

15-2.1.)

^^] r rr.ft:Stiurcri^^:nrirtir:rnt<rall:;"
replaces "••l*"'!r'lf,if ifecesrefth.lCriminal Justice Information

nngerrrint. tor .ver|28|.iUion individuals.

(« Latent prints P""-"^ '"sut^:"™'" :.n":Unr
thelALSA3lsystem -ill b. given the same consideration

anlALFS-l

<«."»' nL':^!rit5'tr7o;;ircrani.u^ifeu.r;on

::r.::i:tnrtr.n;i;oratf U r.int ciassifua^

position of the latent ^^^^erprxnts and en
j^ i„i descriptors

'description of the
"f"nnlfLfs nS^x, race/age, height

1
which can be utilized xn ^"if^^^^^'^^ ^irth, scars, marks and

' weight, eye color, hair ^°^°^' P'^"^,iLors are not necessary to

tattoos. All of these physical
Jj^^'^ f^°/^^^,i,, ,, Known should be

conduct aniALFS.lbut as much of ^his^^^^^^,
^,,, be restricted to

included in your correspondence. T^jl^^^^ ^^^ ^„y criminal arrest

rat:;^r;
ronhfch^rtrst^^ffefs: numeric CAOK) is assigned.

C.) xt is not necessary -^^-rtlon^il'l'allafefbyTFPS to

....itted for a --^-Trireria rrTnftrating anlALFS.|
determine if it meets tne

rs^ The results of the|ALFS|wiM be incorporated in the

^^> J !/! ^„ the office requesting fingerprint

LFPS report submitted to the oirice h

information.

EFFECTIVE: 07/21/95

1

91-18.1.1 JMoved to 91-18. ij
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EFFECTIVE: 07/21/95

1
91-18.1.2 iDeletedj

EFFECTIVE: 07/21/95

91-18.2 National Unidentified Latent File (NULF) 1 (See MIOG, Part

II, 15-2.2.)!

J • hu^ T FPl and is broken dcvm

(1) The NULF is - "t--^/;
t^r of which are BR. BB.

into 17 separate federal crime categories.

BL. and all extortions.

<^^ -^
'I' fh^d ute^fprlnU "t:!uir.rthf field

photographs of the
"-fjf^;^^;f.tf^ ^ped by the LFPS from evidence

to the LFPS for
"^'"^"f

^°"
°'^t Uast one unknown subject. They are

submitted in 91 cases
^J^^"|^f^,^n,te crime category of the NULF and

automatically filed in the aPP"f^f^^ ^^^1^ for inclusion. Once a

do not require ^^P"i^,-,"?^
removed rom the NULF. In keeping

latent print is ^<i«"tified. it is remo
^^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^ j^y^F

with the Statute of ^i-^^ tat ions, they *"
J^ ^^^ ^, these latent

^^^ :^^:inr if thr:;ir:rs;c?ion ^f the Bureau case file.

(3) Classifiable prints in B^. BB BL^and^extortion^^
^^^

matters are filed by violation and date T
^^ ^^^^^^^^ .^ ^

further grouped 8«°8raphically by staC
-^ 3,^, high-volume

^.LraU;n;:re-! ^^S^^^^l^^ ---^ -°-- ^^ ''^'^

submitted or developed in 91 matters are

appropriate crime category.

r.^ Th. field when submitting unidentified latent prints

(5) The ^^« <*' "^^".^^ i-tent prints in unknown subject

and/or evidence for
"--"f -j/°^ oglcal bank employees and

91 cases, must also enclose MCPs of logica
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Thft IFPS will first compare any

witnesses for elimination V^^^^l'^.l'J'H developed with the

latent impressions of ^^^^^^^^^ ^^^ujrs ?he transmitting
elimination MCPs P-°%*^° ^"^'^f.^ptton of the unknown subject to

communication must
.""^^^".\*^"tlL?S 1

assist the LFPS in conducting anlALl-J5.|

(6) Deleted

EFFECTIVE: 07/21/95

91-18,3 Major Case Prints (MCPs)

(

pr«.nt on the pal.ar »"«"" "^ '^^.e "ides of the pal.s and the

?he flnsers, which
'"'ftLer ioint. of the finjers. In addition,

extreme tips, sides, and !»"" J"'""^"
fingerprints recorded on a

„CPS .ust ;-!"-%' !5 5;." i: MCPS :'st hi identified, dated, and

^t"artre'^Unrturfof"hV
individual recrdin. them.

printed "—/""'^"j!; ^L e'fofc^ent agency, arrangements should

fingerprinted by """•"
'f

°""
^^^ printed and the original or

'e^tra'co'p;
rui/herSyfrnrdi-a/ailabL to the P»X.

(3) Ihe fingerprint ""',?""°"
"'.'^^f.^r^t' forfh' thl"

^..Ition to all the "^ecessary de.cr.pUve
Jf^- ;^-;'?,,„„„ed States

^f.:"riire,1nd^rec?i;n"r;f:rence.

w ^•c MfPfi were actually recorded by another

(A) If a -f^^ll'J^f\Zfinler^rint card should

Uw enforcement agency
l^.^HZl'^T: t..e ^CoLributor - ORI" blocK

:rou?rrenecf the%BI as the contributor.

C5) MCPS must be -^^J-J.-.^I^SI^nlt^^rtearing

Section, Laboratory D^-^-^'
^^^^^ Bureau fie number and latent case

the appropriate case title ^nd the Bureau
purpose for

'l:Z' il »no™ This
"»""-t irc » a tso:. dLired ScPs should

submitting the MCPs and th'/P"''*'
'"f^r^ation Services Division by

1 "e1in:er?rl"t':lrri'nve:op:'o""rrutrng slip as is normally done «t,th
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single fingerprint cards in other arrest situations.

(6^ If the subject of a 91 case is also a suspect in

other 91 violations and a comparison of his/her submitted HCPs -th

latent prints previously developed in these suspect cases is des.red.

1 ,n^Lfic reauest with the identities of these cases must be set

?or?h in theTa^sJtting communication by case titles and the Bureau

file numbers and latent case numbers, if known.

(7) In addition to the comparison of the subject's MCPs

with the unidentified latent impressions submitted in 91
""^^'J

?—^-:;: ":;i:? ".: ^:^nt^ "-r? i

'^=

search.

(8) A field request for a search of the subject's MCPs

(9) Comparison of a subject's submitted MCPs or

fingerprints on file through the NULF on a geographical basis consists

o Ke ocation where the 91 offense occurred the location of the

subiect's arrest and those locations reflected on the subject s FBI

MTH P hp exoanded. it must speciticaiiy seu i.wi.m ^
„ , .

the subjecfha: traveled or resided and is -sP-ted o having

committed additional unknown 91 violations. (See (7).;

(10) It should be noted that only the MCPs or finSJ'^P^if/

:L^Si^-r-tu^iL::nt:?i;%:a-SirL;urt^:^

L ; :iur^t:;ch:r^:^i^:.in-%:-:;phi-
or Hngerprin of an individual who is a 91 suspect only wil not be

. Uare^ with the corresponding
-.-^r'^ltlorth^n'^Se"

NULF unless this request is specifically set forth m the

Sensitive
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A

EFFECTIVE: 04/08/96

c

91-19 NATIONAL BANK ROBBERY ALBUM (NABRA) CIRCULARS
|

(See MIOG,

Part I. 91-12.1(6) & 91-16(A) (c) .)

|

(1) IWhen an unsolved FBI 91 matter involves violence,

substantial monetary loss, unknown subject(s) that are believed

responsible for multiple robberies, and .f an ^'^^'^^tfiable bank

surveillance photograph is available, the 0° -V "J f^ JJ^J^
^°

issue a NABRA circular. It is the responsibility of the 00 to

evaluate the benefits of a NABRA circular. If the 00 determines that

the issuance of a NABRA circular would not be
J^^f/^J^' ^^j^^^i^,

justification to FBIHQ is necessary. A request for a NABRA circular

may be made at any time during the investigation.]

(2) In cases involving highly unusual or aggravated

circumstances and where no bank surveillance camera photographs are

available the 00 may request FBIHQ to consider utilizing artist s

lonclTtWn drawings of tSe unidentified subject for inclusion m the

NABRA program.

(3) A request for a NABRA circular by the 00 should be

transmitted by airtel to FBIHQ marked Attention: Violent Crimes Unit

rvSr Criminal Investigative Division (CID) . The requesting airtel

houl^ follow the forma? of an existing NABRA circular and set forth a

brtef nlrriHve of the offense, any words spoken by the unknown

sui ect he"ex of the demand note, if utilized the best avai ab e

description of the unknown subject, and enclose the bank surveillance

camera photograph (s) or artist's conception draw ng of the unknown

^^M^t In a multiple unknown subjects case, clearly identify the

bani :u;veiUan:: caLra photographs and corresponding descriptions as

unknown subject number one. unknown subject number two, etc.

I

(4) |Deleted|

(5) Upon approval of a NABRA circular request, FBIHQ will

assign the unknown subject a NABRA circular number, prepare and print

the circular, and distribute same to all offices.

(6) Upon receipt of a NABRA circular, receiving auxiliary
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offices should include it in the NABRA. Do not index the victim bank

In the office indices or open an individual substantive case in the

absence of specific leads.

(7) In order for this program to be effective, it is

essential that all Special Agents working 91 cases have copies of

nIJrA circulars available for display to witnesses and informants.

(8) The designation "NABRA" and its corresponding number

should be carried in the case title in all communications as long as

the NABRA circular is outstanding.

(9) The VCU, CID, FBIHQ, should be advised by airtel of

any positive results or accomplishments obtained through utilization

of NABRA circulars..

(10) When a NABRA subject is identified his/her circular

will be deleted from the NABRA. It is the responsibility of the 00 to

n fy the VcS: CID. FBIHQ. when a NABRA unknown subject is identified

!nd reauest the NABRA circular be canceled. Upon receipt of said

reouesrthe N^Rrcircular will be canceled and all offices notified

bv FBIHO Form FD-430 may be used to cancel a NABRA circular by

cLlkin^' the appropriate box located on the form and by attaching an

adm!n s?rat!ve ?age requesting FBIHQ to cancel the circular. Ensure

tSrSiBRrcircu?a? numLr is identified and full subject d-cription

»iven Also advise if NABRA aided in identification of subject. If

canreilafion ^f NABRA circular coincides with solution of case, ensure

solution portion of Form FD-A30 is properly completed.

(11) When a NABRA circular request is pending approval at

vm»a and the unknown subject is identified, it is the responsibility

of ?L So to imfedl^^el^ iotify the VCU. CID, FBIHQ, to discontinue

consideration.

(12) In those instances where the Statute of Limitations

has expired for a NABRA subject. FBIHQ will cancel his/her NABRA

circular and notify all offices of the cancellation by letter.

EFFECTIVE: 09/07/93
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91-20 FUGITIVE BANK ROBBERY (FUBANK) CIRCULARS

(1) When a 91 subject is in a fugitive status for 15 days

and an identifiable photograph is available, the 00 shall request

FBIHQ to issue a FUBANK circular.

(2) A request for a FUBANK circular by the 00 should be

I

transmitted by airtel to FBIHQ marked Attention: I^^J^^^^jCrmes Unxt,

'

Criminal Investigative Division. The requesting axrtel
'^if/'J'^'''"'

the format of an existing FUBANK circular and set forth a brief

narrative of the offense, a description of the subject details

regarding Federal process and enclose the subject's photograph (s)

.

(3) If special circumstances indicate the desirability of

reauesting a FUBANK circular prior to the subject being in a f^f'^'^®

"atus f or 15 days, or if the 00 is of the opinion that a qualifying

ubect should not be included in the FUBANK circular P-S"™, advise

I

thelVCU.lCID. FBIHQ, accordingly by airtel setting forth specific

reasons.

/"
1 (4) Upon approval of a FUBANK circular request, FBIHQ

V„- will assign the subject a FUBANK circular number, prepare and print

the circular, and distribute same to all offices.

(5) Upon receipt of a FUBANK circular, receiving

auxiliary offices should index it to the office indices and maintain a

copy n control file established for that purpose rather than

opening an individual substantive case in the absence of specific

leads.

(6) In order for this program to be effective, it is

essential that all Special Agents working 91 cases have copies of

Sk circulars available for display to witnesses and informants.

(7) The designation "FUBANK" and its designated number

should be carried in the case title in all communications as long as

the FUBANK circular is outstanding.

I (8) ThelvCU.jCID, FBIHQ, should be advised by airtel of

'

any positive results or accomplishments obtained through utilization

of FUBANK circulars.

(9) When a FUBANK circular fugitive is apprehended or

located, the apprehending or locating office, when notifying FBIHQ of

/-- he arr;st or ?ocate by teletype, should include a request for the

( : I llVCU,|CID, to cancel the FUBANK circular. Upon receipt of said
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request, the FUBANK circular will be canceled and all offices notified

by FBIHQ.

(10) If the apprehending or locating office of the 91

fugitive has not been previously notified by the 00 of a pending

FUBANK circular request to FBIHQ for the subject, it is the

responsibility of the 00 to immediately notify the | VCU, |CID, to

discontinue consideration.

EFFECTIVE: 02/16/89

57

I

91-21 DELETED

EFFECTIVE: 08/27/90

91-22 OBTAIN FEDERAL 91 PROCESS PROMPTLY

Obtain Federal BR, BB, BL or BE process as soon as

possible after the subject is identified and it is determined that

he/she will be prosecuted federally.

EFFECTIVE: 08/27/90

91-23 UNLAWFUL FLIGHT PROCESS ON 91 SUBJECTS

Do not obtain unlawful flight process on BR. BB, BL or BE

subjects without first obtaining clearance from FBIHQ.

EFFECTIVE: 08/27/90
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91-2A NOTIFICATION TO LOGICAL OFFICES REGARDING THE APPREHENSION

OF 91 SUBJECTS

(1) Upon apprehension of a BR, BB. BL or BE subject, in

addition to the routine required FBIHQ and field notification, the 00,

if appropriate, should subsequently advise all logical offices of the

subject's arrest with a suggestion that he/she be considered as a

possible suspect in connection with their appropriate unsolved 91

violations.

(2) The above communication should include a detailed

physical description of the subject, MO utilized his/her photograph.

FBI Identification Record and data regarding his/her employments,

residences, and travel itineraries.

(3) If FBIHQ has been previously advised of the subject's

apprehension, a copy of the above subsequent communication to logical

offices need not be furnished to FBIHQ.

c EFFECTIVE: 08/27/90

91-25 NOTIFYING FBIHQ OF UNIQUE MODUS OPERANDI AND UNIQUE

INVESTIGATIVE TECHNIQUES

(1) The details of unique MOs utilized by BR, BB, BL or

BE subjects or unique and successful investigative techniques used by

Special Agents in BR. BB, BL or BE investigations should be brought to

the attention of the] Violent primes Unit, Criminal Investigative

Division, FBIHQ.

(2) The above details should be conveyed to FBIHQ by

airtel bearing a dual caption, the substantive 91 case caption

followed by the caption "Unique MO and/or Unique Investigative

Technique," in order to flag its purpose.

(3) If appropriate, the|VCU|will incorporate the above MO

or investigative technique in the 91 section of this manual and/or

notify all offices of the above information by a separate

communication for consideration in their 91 investigations.

EFFECTIVE: 02/16/89
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91-26 BANK ROBBERY, BANK BURGLARY, BANK LARCENY AND BANK

EXTORTION REPORTS

This citation is directed toward specific problem areas

noted by FBIHQ in 91 reports and is not, intended to be all inclusive.

For complete details regarding report writing, see MAOP, Part II,

10-14, entitled "Types of Reports"; 10-15, entitled "Prosecutive

Report"; 10-17, entitled "Investigative Report (FD-204)"; 10-20,

entitled "Nonprosecutive Summary"; and SAC Memorandum 3-78, dated

1/18/78, entitled "Reporting of Investigative Activities."

EFFECTIVE: 02/16/89

91-26.1 Prosecutive Reports

As a practical matter, the vast majority of reports

prepared in 91 violations will consist of prosecutive reports. If

assistance is needed in assembling a BR, BB', BL or BE prosecutive

report, the writer should refer to the above SAC Memorandum and MAOP,

Part II, 10-15.2. entitled "Organizing the Prosecutive Report.

EFFECTIVE: 02/16/89

91-26.2 Copies of Prosecutive Reports to FBIHQ

(1) Normally, only one copy of a 91 prosecutive report

should be designated for FBIHQ. If for any reason the writer

determines it is necessary for FBIHQ to disseminate a copy or copies

of the prosecutive report outside the Bureau on a headquarters level,

sufficient copies should be designated for the Bureau in order to

accomplish said dissemination.

(2) The desired dissemination should be specifically

identified for FBIHQ in the "Copies made:" section of the cover page,

FD-272, and should also be set forth in the "Copy to:" section of the

FD-517.

EFFECTIVE: 02/16/89
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91-26.3 Narrative of Offense Section, FD-518

(1) The purpose of the "Narrative of Offense:" section of

the FD-518 in a prosecutive report is merely to set forth the

jurisdictional basis for the 91 investigation and the facts

surrounding the 91 violation in narrative form.

(2) Based on the above specific purpose, the "Narrative

of Offense:" section should include the basis for the FBI's

jurisdiction and Federal prosecution under the Bank Robbery and

Incidental Crimes Statute, a detailed narrative of the subject s modus

operandi, and the facts surrounding the offense.

(3) Any caution statement, if appropriate, should be

included at the conclusion of this section.

(4) As noted above, other aspects of the 91

investigation, such as prosecutive status, witnesses, and evidence,

are not to be included in this section and should be set forth in the

appropriate sections of the prosecutive report.

EFFECTIVE: 08/27/90

91-26.4 Basis of FBI Jurisdiction and Evidence for Federal

Prosecution in 91 Violation

In essence, the FBI's jurisdiction and the basis for

Federal prosecution in BR, BB, BL and BE violations are based on the

fact that the victim bank, credit union, or savings and loan

association is federally chartered and/or federally insured. In order

to establish the FBI's jurisdiction and evidence for subsequent

Federal prosecution under the BRICS, the following details should be

obtained from the appropriate banking official. This official will be

subpoenaed in order to produce this documentary evidence in court for

trial purposes.

(1) National Banks. The national bank charter number and

the date issued. The FDIC certificate of insurance number and the

date issued.

(2) State chartered banks not a member of the FRS but

insured by the FDIC. The FDIC certificate of insurance number and the

date issued.
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(3) State chartered banks that are members of the FRS and

insured by the FDIC. The FDIC certificate of insurance number and the

date issued.

(A) Federal credit unions. The Federal credit union

charter number and the date of issue and the National Credit Union

Administration certificate of insurance number and the date issued.

(5) Federally insured state credit unions. The National

Credit Union Administration certificate of insurance number and the

date issued.

(6) Federal savings and loan associations (FSLA) .
The

FSLA charter number and date issued and the] FDIC | certificate of

insurance number and the date issued.

(7) State savings and loan associations insured by

thelFDIC.l The|FDIC|certificate of insurance number and the date

issued.

(8) Federal mutual savings banks (FMSB) . The FMSB

charter number and date issued and the IFDICJ certificate of insurance

number and the date issued.

Q

EFFECTIVE: 08/27/90

91-26.5 Enclosure and Evidence Sections of Prosecutive Reports

It should be noted that a distinction exists between the

above two sections, and for purposes of uniformity, the following

guidelines should be followed when preparing a 91 prosecutive report,

EFFECTIVE: 08/27/90
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91-26.6 Enclosure Section

The purpose of the enclosure section is to forward

enclosures to recipients outside the Bureau by the prosecutive

report. This section must set forth a brief narrative describing the

enclosures and identify the intended recipient. In most instances,

this section will forward evidentiary enclosures to the appropr.iate

USA for prosecutive purposes. Examples of such enclosures are bank

camera surveillance photographs, demand notes, and bank burglary

crime scene photographs.

EFFECTIVE: 08/27/90

c

91-26.7 Evidence Section

(1) The evidence section of the prosecutive report merely

lists all items of evidence available to the USA which is critical to

successful prosecution of the 91 violation. In addition to a brief

description of the evidence, this section should identify who obtained

it, its physical location and the pages in the prosecutive report

where the full details regarding the evidence are set forth.

(2) The evidence section should not be utilized to

enclose evidentiary items to the USA or other recipients outside the

Bureau since this is the function of the ^enclosure section.

EFFECTIVE: 08/27/90

(

91-27 NOTIFICATION TO FBIHQ OF THE FINAL OUTCOME IN 91 CASES

(1) JFBIHQ should be advised by closing letter of the

final outcome of known subject cases.

|

(2) jUnsolved cases shall be closed under SAC authority

by letter to FBIHQ rather than by memorandum to the SAC. This letter

should be brief and contain a concise narrative of the offense, any

suspects developed, their descriptions, a summary of investigation

conducted, and the basis for closing the case.

|

I (3) I In those cases where Federal prosecution is declined,

a copy of the FBI Case Status Form, FD-320, to the USA confirming

his/her declination should be designated for FBIHQ.
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EFFECTIVE: 08/27/90

91-28

(

c

CLAIMING LOCAL CONVICTIONS IN 91 VIOLATIONS BY THE

ACCOMPLISHMENT REPORT, FD-515

(1) Prior to 10/1/81, the FBI had conducted

investigations involving federal violations under its J^^^^J^^t.on and

had failed to receive conviction credit because .n n,any ^"stances

these cases were referred to local authorities for prosecution.

(2) Effective 10/1/81, the Accomplishment Report, FD-515,

permitted the field to claim a local conviction in the above instances

if the FBI's investigative efforts significantly contributed to

successful local prosecution.

(3) Ia succinct statement setting forth the basis for

claiming a locil conviction can accompany the FD-515 and ^e entered

in the narrative screen in the Integrated Statistical Reporting and

Wysis Application (ISRAA) ; however, supporting documentation must

be included in the case file.
|

(4) The above justification narrative will be reviewed by

the appropriate substantive Supervisory Special Agent, of the

submitting field office, for their approval before the local

I

conviction will be recorded in| ISRAA.

]

C5) Local conviction statistics approved and submitted by

the field will be identified as a local conviction and ^^^^ ^^

recorded and reported separately and distinctly from federal

convictions by both the field and FBIHQ.

(6) The appropriate substantive field office Supervisory

Special Agent will ensure that the proper investigative program and

?ll vtolaUon is credited when a local conviction is approved by the

field and submitted to the ISRAA.

(7) It should be noted, in regard to judging an office's

performance in the Violent Crimes Subprogram in general and 91

violations, specifically, a local conviction "=" ^ing from a BR BB.

BL or BE violation, which was obtained as a result of a
^^^^^^

J""^

FBI investigative contribution, will be considered a positive factor.

(8) For complete details regarding the preparation of an
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Accomplishment Report, FD-515, and claiming local convictions, see the

instructions in MAOP, Part II, 3-5.1 and 3-5.2.11.

EFFECTIVE: 07/07/97

91-29 BANK CRIME STATISTICS (BCS) REPORT

(1) The BCS report deals with Bank Robbery, Bank

Burglary, Bank Larceny. Bank Extortion. | Financial Institution

Fraud, land Hobbs Act - Armored Carrier violations. (.See iy-i-1/.;

(2) In regard to BR, BB, BL and BE violations, the BCS

report provides a wealth of specific information such as. but not

limited to, number of violations, MOs utilized, loot taken, loot

recovered, violence employed, injuries suffered, deaths incurred, and

hostages taken.

(3) Three copies of the BCS report are provided to the

field by FBIHQ by cover airtel on an annual basis for the period

covering January through December.

(4) The BCS report is also made available by FBIHQ to the

DOJ. Federal financial regulatory agencies, bank associations, and

other interested and qualified individuals and/or organizations.

(5) The cover airtel and BCS report, when received by the

field, should be brought to the attention of all appropriate

headquarters city and resident agency supervisory and Agent personnel

and media representatives.

C6) In order to achieve the above notification, the cover

airtel and BCS report may be reproduced as necessary.

(7) Since the BCS report is a public source document, the

field may reproduce and disseminate copies to interested and qualified

individuals and/or organizations as good judgment dictates.

(8) In addition, the BCS report may also be used as

source material in press releases, speeches, bank conferences,

clinics, and seminars.
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EFFECTIVE: 06/26/91

91-30 BANK CONFERENCES, CLINICS, AND SEMINARS (BCCS)

EFFECTIVE: 10/26/87

91-30.1 Purpose and Policy

o

©

(1) BCCS are an important part of the FBI's training

program to educate employees of banking institutions regarding both

internal and external crimes committed against them.

(2) BCCS promote security awareness among banking

emoLovees and provide opportunities for planning coordinated

!nvlsujative efforts between field offices and local law enforcement

agencies.

(3) Traditionally, the FBI has maintained a "low profile"

regarding suggestions concerning appropriate bank security devices and

th!!r us! by banking institutions. In view of the continued increase

in 91 violations. FBIHQ believes that it has become necessary for the

FBI to be more aggressive and positive regarding bank security in

their contacts with bank officials.

(4) Offices should stress internal bank security with

banking officials contacted during BCCS bringing to their attention

the vulnerability of their institutions where previously noted.

(5) Agents conducting BCCS may. if requested, examine the

overall security program of a banking institution, ^comment on the

nracticality and necessity of security methods being used, and

5"unteer information as to what, if any, additional security devices

or procedures may be necessary.

(6) Agents must be careful during the above contacts and

examinations not to identify or endorse a particular item of

security-related equipment by name or manufacturer as being the most

desirable. This does not preclude Agents from describing a specific

device which, through experience, has proven to be beneficial to

banking institutions or law enforcement agencies.

(7) By airtel dated 11/18/77, captioned "BCCS," all
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offices were provided a copy of the American Bankers Association (ABA)

booklet entitled "The Bankers Guide To Security Training." This

booklet was prepared by the ABA to help bank security officers m
planning and organizing security training programs for their

employees. Agents conducting BCCS should familiarize themselves with

this booklet.

EFFECTIVE: 10/26/87

91-31 CHARACTER - BANK ROBBERY (BR) , BANK BURGLARY (BB)
,
BANK

LARCENY (BL),|BANK EXTORTION (BE);iBR - RECEIVING, BB -

RECEIVING, BL - RECEIVING, 1 BE - RECEIVINGJ

EFFECTIVE: 10/26/87

c 1

91-31.1 General

Any 91 violation during which a hoax bomb device was

utilized will also carry the character HOAX BOMB in the caption of the

case.

EFFECTIVE: 04/29/93

91-32 CLASSIFICATION - 91

€)

EFFECTIVE: 10/26/87
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91-33 91 SUBCLASSIFICATIONSi (See MIOG, Introduction, 2-1. 6. A;

MAOP, Part II, 3-1.1, 3-1.2.)
|

The criteria for these subclassif ications, which are all

part of the Violent Crimes Subprogram, are as follows:

91A - Bank Robbery

91B - Bank Burglary,^ Larceny, $10,000 or more

9iC - Bank Burglary, Larceny, under $10,000

91D - Bank Robbery, Burglary, Larceny Suspect Program

91E - Bank Robbery Clinics, Conferences and Seminars

91F - Bank Extortion

EFFECTIVE: 10/18/95

91-34 ' VENUE

(1) In BR, BB, BL and BE violations, venue lies in the

jurisdiction where the bank is located.

(2) In receiving violations involving proceeds from a BR,

BB, BL or BE case, venue lies in the jurisdictional district where the

receiving occurred.

EFFECTIVE: 07/23/90

91-35 OFFICE OF ORIGIN

(1) In BR, BB, BL and BE cases, the 00 shall be the

office in whose territory the violation occurred.

(2) In BR, BB, BL and BE receiving violations, the 00

shall be the office in whose territory the receiving violation

occurred.
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EFFECTIVE: 07/23/90

91-36 CASE TITLE

All BR, BB, BL and BE case titles should include subject's

name and aliases or unknown subject designation, the name of the

institution, its location and the date of the violation. In the case

of an extortion, use the date the threat was received.

EFFECTIVE: 07/23/90
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SECTION 92. RACKETEERING ENTERPRISE INVESTIGATIONS (REI)

92-1 INTRODUCTION (See MIOG, Part II, 21-28.6(1).)

c

(1) A Racketeering Enterprise Investigation (REI) | is a

criminal intelligence investigation which has as its goal the

obtaining of information concerning the composition, structure, and

activities of a criminal enterprise engaging in crimes which

constitute racketeering activities as defined by statute and the

Attorney General Guidelines (AGG)
.

|

(2) [Authority for the FBI to conduct REI investigations

is promulgated by the AGG. The AGG set forth background, definitions,

scope, general procedures, and considerations regarding REIs. Agents

and supervisors involved with REIs must familiarize themselves with

the AGG.

(3) REIs may be conducted on racketeering enterprises

engaged in criminal violations enumerated in the Racketeer Influenced

and Corrupt Organizations (RICO) Act (Title 18, USC, Section 1961).

However, necessary authority for REI initiation is dependent upon the

violation under investigation. Refer to General Authority, Part I,

,92-5.1

EFFECTIVE: 03/25/96

92-2 DEFINITIONS

(1)
I

"Racketeering" is defined in the AGG as any offense

including the violation of state law, encompassed by the RICO Act.j

(2) 1 "Enterprise" is defined by the RICO Statute as "any

individual, partnership, corporation, association, or other legal

entity, and any union or group of individuals associated in fact

although not a legal entity." Although the RICO statute definition

includes an individual, the AGG specifically authorizes the

investigation of "two or more persons engaged in . . .
racketeering

activity." The AGG clearly intend for the FBI to target "... entire

enterprises, rather than individual participants in specific criminal

acts ..." when utilizing the REI.|
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(3) ["Racketeering investigation" is defined by the RICO

Act as "any inquiry conducted ... for the purpose of ascertaining .

any violation of this chapter."]

EFFECTIVE: 03/25/96

C

92-3 SCOPE OF investigation! (See MIOG, Part I, 92-8.)

j

An REI properly initiated may collect information

concerning:

(1)
I

The members of the enterprise and other persons

likely to be knowingly acting in the furtherance of racketeering

activity, provided that the information concerns such persons'

activities on behalf of or in furtherance of the enterprise;]

(2)
I

The finances of the enterprise;

(3) The geographical dimensions of the enterprise; and

enterprise.

(A) The past and future activities and goals of the

EFFECTIVE: 03/25/96

j
92-3.1 |Deleted|

EFFECTIVE: 03/25/96
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I

92-4 1
RELATED SUBSTANTIVE INVESTIGATIONS!

(1) ISubsequent to the initiation of an REI.
^^^^^f^^^^^^^

„., .e .evllip d .Hi . serves as the .asisfor^open.n.^a^

^:^:;ulzr:u^irr;Ei!ni:e:ti.ations..hic..ave^

;:rcrd!iL^l!r^a:^ertsnitLv:r;1:rr-5 :.o.d L .nd^ted as

a substantive criminal investigation.!

„ ... .„».ir ^^iJSB^SBS:^^-
appropriate.

|

assuring full compliance "^"^^
^ Section 92-8 of this manual.

|

Guidelines as referenced in Part I, Section

EFFECTIVE: 03/25/96

92-5 [GENERAL AUTHORITY (See MIOG. Part I. 92-1.)

1

r-i\ Ironeral authority to initiate an REI of a
(1) IGenerai autnor >

j^. j^ involve violence,
Racketeering Enterprise, the activities of whic

^,^^ ^^^

extortion, narcotics, -
.=f ^^Jj/^^^^^j^rch a? o^s for the delegation

SAC. .There is no P^°---. "^^ ,^^t ^u^t be based upon a written

of this ^"thority. The SAC s appr
^^^.^^^tances reasonably

recommendation
«/^ -j//f,\'ra,Ke?eering Enterprise, and must be

indicating the existence or ^
"^ format to the Intelligence

followed by -t^-ation in ope f rmat.^^
^ ^^_^^^

Development Unit
^'i^"^ '

.J^L^
^

p|iHQ The Section Chief, Intelligence
Investigative Division (CID) . FBIHQ. in

^^ ^^^ ^^^

section, shall conduct a
P'^^ffJ^^/i"

'
^^rluant to the review at

approved by the SAC -
.J^^f .^f, ^/^.d eitherto close the REI or to

:!^^^'a^i!iei":"U:titn1end!rSubmission of additional
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• . ^-nn otherwise, the IDU shall notify the Attorney General of

information, ucnerwise, i."<= -^ ... 4.u« t.r.r.

Jhe initiation «f the REI as requ.rad by the AGG.

|

(2) I Per the AGG, REI. NOT involvine violence, "'"'i^°"l

narcotic,/?. l"u»ic ^^^^'.^^^^^^^ T/" "t^"-"

'^^^^WZ A?;:r:.rc:nrra?:^1h t-auch inL.ti.ation ia

justified by exceptional circumstances.
|

EFFECTIVE: 03/25/96

I

INITIATION, RENEWAL, AND REOPENING

(.

92-6

1 c ,« uFT the field office shall
n") Unon SAC approval of an Rtl, tne ii«5^«

3ub.it to mHQ^^Mtentio^^ IDU, IS, CID the following:

U) cover electronic communication (EC), in^^^
^^^ ^^^

appropriate format, containing the
«^^f^ f^^^ ^^ ^^^ other

investigation, budget requirements (if necessary;,

administrative matters.

(.) The REI profile and
YlllT.^'tZ'ltV^^'^

in the proper for.at
*""f-J% ^^t llV^mmi. eitUleO

?i;rT?CAT"Sj"-^STT t^^rara^plUr" an KEIa re.ar.Uaa
INVESTIGATIONS Jf organization under investigation.
of the criminal offense or grftani*-"

(c) The REI profile(s) should be properly captured

. / Hitlbase Offices with on-line access to the

and indexed into a database. ^"^^ , . ^^^ enter the profiles

Criminal Intelligence Support Program CCISPjsna ^^^^^^^ ^^^
•«(•« rrSP Field offices without access to L,iar a

REI profiles on a disk to FBIHQ. IS. CID for entry into CISP.

(2) Notification to FBIHQ of an ^^^ -^^^f^j^; 'Im^liU
• •»-», ill csuoDortine documents (e.g., protiies, ^i^w

i: ZZ^ull Tithi'i.^Srendar^ays of receiving SAC authority.

(3) The LHK and/or o'^^-i"'^;-f^^"^til,:;;u' information

suitable for dissemination and must include any available

relauig to the group's racketeering activities.
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c

(A) REIs are approved for periods not to exceed 180 days.

Authority for renewal is to be obtained 30 days PRIOR to expiration of

the REI. REIs that do not receive SAC authority for renewal prior to

the date of expiration must be reopened. Reopening follows the same

procedure as initiation. When reopening, the dates of the previous

investigation must be reported to FBIHQ on the cover EC.

(5) The 180-day investigative period commences upon the

date of SAC approval for initiations or reopenings. Properly

authorized renewals commence on the day immediately following the date

of expiration.

(6) For REIs requiring the approval of the Director,

FBIHQ will notify the field office of the effective date of

commencement

.

(7) SAC authority does not obviate the requirement of the

field office to submit all initiations, renewals, reopenings, and

closures to FBIHQ for review and/or Attorney General notification.

(8) The field office shall receive a copy of FBIHQ'

s

notification to DOJ of an REI initiation or reopening. There will be

NO notice to the field upon FBIHQ approval of a renewal.

|

EFFECTIVE: 03/25/96

92-7 TERMINATION OF THE REI

iTermination of the REI will be accomplished by notifying

-FBIHQ, by EC. within 30 days of the closure. The REI may be closed at

or prior to the expiration of the 180 day authorization period. The

REI may be closed in favor of a substantive investigation or due to

lack of intelligence being developed. The EC should contain the

reason for closure and a brief summary of the field office s

investigative efforts. New information developed since the last

reporting period should be reported by a profile. There will be no

notification to the field upon FBIHQ receipt of a closure.]
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EFFECTIVE: 03/25/96

(

92-8
I

LEGAL GUIDELINES

(1) An REI case may be opened only when facts and
U; An Ri:,!

^ :„rfLat-B" that individuals have been, are
circumstances "reasonably indicate tnat inmyuu

^,-„^ n Thiscxrcumsian
involved in a "racketeering enterprise. This

the LHM to FBIHQ setting forth the basis for the REI.

(2) REIs are to be conducted with minimal intrusion

• . ^ -hK th^ need to collect information m a timely and
consistent with ^he need to collec

criminal activity

'Ttl::ilnTyo^ th rf r^Iuo^ indicating ?he existence of the

:;?ivity'sho;id be among the factors' considered in determining the

investigation's proper scope and intrusiveness.

(3) The AGG allow for the use of any lawful investigative

. JZ.. wi'th Part IV of the AGG. While a particular
technique in accordance "^^^^^^^ '^, "

^^3 appropriateness should be
investigative technique may be lawful, its approp

^^^
scrutinized by the approving supervisor in view of

and Part I, 92-3 and 92-A of MIOG.

(4) The field supervisor has the
»^"P°"^^^tliJy ^^h Bureau

vu i eK» RFT is conducted in a manner consistent with Bureau
ensuring that

^f^^f ,1^ "JiJ^tive guidelines established in "The
policy and legal and investigative gui

Racketeerina Enterprise
Ltorney General Guidelines on ^-era Cr mes

|^-ff^^^^^ .,^

and Domestic Security/Terrorism Investigations,

entirety in MIOG, Introduction, 1-3.

|

EFFECTIVE: 03/25/96
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92-9 CHARACTER AND CLASSIFICATION (See MAOP. Part II. 3-1.1 and

3.1.2; MIOG. Part I, 245-A. 281-3.)

(1) Racketeering Enterprise Investigations J^all be the

J •„ ^v,«. fii-le of all REI matters. All REls snan
character carried ^" .^^e t^le of aU

. ^ors shall be assigned
carry the 92 classification. ine aipna uc» b

as follows:

A - LCN AND ITALIAN ORGANIZATIONS

B - CENTRAL/SOUTH AMERICAN ORGANIZATIONS

C - MEXICAN ORGANIZATIONS

D - GANGS

E - ASIAN ORGANIZATIONS

F - OTHER MAJOR CRIMINAL ORGANIZATIONS

(') G - AFRICAN ORGANIZATIONS

"
H - EURASIAN, EASTERN EUROPEAN and RUSSIAN ORGANIZATIONS

I
- CARIBBEAN ORGANIZATIONS

1 I

J - ALIEN SMUGGLING ORGANIZATIONS

]

(2) The following case files shall be opened:

92-(field office designator)-0: REI CONTROL FILE

92-(field Office designator)-00: REI ADMINISTRATIVE MATTERS

designator for that program.

92-HQ-O REI CONTROL FILE
Example.

^^^ ^ African Organizations

Gl Unaddressed work

G2 AO Leads

ce-^^ rHn"i REI control file has subfiles to

In this example, the °"f^Jfi^^^^ers Sub G is consistent with the
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active 92 cases.

(4) There are to be no other 92 cases which are not

active REIs

EFFECTIVE: 10/01/97
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SECTION 93. ASCERTAINING FINANCIAL ABILITY

93-1 PURPOSE

To ascertain a person's ability to pay a claim, fine, or

judgment obtained against hitn/her by U.S. Government.

EFFECTIVE: 07/27/81

93-2 POLICY

^n TH« FBI investigates to determine the financial
(1) The FBI mvesLigai. Government

position of individuals in "="/f""J^^y"ffine or order of

Ls secured a judgment or a
--^^",^f,°::^3%2 5^0 00, provided the

^»^.. restitution, if the --°""t of the^debt exceeds 5/
^^ ^^^^^^^ ^^^

( : USA has previously taken all action ^^
hxs/her d p .^ ^^.^^

be involved.

(2) It is the USA's responsibility to negotiate
^ ,\l TV.« FRT does not collect debts and,

settlements with debtors. The
^^^f" ""„^3 3ion meetings with or

therefore, should not P^^/icipate .n any d scuss-
^l^,,,^,^, of

on behalf of the USA conducted for "11^^;^°;°"^^ ^^^.Id be drawn,

the debt from which an appearance of participation couia

(^) USAs should be asked to obtain or request an updated

. c-.lVhtlr a "Personal Financial Statement" form
submission from the ^^"°^ ^/^"° participate in aiding the

#OBD500. Agents should not in any way p» f

debtor in the preparation of the form.

(4) AS a final activity, prior to closing of

. ....uf ... USA -u. .. .....^t, „ot.,
..^^^^^^^^

tin" trr„re:ur.tfv: ri^i to r.«.ct ui. co„t,ct.

,debt.
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e rinsed the USA'S Office does

(6) If after a case .s '^^""^
'^^ion. a memorandum to

notify the Case Agent or supervisor of c°U
f-;^^^ ^^, ,„,,

the closed ^^i^",^^-t^rntef„red Statistical Reporting and Analyses

Fp-5151 entered into the IntegraiB

Application (ISRAA) .

|

the Internal Revenue Service.
^^ ^

of FBIHQ.

(
EFFECTIVE: 11/ 12/93

I
93_3 INVESTIGATIVE PROCEDURE

curt to ..certain ">«
-'^fi/^t

U™"'. action talc.n b, USA to

hh« USA'S file the identity, position, and

(2) GUan
^"»^J;«J^Jtv, knowledge of the debtor's

location of all persons that may na

financial position.
^^

, .n "Personal Financial Statements

(3) Photocopy all ferson-i.

I

contained in the USA's files.
^

(,) conduct interviews «\t^«
-^,^7;,::^:' Obtalnlu

agency from whose action the
<l^i-?^:"^,ft"r, persons that may have

;a:ii;ound t-!!-lt-.Tf!n:n;!al^;os!u°n:jnd opinions of those^

Knowledge
f^^^^'^/^the^eb tor's assets and lUh.UjjUfJikmmmM

interviewed as to tne o
reports, andjgH

financia l
^^^^^^^^''^Hr files should be photocopier

contained m cneir ij.^'^

(5) U necessary and desirable, interview the debtor

tnjo
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concerning his/her financial status.

(6) Attempt to obtain from the debtor executed releases

that would permit examination of bank records, credit bureau files,

credit card issuing companies, brokerage firms, etc., maintained in

the debtor's name or under his/her control.

(7) To the extent possible, verify through interview and

record reviews all of the data contained oi^h^jpersonaL fin? '

statement, credit bureau reports, and/or^^^^

(8) Verify the ownership of any real or personal property

in which the debtor is believed to have a financial interest, lives

or, if applicable, works. Be alert to the possibility of transfer

of assets from the debtor to spouse, relatives, or nominee for the

purpose of defeating the collection of debt to the Government.

(9) Review public source documents contained in the

County Registry of Deeds. County Prothonotary, County Tax Collector.

Clerk of Common Court. Registry of Motor Vehicles, in the debtor s

name, to locate assets, liens or judgments.

(10) In report format submit the results of investigation

to the USA and close case.

EFFECTIVE: 07/27/81

I

93-4 PRIVACY ACT, TITLE 5. USC, SECTION 552a - RESTRICTIONS

(1) When interviewing anyone in the above classification,

in order to solicit information about himself/herself or his/her own

activities, the interviewing Agent must follow the procedures

described in MIOG. Part I. Section 190-5, (2) and (.3).

(2) When interviewing an individual to solicit

information concerning someone other than the interviewee (thereby

classifying that individual as a source of information) the

interviewing Agent must follow the procedure relating to promises of

confidentiality as described in MIOG, Part I. Section 190-7.

EFFECTIVE: 07/27/81
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93-5 THE RIGHT TO FINANCIAL PRIVACY ACT, TITLE 12, USC, SECTION

3401- RESTRICTIONS

The RFPA prohibits access to financial records maintained

by financial institutions (banks, etc.) in AFA matters unless:

(1) the debtor has authorized disclosures by the

financial institution to the Government under the provisions of

Section 3404 of the Act; or

(2) the Government has sought access under Section 3408

and complied with all its provisions including the provision

permuting the debtor to challenge the Government's request, or

(3) the Government under Section 3413(e) seeks access to

the records under the Discovery provisions of the ^edera Rules of

Civilprocedure. (In order for this provision to app y the USA

would have to have instituted a civil proceeding apart from that

which gave rise to the debt.)

EFFECTIVE: 07/27/81

93-6 CONSUMER CREDIT PROTECTION ACT, TITLE 15, USC. SECTION

1601 - RESTRICTIONS

The CCPA prohibits access to credit records maintained by

credit reporting agencies (credit bureaus, etc.) m AFA matters

unless:

(1) the debtor has authorized disclosure by the credit

reporting institution to the Government under provisions of Section

1681(b) 3(a) of the Act, or

(2) the Government under Section 1681(b)(1) "^^^"6

access to the records has obtained a court order.
/^«^f

" . ^^J^J
'""^^

"b^oenas do not apply. In order to obtain ^.""^^^ ^^^^/^^^^^^j^^f
^ould have to have instituted a civil proceeding apart from that

which gave rise to the debt.)

EFFECTIVE: 07/27/81
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CHARACTER - ASCERTAINING FINANCIAL ABILITY

|

PAGE 93 - 5

93-7

EFFECTIVE: 07/27/81

C

e
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SECTION 9A. RESEARCH MATTERS AND GENERAL CORRESPONDENCE

c

RESEARCH MATTERS AND GENERAL CORRESPONDENCE
94-1

This classification deals with all general correspondence of the

enforccent ""'"'?": ^'"^r.iringol'sp'i^l'g'-t'"" support
,

^"r^H"e;o:1tuS't:^t,u..t.„. r.1 pu.u;oat.ona to ,,,. t ™^

photograph or oo-enting o. so,., speech he ha. gwe„.

This classitication also pertain, to corre.pondenc. received by

. -, «. FUTHn foncernina research matters such as law
field offices and at FBIHQ

^^^"'^^'^"'"f^^ , general research nature,
enforcement technology and other matters of a general

EFFECTIVE: 01/31/78
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SECTION 95. LABORATORY
I

INVESTIGATIVE SERVICES (LIS)

|

PAGE 95 -

[LABORATORY INVESTIGATIVE SERVICES | POLICY

C

95-1

KDlThis classific.tion is normally assign.^ by "IM'"

„„„-Bu,ea. lailrwh.,. . .uly
""-;--?,;':r;n:?h:^'r/dL"ara IC

ira"J!^!rar'o/?!"!i -^:^;:r^:^ :» :...i.au.„ . =vi...ca

by the FBI Laboratory|Division.

|

|(»T.. f.Uowln, cat..,Hes o. the ,5 clasaiHcation^^^^^

'.::ir.L'r..r;s;:'u"'"(s:tn=ui'sr;an n, 3-1.1 an. 3-1...)

95A - LIS - Crimes Against Persons

95B - LIS - Crimes Against Property

95C - LIS - Crimes Against Society

95D - LIS - Civil Cases!

EFFECTIVE: 06/03/9A

Q
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SECTION 97. REGISTRATION ACT

PAGE 97 - 1

97-1 REGISTRATION ACT

lassification is set forth

in a sepa
MANUAL (NFIPM)

/:i-'z''z-XT^i^'^^^^^^^^^^

EFFECTIVE: 02/1A/97

o
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SECTION 98. SABOTAGE

98-1 STATUTES

Title 18, use, Sections 2151 - 2156

Title 50, use. Section 797

EFFECTIVE: 01/31/78

98-1.1 Section 2151 - Definitions

"The words 'war material' include arms, armament.

i!w!,foek foraae, forest products and standing timber,
ammunition, livestock forage

?,„dstuffs, fuel, supplies,
stores of ^l^^hing, air water to

.^^^ intended for,
munitions, and

^^^^f^^^^.^^/.^f^I/^f the United States or any

^s^ocfate^Uonr if c:nn:ction with the conduct of war or defense

activities

.

"Tho »ords »« premise.' include all building., B"u»'".

.in.., o. otJer pUce. wherein
^^^^^^j:^^^:^^^^^...

rf.d:^:':r-tr:s:"o:?;d!'ro:^i.""ft.':u"L>.iner,end^.„.i.n=..
unioaueu, "' r

«;„_^« arcsonals. navv vards , camps,

. j^!roi";r:;s:rS"?.tiitf:ni^,"K: -- .:.z> of - united

states, or any associate nation.

"The words 'war utilities' include all railroads.

r'-o r:uS:/"-^«"tre=n:!.r:r";e"ni?:rit:'.rL':.n .e
transported

^^^^^^f^ "^^V" ^ all air-conditioning systems, dams,

beiig fur;ilhed, or- may be furnished, to any war premises or to the
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ll\o.ce. of the united SUtes ^^^^ T.ll^o-^'^l^'

electric light and power, steam °^ P"^"; \^^ wireless stations.

aegraph pUnts. PO^-'
"^^^'.^^L ^ai/tenUe and operation thereof

and the buildings connected wxth tne
facilities of

^sed to -PP^V f:;;r ;/e«?fe; Tt^ ^he A;.ed Forces of the United

strsr:rrn;:srciate Ltion.

..The words 'associate nation' .ean an nation at war with

-The words national-defense -^///^^^^i^^tfU^sUnding

armament, ammunition, livestock
^°J^f ' /J,"^ /odstuf f s . fuel

Umber, stores of -l^^^^^^^J.^/t^erartUles ;f whatever description

supplies, munitions.
J"^ f ^^^f^^'/f, intended for, adapted to, or

and any part or ^"8"^^/"^
'u^fted States in connection w^th the

suitable for the use of the
f'^'^l connection with the producing

national defense or for "^^ ^^ °^ ^^^i extracting, distributing,

tnanufacturing, "P^^"*^?'
f,°",ti' of an^ of the materials or other

L:?ttlt;
^ei:!n;:l;rrm:ntroreror^ny part or ingredient thereof.

..Tbe words National-defense premises' include all

buildings, ^""'^'^^''"^'^^t'irbring produced, manufactured, repaired,

national-defense fterial ^^^^^^^.^^ i^^d.d. unloaded, or

-ntrttr to:: qr t^h^^ ^^^^ :;^^^X^ or

refrntLtrat!lL^rf^t;eTr::rP;«es^f
the United States.

..The words '-tional-def ense^tilities
' ^include^all

^^^^

railroads, railways, electric
^-f ' //^J*^%:^. „harf. pier. dock,

railroad or railway fixture
^-ti;;::^;i^e. mechanical contrivance,

bridge, building, structure «^6^ne.
^.^ ^^^^^^ ^^^ fixtures or

car, vehicle, boat, aircraft, airtiei^
^ transportation

appurtenances thereof, or any other
^«Jf ^^.^^g^^^e material, or any

Tatsoever. w^«"°^-,,"f;3^'Lrbeirg "ay be transported either

troops of the United states are be g
^^^ ^.^^ ,,

within the limits of the
"^^J^^^f^f" tems . dams, reservoirs.

Elsewhere; and all
-^^-""t-ns and pipes s^^^^ures and buildings,

aqueducts, water and gas "^
"%^^^t,^^f,/„ater or gas may be furnished

, wSereby or in connection with which air
^^^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^ ^^^ U ted

to any national-defense P"^^'/' °%„„er . steam or pneumatic power.

States, and all f"^^^ l^^ poles wires, and fixtures and

l!^;efe:rsratil"s!"a:ft^hXlULgs
Unected with the maintenance
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Armed Forces of the United States."

EFFECTIVE: 01/31/78

98-1.2 Section 2152 - Fortifications. Harbor Defenses, or

Defensive Sea Areas

"Whoever willfully trespasses upon, injures, or destroys

or in process of construction by the United States, or

-Whoever willfully interferes with the operation or use of

any of the above or

"Whoever kno-Ujly. -iUfully. or wantonly ^^'Ij^j;
.=^1;^

.„ly autKorUe- an. p.o„uIs-ea «.« or „s-Ut.o„^o._^tKe^Pr.s^

^::rz v:::::.z \":'::.;:^: ^^ --iona: .o.onao, .a, .^o. .-...

to time establish by executive order

"Shall be fined not more than $5,000 or imprisoned not

more than five years, or both."

EFFECTIVE: 01/31/78

98-1.3 Section 2153 - Destruction of War Material, War Premises,

or War Utilities

"(a) Whoever, when the United States is at war, or

s:-!:rs;a::forir;ai:o!ir;auo„. ......... 0.

fay i"r./s:"o"':iir ;;« ;.p ^-«- fr
ron;iri:.nai.iuns!:»t."-:sr.oy::yta..na.a.^.^
VI * ho en ,-niure destroy, contaminate or infect any war

attempts to so injure, ^^''^^y* . . , -.^^5 shall be fined not more than
material, war premises, or war utilities, sn-x

$to!oOO ;r imprisoned not more than thirty years, or both.
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..(b) If two or .ore persons conspire to violate this

section, and one or «ore ^^ -h Persons do any.ct^to^eff
e^ ^^^^^

object of the conspiracy. "<^h of the partie
i^„..,

be punished as provided xn subsection W

16. 1950

National emergency was proclaimed by President. December

EFFECTIVE: 01/31/78

98-1.4 Section 2154 - Production of Defective War Material, War

Premises, or War Utilities

"f,^ Whoever, when the United States is at war. or
(a) Whoever. ^ ^ the President or by the

in times of national ^'""P^^y/^^^^ifere with, or obstruct the

congress, with intent ^^ -^"";^ f.^ ^preparing for or carrying on

United States or any "soc ate "^^lon in p P
^^ ^^^.^^^ ^^^^ ^.^ ^^,

the war or defense -<^tivities or -th
^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^

may injure, interfere with or obstruc^^^
^^ ^^^^^^ ^^ ^^

defense activities, willfully makes co
^^^^^ construct.

or constructed in a
^^'^llXZlZV. a de ective manner any war

or cause to be made or
""^^J^f^^V"/,^ employed in making.

material, war premises ""P'^^^^^^.fi^^ any such war material, war

producing, manufacturing °
/^^f;^/^f,:f„ot more than $10,000 or

premises or war "til^ties. shall be

imprisoned not more than thirty years, or

..(b) If two or more persons conspire to violate this

section, and one ormore ^^^-h persons do any^act^to^effect^
^^^^^

Sti^L:Lras"rori^d:7ln-uLfctror(a) of this section.

16, 1950,

National ™.rse„=y was procUi.ed by President, D,«»bar

EFFECTIVE: 01/31/78
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98-1 5 Section 2155 - Destruction of National-Defense Materials.

National-Defense Premises, or National-Defense Utilities

"(a) Whoever, with intent to injure, interfere with

or obstruct the national defense of the United States, willfully

Injuresnestroys. contaminates or infects, or attempts to so injure,

destroy, contaminate or infect any national-defense material,

national-defense premises, or national-defense "t^^f^ies shall be

fined not more than $10,000 or imprisoned not more than ten years, or

both.

"(b) If two or more persons conspire to violate this

section, and one or more of such persons doj any act to effect the

ob ect^f the conspiracy, each of the parties to such conspiracy shall

be punished- as provided in subsection (a) of this section.

EFFECTIVE: 01/31/78

98-1.6 Section 2156 - Production of Defective National-Defense

Material, National-Defense Premises, or National-Defense

Utilities

"•(a) Whoever, with intent to injure, interfere with,

or obstruct the national defense of the United States "il^^^^J^

makes constructs, or attempts to make or construct in a defective

manned any national-defense material, national-defense premises or

Ta^io^Ll d'ef^^s^utilities, or any tool, implement
-f^-^^;^;;

-^^^;,

or receptacle used or employed in «^^-«vP"^"""«' "!^f
"3;""^'

reoairina any such national-defense material, national defense

p^rise^'o^ Ltional-defense utilities, shall be. fined not more than

$10,000 or imprisoned not more than ten years, or both.

"(b) If two or more persons conspire to violate this

section and one or more of such persons do any act to effect the

o ;f the conspiracy, each of the P-ties to such conspiracy shall

be punished as provided in subsection (a) of this section.

EFFECTIVE: 01/31/78

G
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Peacetime Statutes

Sections 2155 and 2156 are applicable in peacetime, as

well as during a proclaimed national emergency or war.

EFFECTIVE: 01/31/78

C

98-1.8 Title 50, use, Section 797 (Public Law 831, Section 21)

"(a) Whoever willfully shall violate any such

, .• «.H.r Is Dursuant to lawful authority, shall be or has

machinery, guard service, "^"'P"'' ^'';" °' "'.^ or removal oE
condition, "•"».,:'„ J^tife^roU^o: ttre ^rding the same
persons ,there£rom, "

°'°""'",J by .accident or by enemy action.

ra;ira^en'r':?rer:;.vrr:i : : o s. sHaU .e .uaty o. a misdemeanor

l^toSr^r-tri^tisorentlo'rlU l^J^^ oL year, or .otK.

"(b) Every such regulation or order shall be posted

in conspicuous and appropriate places."

National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics ceased to

exist September 30, 1958. but Section 797 was not changed.

EFFECTIVE: 01/31/78
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98-2 VENUE

(1) In judicial district where illegal act committed.

(2) Venue in conspiracy violations in any judicial

district where the conspiracy was entered into or overt act occurs.

EFFECTIVE: 01/31/78

98-3 POLICY

EFFECTIVE: 01/31/78

98-3.1 Cases to be Investigated

o (1) Specific complaint with prima facie evidence that act

of sabotage has been committed,

(2) Information that actual or potential saboteurs are at

large in the U. S.

(3) Specific request from one of the military services

^Lt b, mad. ptcptly .£t.r th. incid.nt occur, and wUhout pr.cr

investigation by another agency.

(A) If inquiry through local officials or other informed

sources reveals cause of incident and eliminates P^-^;^^^!^^^
.f

:ra:?t;n".raniKn- ::;^r:r.SedT.\u.:;r.rd-;:.e ..

work as an accident where feasible.

(5) Instances of willful damage to or destruction of

iuIbUrin .ind sabotase violation could bo .nvolved.
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(10) TURK: Subclassif ication used in recording time spent
on these matters is lOOC.

(11) Character: Infrastructure Vulnerability/Key Asset
Protection Subprogramj

c

EFFECTIVE: 12/10/91
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EFFECTIVE: 01/31/78

G

98-3.2 Alleged Plots of Sabotage

(1) Information is frequently ""^^^^J^^j^^'^f"!/"«''

immediately:

(a) Advise FBIHQ by teletype.

(b) Advise local representatives °f /i"^/""^' ^^7'

and Navy intelligence agencies; local police; and offxc.als of plant,

facility, or utility involved.

(c) Conduct any logical investigation to ascertain

basis for report.

(2) In dUsei.in.tine information regarding »" »"'6=^

„l„t of sabotage, the oircu»stances surrounding the receipt of the

^; Jrrsro'dle^utUned and the faots aU0„ed to spea.^for^^^^

:t:il!!hL^t1nellv:rinrioc.:aSthorUies^ Decision regarding

?r:!lgI:tra^:Tot°U"rr?n;^are^n' :Cthtrriuspected ho.h, or

assume responsibility for handling bomb devices.

EFFECTIVE: 01/31/78
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98-3.3 Reporting Acts of Sabotage or Industrial Catastrophes

(1) Advise FBIHQ by telephone, teletype, or airtel of:

(a) Any specific complaint of sabotage or any

allegation regarding which investigation conducted.

(b) Catastrophes of national interest.

(2) Also advise local representatives of interested

intelligence agencies.

(3) Keep FBIHQ advised of pertinent developments.

(A) Information to furnish FBIHQ, if applicable:

(a) Name and location of plant, facility, or utility

involved.

(b) Date and time of occurrence.

(c) Available details.

(d) Government contracts involved.

(e) Identity of agency with security responsibility

and any interested agencies.

(f) Estimated damage or production loss.

(g) Any hazardous conditions or carelessness

involved.

(h) Salvage or repair work under way.

(O Any in--tion indicating the act resulted^from

i^!:n.";iunra;:";:;atro?^d!;^:U°:r1tr^L; names of^nion

Inflr^^tlon frlrofHce files regarding any logical suspects.

(i) Statement as to whether investigation being

conducted. If no investigation being conducted, facts must be

complete to justify this course of action.
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(k) If no report being submitted, specific statement

to that effect.

(5) When airtel is used to advise FBIHQ of a reported act
(_:>) wnen anuc

letterhead memorandum,
of sabotage, it must be accompanied by

^

^"erheaa

suitable for dissemination, containing all pertinent

relative to the alleged act of sabotage.

(6) If damage reported as sabotage is definitely^

attributable to labor union activity
Jf-J-fi- .^L^^^tlU mHQ

conduct discreet inquiry if necessary

and await FBIHQ instructions.

EFFECTIVE: 01/31/78

98-3. A Slowdown of Production

(1) Slowdown occurs when ^-P^^V^^ .'"'""'
•Tof'^natfonal

( - rate of production; This might be sabotage during period of national

KJ ::erg:ncras a deliberate plan by subversive forces.

(2) If allegation of sabotage through slowdown received.

.aKe discreet'Uiry to%evelop facts but conduct no investigation.

necessary.

Include:

(3) Advise FBIHQ of complaint. Teletype normally not

(A) Submit closing report under character of sabotage,

(a) Identity of company.

(b) Contracts or production involved.

(c) Extent and cause of slowdown.

(d) Effect on production.

(e) Details of union activity.

(f) Any indication of subversive activity.
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EFFECTIVE: 01/31/78

98-3.5 Biological Warfare

c

(1) Sections 2153 and 2155 include the words

. ^ • <:«^fc " This soecifically covers sabotage by
"contaminates or infects. This speciiic-x y

bacteriological, chemical, or radiological means.

(2) Such sabotage could be used against P^"*'""^)^ .^" .j.A =/,.,•»<. military personnel and establishments, foodstuffs

forces

.

(31 Such sabotage could be accomplished by the

food or forage crops.

(4) Advise FBIHQ immediately of any allegation concerning

bacteriological, chemical, or radiological sabotage.

(5) As preliminary investigative procedure, determine

unusual ;utbreak of disease has been determined.

(6) Title 50, use. Sections 851-857, requires the

registrational any person.who has
.^^^^^

^"^'^-rtrtrcttrs^ra'^ ot:rrenror; ro^agn cLntr^y or a foreign
service or ^^tics ot a go

reported act of biological,

statutes.

EFFECTIVE: 01/31/78
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98-3.6 Presentation of Cases to Department

Sabotage cases are not to be discussed with the U.S.

the Department.

EFFECTIVE: 01/31/78

98-4 INVESTIGATIVE PROCEDURE

EFFECTIVE: 01/31/78

98-4.1 General

(1) Procedure will depend on circumstances of particular

r -. case. AH calls Zlt be approached thoughtfully and aggressively.

v.. Investigations must be logical and complete.

(2) The investigation of an actual instance of sabotage

/hi nnKl the cause is established and the xdentity of the

is
^°\'l''l''^'.Z\^l "^e of actual planned sabotage with intent

?fi:nr trraU;nard:f:rs:;consideration must be gWen to

to injure
associates or accomplices through

?:o":;riSv:itH:t!or:ne L,v=ilU„c. .no. to appr.h.n..o„.

EFFECTIVE: 01/31/78

98-4.2 Arson

(1) One of the most effective potential means.

(2) Determine if fire protection devices tampered with to

make fire more effective.

(3) Make arrangements with local authorities if necessary

to protect scene.

^... (4) Give early consideration to establishing Bureau's

( J jurisdiction prior to extensive investigative effort.
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C5) Important step in arson investigation is determining

point in building .1 which fire originated. Interview any witnesses

immediately and ascertain:

(a) Where was witness .when fire occurred.

(b) What attracted his attention.

(c) Exact point where fire burning when first

observed.

(d) Exact time and general weather conditions.

(e) Technical information of ^^^"\t°
^^^!"J°"^'

«f»n«^t-v and progress of flame, whether fast or

such as: color, intensity, and progres
whether fire at

slow; color and volume of smoke; unusual odors, and, wnetne

more than one place.

(f) Were any explosions heard during fire.

(g) General observations, identity of other

witnesses, or suspicious circumstances.

(h) Action taken by witness after discovering fire.

(f.\ Tf fire occurred in manufacturing plant, witness

, «L with reeard to employment and activities and also

snontaneous comDustion. i^uca*..-" r'-««

employees and experience concerning any previous fires.

(7) Check records of local fire department; interview

fire department official at scene for leads.

(R^ Make intensive search at point of origin to determine

method of incLiarUm! Pay particular attention to obtaining suspect

devices or material to send to Laboratory.

(9) important that materials submitted to laboratory be

accurately described as to place, position, and location where found.

(10) Consider value of obtaining photographs.
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(U) Search adjacent terrain for evidence, such as

footprints, -fingerprints, containers which may have contained

accelerant used, etc.

fl2) Investigate all suspects fully, not only with regard

to evidence ^pointing to the., but to bacKground indicating .ot.ve or

intent.

(13) Set out below are some suggested sources for

background investigations of suspects:

(a) Associates

(b) Credit and arrest records

(c) Bank accounts

(d) State income tax returns

(e) Character and reputation, including' discreet

neighborhood inquiry

(f) Records of Government agencies, INS, Armed

Forces intelligence agencies, etc.

(g) Employment

(h) Fellow employees

(i) Telephone toll calls

(j) Telegrams

(k) Surveillance, if warranted

(1) Develop reliable informants in position to

observe subject's activities.

(«) Obtain complete physical description, including

nationality and identification record.

EFFECTIVE: 01/31/78
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98-A.3 Sabotage by Explosives

(1) Investigation follows general outline as for arson

cases,

(2^ Careful exan>ination of scene should be «ade for bomb

""Tx^UatioL 'a!,o look for footprints, finj^rpont,. and other

types of evidence.

(3) Obtain complete photographs of scene.

(A) Assume no responsibility for handling suspected

bombs

.

(5) Investigate suspects along lines as indicated in

previous section regarding arson.

EFFECTIVE: 01/31/78

98-4,4 Mechanical Sabotage

(1) These cases in majority and cover wide variety of

destructive acts.

(2) Obtain all details from original complainant so that

investigation may be intelligently planned and approached.

(3) Establish jurisdiction early in investigation.

(L) Where foreign material caused damage, obtain in order

to trace to soLcr Submit Lterial to Laboratory where proper.

^n r^" l^tl^t^tr^bt'rsufHtSntluanuty^for FBI

lubricants or ^"^1
'

/'"P°'^^!"^/°
°"^Jed ^ne gallon be obtained if

Laboratory examination. It
J%!^«f;'^^'\°;%tudge which has settled

possible. Where l^'^S^^'"""^ .^"^i^ftransmitted for laboratory
to bottom should also be

°"*^^«^.^"J ofTiTor fuel involved should
examination. Samples of unused stock of oii or

also be forwarded to Laboratory for comparison.

(f,^ Where tools, cutting implements, etc., i'^^°^^«J' .

Q obtain damagi?parrf:r FBI Laboratory comparison w.th suspect tools
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when available.

(7) All suspects should be fully investigated. See

previous section on arson.

(8) Where incident is of recurring type, give

consideration to utilizing dyestuffs.

(9) Where board of inquiry held by another Government

interested spectator in appropriate cases.

EFFECTIVE: 01/31/78

98-A 5 Defective Manufacture of War or National Defense

Materials, Premises, or Utilities

m In addition to establishing the elements required by

the statute, ^eltaJli" whether
J^^

-Actively manufaetu^^

:iii
- ^ ::;^iti;:: ti;- ^^:^^'^^^^^ - estabush this,

the following suggestions are made:

(a) Determine the exact function of the defectively

manufactured material.

(b) Determine the nature of the defect.

(c) Determine how this defect will affect the

intended function of the material.

(2) The following investigative procedures have been

found to be of assistance:

(a) Establish requirements or specifications for

t. _..«/.; fi/-af ions • orovisions of contract,
material by: government specifications, pro

established trade practices.

(b) Establish existence of any deviation from

.,hc ux, interview of government or plant officials,
requirements by interview v>. »«

examination by FBI Laboratory.

i^ (c) Specimens of defective material to be submitted
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to Laboratory whenever practicable.

(.) TO establish possibility of injury or damage

.ro. use of such material when P"^
^'^J^if/^^fr'; rr;y Navy. Air Force,

f.on, one of ^<>ll--«^:;;^t expert in pr-te'^lndustry; officials of

or other Government expert, expert ii
*^^. ,^:„

company involved; subjects of the .nvest.gat.on.

Ce) Establish that
-^^l-^^^/^^tresprndLce between

manufacturing defective materials 1?y/!^^!l°;,_„.,i„^ done

ive

material or improper processes

m Establish motive on the part of ^'^bjects as to

.thies desire increase profit; desire to maintain

foreign sympathies, oesire

production.

^.^1 If material manufactured for military, advise
g) If material intelligence

local representatives o Ai orce Army;^^^^.^./^
„,,,, ,,terial

agencies.
^^J^f ^^^f.^^i^^' f. examination of material,

being used and in arrangiuB

EFFECTIVE: 01/31/78

98-A.6 Aircraft Crashes

statutes.

^':":;s, cast: "a'tr^auy .. r.e»..<. to PBI a»e. cau,. oE

crash established.

lT.l'^^lZ:.l\Z"\ r,:t-::n/i.^vailaMa to oataM.sh oauae o.

crash in any subsequent prosecution.
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(A) Under special circumstances, FBI may conduct

investigation to establish cause of crash or take charge of

nve lation before exact cause of crash determned. Specific FBIHQ

authority must be obtained in such instances. Some suggested

investigation to establish cause of crash follows:

(a) Careful systematic examination of wreckage

(b) Photographs or sketches showing entire crash

scene from various angles; close-up views
f^°'"/"^°;f^^^"^^"^;d l,,e„

Photographs of parts torn loose; photographs of instruments and levers

!n cockpit; phonographs of marks made by airplane on ground.

(c) Persons to be interviewed for information are

crew members or other survivors; persons who
^"^^^^^1;;^^^-: tln^t

the crash; eyewitnesses; radio operators in contact with the plane,

ground crew members and mechanics who serviced plane.

(d) Witnesses should be interviewed to obtain

f.^fLuiar territory; «as pla" »" .cheduled course; »as Lnding

TnZlt" IZr^Z: »it.'nor«el procedure, wa. P''"' -^^jj" „„
:Lt.?t; did plan.;. "!" 7„",;r".':Lr: ri:? -^^"'diri^s
log maintained while plane in flight, were any

previous flights; weather conditions at time of flight.

(e) In determining condition of airplane, or manner

careruiiy iiui.= r
Hirnt-Mes etc. The condition or all

e..«i ^anlc <:*>lectors. switches, cnrotuies, en-. '^•^ ^ ^ „tfuel tank selectors,
carefully noted. From observation of

^u'thLn :rs'afd°"d cu o'Mtr ^rsLa experienced in Kandlin,

:;icrart! thrcordttion „. th. pU^. a„d actio„ bains taKen by prlot

can often be determined.

18

EFFECTIVE: 01/31/78
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constitute nationai-oetenac w. "— r-.-— - ;•

;rusc; section 2151. and^a d-^i^^f
^J^^^^

boibing. or other 'means -would possxbly be a vx

use, Sections 2153 and 2155.. ^ •

by Department for an opinion:
,

(a) For a complete investigation all P«f i^*"^-

individuals must be interviewed including members o ^^^^^^.^.^
university community unless compelling reasons c ..,....

(b) Develop existence of any plans fo^P"^"^ ^^-

demonstrations orTther acts^esigned to dramatize opposition to

training.

(c) Submit any leaflets and/or other p.ublicity

afforded anti-ROTC protest demonstrations as enclosures to

communications to FBIHQ.

fd) Identify specific property belonging to ROTC

,„,, „,,eh was da^aied^rdes^ro^ed; obtain a complete inj^ntory of

all property maintained by ROTC unit.

(e) Obtain an estimate of actual cost in damage to

ROTC facility and any ROTC property damaged or destroyed. ,-- ,,. ,

(O Obtain details as to ownership °r^Pf . J^-^f^i^^'

including information as to funding and control of space of the
,

„

facility utilized for ROTC training.

'"-0M

ij:-

(g) Determine specific manner by which ROTC unit is

identified on exterior of building.
. , yS:^f\ ^^

(h) Determine whether ROTC training is compulsorj^i^v^

(i) Through investigation determine whether ^u^J^t

..t or oost-act statements which would aid in v .'..-.

'^^

vt;s4-

-);«!;•
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SECTION 100 . ;SSt^c 'security/terrorism INV^STIGpgSj^^fS

special evjentTmanagement (ioob);1
;

^4-^'.-..,^^. ,.^^
infrastructure' VliLNERABlLm/m.ASSET.^;f^..-^-^

" -^-:-^-^J#^
FROTECTfON SUBPROGRAMI (lOSX^^^^^^ri^l^H^---^^. .v^-tf.^iT^^

100-1 GENERAL PROVISIONS

EFFECTIVE: 12/10/91

100-1.1 Investigative Jurisdiction

I„v.sti.ation. b, th. FBI under thi. "''j^/.j:,^^""
""

inese vjui«*«
,qqq i-a -ii nr-aui ous I version8.of.tnose [.,•,,

revised April A,.iyoy,

Att " "
'

'""Ul'aoSucaHUru ;u"nve";isatU„, and should b. consulted '.,-

iro"ii^r."it!:.'r'ti:^!'ir:;t".r.rK"aio-u„ loo-i.. and
..^

100-1.2.1:1 ,Av!(

'SSa-

EFFECTIVE: 06/23/97

-?#

^if*??

'-^..%fj;

'ti- >.<*,"
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100-1.2

PAGE 100 -

'

;"^*^^*."'^^!"..rT:::.:;^ti;nal terror is»7-who8e goaU:,are^
--'—

other

force or violence. >i^%!^!Jtronntirre;re;pHses. father thaK

a;?"'

EFFECTIVE: 06/23/97

100-1-. 2.1- commentary KSeeMIOG. Part ,1, 100-1. 1.) 1. „ V^
.

-'^l?^^

(1) The Guidelines emphasize the ""^.^
°J ."^^^^J treat^^.^l

~ T- c-^,.T-4fv/Terrorisffl investigations, and treat <^j,

intelligence in Domestic Security/Terror. s ^ ^^^ enforcement

these investigations as an integral part
.

,

r. _
responsibilities. z

''"•.pi-

(2-) The rules governing Domestic Security/Terrorism

investigations employ the :^^^i;-^;^:^''^^^'^:i^eFiii6'
successfully used in organized crime cases^ in ^.^^

cross organizational ines x„ Do«aest c Secur ty/^^
^^ ^^^^^^^ ^^

investigations
^^^^f^^^fuseU It sSouid enable the Bureau to

,,^^^

an organization might call ^^seit.
.„i ^ct in furtherance of

deal more effective y with f^^^P^ "^°
^J^"' ?hus. persons who provide

the criminal objectives o the
^^^^^^^^ ^^^..i^.l/support the .,.»..,

safehouses, money, "«^P°"=^'",°'ut enterprise can be investigated as,

criminal activities of the terrorist P
,

^ ^^ necessary

part of the same
"^'"^"^^'"Jton of sucK groups with a separate '^K^^-

to open a separate investigation <>« .^"«='^ 8^°"^

justification. ;,. ..:' , ^^r :'V-
''^''-

'

r-i^ Th« enterprise concept will also permit the FBI to

.ocus its ini^lti?i:Jp^n violen^actions of a larger group
^^^

without investigating the entire group.
IH.. ^^^^ ^.^en lack ^

that terrorist
f""^J, f^^^t funct n as a single'enterprise directe^

organizational structure, yet tu
..,„,*i|$^^. -^^fS^^.^..^

toward a common goal,,..; - •,<.....,...?(.s_.,..^«,*.> ...^ .......p.- ...,-.:
, .

;/.-*:*?

iit0iM}':!yf'-

v*Vh«

- • -Sensitive"-
'"-"*"' '

'

...
' ^'- -'- ' '
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PAGE 100 -^,, 3
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}%

ii-mff'^

~* .,vi.J?

'.
^''. ''•

EFFECTIVE: 06/23/97

.- -' *

100-1.2.2 General' Authority 1
(See MIOG. Introduction. 1-3.)

?.V'?^i- '-Sy-'f;

..3. A domestic "-rity/terroris« investisation^^^

initiated when the facts or
---^^^J^":. HrJ P-pose of

or more persons are engaged in
^^jf.^Xllv or in part, through,

furthering political -or
«/"^f J°J "j,^^" and a violation of the

activities that^involve force or V olence a
^^ ..^asonable ;. .

criminal laws o^^the Un ted "at^^^^ in
initiation of a general

indication' is identical t° that governing
^ ^^^^^^^ ^ ^^^

crimes investigation under
^ff

"*
^^"pji ,hall consider all of the

1

investigation." 1
(AGG III.B.l.a)!

.

.
•'-.

i^ri^: ^^orr if:d;nior-r^^^e::rct!:e.

investigat ons under ^"'^^
J^^^^;/Jtneral ' s Guidelines for Foreign

invest gations
"^j^^,i'^^%Ji'?"eign .Counterintelligence

Intelligence Collection ^?^/°; Jntina initiation of an
Investigations. I-^^f"^^^/"J^^a'^bt obtained through the course of

investigation under this "^^lon may be
^^^^.teering enterprise

a general crimes
-J-i^y^^^ii^Hon of nt^national terrorism,

investigation, or
^"/'^^"^'f^^Jterror ism investigation may yield

conversely. * do-sUc ^--^^^Vf^^^^^^ i,,,i,y or investigation.^ a,

information
«^"^"^^"f/i^^^^tigation, or an investigation of

racketeering enterprise investig ^ .,.,,.,.. - -v--^.>

I

international terrorism." |
(AGG III.B.1.d;|

^ ^^
., ,

.-c! In the absence of any information i^Ji^^^^f/
i^"^*^^

.ioience by
x^:^:'.^:^^^^:^^^^T^^

:--t:a!is\:p3^^i -t -ou^^^

investigation under this section. _,. *....„«„
. * .._-. *. — r?a«-kAyai Crime

-?%

•*^-"tfi

demonstration is not »u..^*-'- o
alternative authorities, see

Investigation under this section.
^^^^^ ^^^ons and the .Attorney ^^ .^^-CfeJ^^

Part IX relating to
^^^^^J^

B^" ' iHivi? Disorders'-arid-'^r v. \-S^-^V^'^':;^^''' "^M,
General's Guidelines on

^«f"^^"f j^j-erest. ' This does not preclude .. ... "^mm' ..= »-;nna Involving a Federal. Interest.
t;-=v^gj,^_,.. ^v.:vs;.|^^;, ..: ^:^A.^.,^.^,^ .,..;ii#s#'Stmtntirtt ions involving a Federal. I^erest.

Sensitive'' "
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B 1(a) above."
I

(AGG III. B.l.c)l . ..',- ^ .^i£.. -

PAGE ^^'V,«,^..-^^f|^M

„-j ...4 „:b:.--^--^^

EFFECTIVE: 0612^191 ^

100-1.2.3 Commentary

:*>"-.«mP:

(See MIOG. Introduction, 1 3.) | ';<':-' ' ' :^p*

(I) Domestic Security/Terrorism XnveSi.ations
^^^^

^

. .;,,#^
'

^^^ 1^ ^si::^tlrs:!sn?y/T:;:r^Hi?!n:e:iitit^^^^ - ^
''^™

level of investigation for 0°°?»*^^%!""T^7' '^his permits techniques^
i.e., a criminal intelligence ^»;;"t^|f^ °^;^ Ihe infiltration of

such as the development of
J?"

^"^"^^"^^ ^^^ Preliminary inquiries
organizations when an investigation is ^!*"" / enterprise can be ,,

"nSJlving individual members ^^ ^
"^fj^j^f^-Act ^f Terrorism^K '.

^conducted -^-^^:-"^,^^;:::iS^^ on) wLrf^cts or' circumst^ei;^:,

i^? i":rof'?hi "r astn^tu ndLation" threshold, but allege some^^.^

.

fall short of the !^^^'"; ;^. .^..^ jhese preliminary inquiries,,,^;^
,

form of specific
"^"'^"^V^'^tlf" Terrorism! caption and| thereaf ter1:#?^;

should be reported under! an Act
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^'^ J^ „ioG, Part, I,

identify the specific predicate j!^^'^" "'^^^^ ^o determine whether,

section 266). The ACT
-Y"t^f^^;°^J"^l't!vity warrant a Domestic

=•*;?-

m

(b) A Domestic Security/Terrorism
^^^^^^^ff ["^t't^i

. . . A „v,.n "facts or circumstances reasonably , indicate that two

be initiated when facts or ci
i^^ f^r the purpose of v.-4 ,„

,

or more persons are engaged in ^^ jf^XHv or in part, through ,

furthering polit cal or
"=^«^ J°^J^',^^, ^^" violation of the -

activities that involve force or violence and a^^^^^
^^^ ^^ now^;/ -

criminal laws of the ^"''^^^"^^^1 investigations, and should
followed^in Racketeering ^J^erpr se InvesUgati ^^^^^ ^^ ^ .^.ti.^%$:;
eliminate any P«"«Ption that actual or ^^ .^.^^^ necessary*-^
violent crime is a prerequisite to ^"^^^^igation.

^^ ^re \.,

to show that a crime is about to be <=°"!
^^^c'crU i? is suf ficient

'^^-

'

planning or preparing ^o engage - a speci ic crime.^
^^^^^ ^^

,

if the facts or
"""-^J^^^^^.^^^^^blectives through violence. The,; .,, ,„5|^

. accomplish its political or
'J^^f ""Ji^^te and law-enforcement ,4;:,,„i,,

'

,^-f
standard requires ^ a_ valid factual predicate

-^"^.^.f.^^^^^^^i^^^^^^ ',5*^ y;/!^;:Ji/^i^
:ipg

Sensitive ; -^ /' ^., ' ,,...^' ., .,,.. .;4i§^
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.fej»

that
may
fee
Pr

iSuurg;»ce""i,;;.»stis.tion. i» P""»'^—
t;,r;dv-o'=a;y -should b.

I
should! be authorized. -. •. v

.,^

investigation. Advocacy °^ "^^"^^^^^3 f*' investigation, but.^,^,

.

dissent alone is not an
^^^^^"f.^^f'^'.^ent a credible threat. ?f^^cr^^tne

statements which, taken ^" "f^^"'f;/t tJa" one "S''^* P"^^^'^" "^^^ "',

should not be ignored, ^^%"^",nLage in crime or urging others to

statements indicating an intent to engage x
^^^ Constitution;^.

do so does not convey some ^P^^J^ ^"threatening the President or a ^^
indeed, -^J-^-rtL:^:-" "i::srothe:s .% constitute evidenc. ,^

,
^?i:iSi:r:r:^:n intent to commit a crime. '^

. . „^n ^Lt%t:n:rdLrnr!t::?ns%;;^:^. ;, .

::,

the advocacy provision in this sect^o
^^^ters. It must be

special authority with respec^
jLother substantive provisions :of the

implemented in
"^'^'^^".^'^'^'^Hretholds tabards for an investigation^^

I
Guidelines and only when the ^hreshoia st

initiation of a

are satisfied. Advocacy !^
"^,^^f2L"/l: '.iJication) lwhen,..,the. facts

Eull general ^^imes investigation! C266ca^
federal crime has been, is

or circumstances reasonably
-J^"^^,^ ,,,,1 i^ad to, the open ng^^a ,,

I
being, or ^^l^^*,"™'^*^^!^'

, '^stikation when the facts or ;.;J- €^-?; ,

-

'

Domestic Security/Terrorim investigation
^^^^ 3 are^engaged

.

- circumstances reasonaby-dcatetha^^
or social change;.

;hr::grf:r^r:: ^^l^ violation of federal, Uw., ...

^t-^

unlikely that a full

2 In view of these requirements, J.tvs>.

iLsUgation would be initiated without^ -m

':';' Sen'sitive'^'X^ •

,. .,,'i • ..
i-''-'

'printed: 02/18/98
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3 Nonetheless, the Guidelines do no

the possibility of a ^^l^^ir^^^V":^:!^^"^^'^^^
particularly where the

"^^^^^^^^^J^IJ^'^Afused with the standards ^,^.
prospect of harm. This should ^^^^^ ,£ , criminal penalty for.,,

required by the courts
^^^^^^^s The Guidelines do not deal.w.th .,,

the making of certain statements. The
^^^^^^^^^ priorjto .

...

prosecution, but rather
"^J^/^^^f^'f^emse ves are crimes, the

.

prosecution. Unless
^^^^^^f/^lf 1^determining what those statements

lureau's P"t»aryxnterest here is ^n o
.^^^^^.d. It -».°!'^^" .

tell us about the -^ent of t^ -dx
^^ ^^^^^„ ^^^ ^^ „ake an informed

difficult to -P-/t^^,;,^jr;d of ha^rm without -quiring into the

judgment about the liKeiino
statements were made..- it 5"°

ioniext or circumstances
V'jJ'lf ^t, t^e statement qualifies for | an

be sufficient if,
''".^^^tlSll investigation, or a full domestic

;,OTlpreliminary nquiry IfuU^ n^^^^^^
.^^ ^^^^^^^^^ ^^^^,,,, ,y the

Security/Terrorism mvestiga i

,^y:r
Guidelines.

(2) Preliminary Inquiries
'"

^fiix'' *At.

(a) All preliminary inquiries will be. conducted

.^^ \ TV,«refore. preliminary inquxv
^ . ^ • °_,,. ^„/T..tj.;,>i'sm -

^^

:;^

Sensitive.
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(e)' I Deleted

I

EFFECTIVE: 06/23/97

100-2

EFFECTIVE: 12/10/91

DOMESTIC SECURITY/TERRORISM INVESTIGATIONS.

100-2.1 Purpose |
(See MIOG. Introduction. 1-3.)

1 ^,^v
^ - -"

- "The -immediate purpose of a domestic "^"'^^^JJI^iJ^
investigation is to obtain information concern.n^the^

(^bei:: liJ^a^eUw't^t^e^ton^lrlange
Objectives of detection. ...

privet n;. and Jrosecution of the "iminal act.v.t.es of the

enterprise!" 1
(AGG III.B.2) (Also see. 100-2.2.)

I :.,,, .. -.>.,^t.^| "•

EFFECTIVE: 06/23/97
.:<«;A,;

ii«if -'*?..

100-2.2 Scope 1
(See MlOc/Part I. 100-2.1.)

1 , .; ,, ,

"a A domestic security/terrorism investigation initiated
. .7

•J 1 •«»= mav collect such information as:
under these guidelines may collect su

,^:^^,;mm£^-..

..(i) the members of the enterprise and other^persons^^^..-;

. i i-'^- ;« furtherance of its criminal., ..,,•'' ^MSi'r4>Hisi's^^^^Wm^

"(ii) the finances of the enterprise;



^5^

enterpri

'^'

'"^'m'^^^^ and future .activities ^^d.^^^of the
, , ,

•^.._,j^^g^^|^P

,...,.>.• . . _ .^- e—»-A';«« information, any lawful^ :-':.':- -•-• .ri«i&

EFFECTIVE: 06/23/97

100-2.3

m

^^ . .. a«rl Renewal (See MIOG, Introduction,
Authorization and Kenewai. ».oc<=

M
"

A rfnmestic security/terrorism investigation may be

• . K ;he ntrector or d^ignated Assistant Director upon^a..,,,

authorized by the Director or ^«^» circumstances
,

written "commendation setting forth he^^
^^ ^^^^_^.^^^ .^

reasonably ^'^dicatmg the "^'^ence
^^^.^^ the Terrorism

this subsection. In such cases, tne
J^ Department' of Justice,

and Violent _Crimes Section Crimina ^^^lJZa,.tlo.s the -^and Violent Crimes Section ^rimn, ....
Ue;tigations the ?^^,,,

of the opening of the
^"^«f ^«^^'3°;;,^33a,y, request the FBI to

:iS^"e;"t r^h-s^It^r:? ^hrinve^tigation.- KaOOK^

III.B.A.a)! .
'

-/...».,• t-u/terror ism investigation may be

"b." A domestic
"^"^^^y^^^'^J^'JgO days. L investigation

initially authorized for a P^^^J^^^J^^^ 'or additional periods

,ay be continued "PO" "^^^
R^^ewa au horization shall be obtained.

each not to exceed 180 ^^^y*' ^7"^^^' ant Director." (AGG

from the Director or designated Assistant Direct

III,B.A.b)| .--
. . '

^' ''•-

,

.. 1 1 K» faviowed bv the Director or "<

authotiz.d." |(AGO III.B.4.c)l ...,-ir...^» ,,

\i^'°>0^»^i::j:^

..^••'|^r''';^-f^5^- '^.^r,

^'M""""p"!",f!;l^.!:/s^^tt.fhi'»^t..^^«^^^?'^«»*^

continued ^^^°''^^':.^J't^^^.^t the threshold standard, but b^^u ,^^<^v..

cases, the ^-^^erprise may meet the t
.^^^ ^^ inlecent

temporarily inactive in the sense that
^^^^^^ ^^ harm-yet the

acts of violence,
"°^/^^^^'/Si^t^i:y'of the group suggests. the need

^:r:ontl^lnr?lde::i ?nt:resi!'°uLer.Uos. circumstances^

Wh .S^

:-'^i^Sv^^l;rfPRINTED: 02/18/98
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PAGE, 100,^-;^ 9
'i#?

III.B.-4.d) I

.....=^-#:=^-. ,.-=v ^ investigationwhich has been :t:enninated may be^;^

III.B.A,e)l

"f The FBI shall report the progress of ;.^°»"*^j^^„
'• ^'

. ^. . . t-. th- Terrorism and Violent crimes
security/terrorism invesUgatxon to the Terr^

^^^^^^^^ ^^^ ^^^

Section not later than 180 days ^"" '^^^^ tion continues. The

.csults at the end of
!-^^f|^^,^tionsha review the results^.of each

i:v::ti^tnn itiHst^ir:!?;!" kaco ixi.B...f)
i :, ^v

,".^Ss.^Si«: •^4

tff^

EFFECTIVE: 06/ 23^/97

100-2.3.1 Commentary .
. ;

Th«re has been a tendency in the past to close domestic

security J^^^^^ 'T^'^nt^^^^^^^-'
violent activity of the group has

^//"/"^ff^3':ften a difficult and.

If the organization became acUveag in .t^^a^^^^^^^^_
^^^^ ^^^^^

time-consumng process ^o redevelop
^.^^^.^^^ that may be .

III.B.4.d) permits the FBI ^'^ "°"'"_ „°„d or stated objectives

temporarily -ff^' ^^^^^^"".J^^^Il^nJerest . so long as the ,^. . ,
indicate a need for continuing "^e"

satisfied. Under those , ,^.

threshold standard ^-^-^^ IS'^:;! ^^inU" a pending status,^^^;
circumstances, the

^"^"^'«^^'°". stained to the extent necessary to

landl informant coverage can ^^ ""^^^^'^^^ 'he criminal objectives of

'detirmine whether there is any chang -
^f.^,,^ ligation, despite.

.'';;*•,> ?

'*»'•

.:,Wi' ^*«?^»«^*
4 i^'i^^iS^^R"-'

Sensitive
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'

^ "^'^^

^^^^f "investigative Operations and Guidain^s

Fart I ,; ^ .
V'^ '^-^•^:^-^,H :'"^90k^y

EFFECTIVE: 06/23/97
: ^S-

rIsu'-'^s of .investigation

effective: u/io/9i:mm^-

100-3

. ^>. ^:,-if'r^-^ K>

100-3.1 Reporting

should be included .n the
^f^"^^^^^^^^^'lSm) , in the cover electronic

or in the case of ^^^terhead memoranda UHft; ^^^^^^. ^^ ^^^ ^,,^,

communication. .^^ P-parxns
^^J.^^ ^epa't-nt of Justice, and to

I?h:ri^n:Us":TLed-t:-Kr;asIs. Uasis Should he placed on..-^

factual accuracy. . '

(2) in all """-'""""V'fdiclunr?". autZIzid -.
,

i :

Security/T.rroris. caption, = > f^^ ^^J
" S st:te.e„t should bog

communications. For example:

"XYZ organization;.

domestic security/terrorism; ^,.-.

00: NEW YORK"; ''^v:^v-.< -» '

"Reference New York teletype to Director. 5/1/86;

"Doiistfc security/Terrorism investigation^authorized

5/18/86 to expirelll/lV86."|.

\

rtS.

'?V',^iT*

»}»,

EFFECTIVE: 06/Z3/y/ .>f:f-;=i-/5^ •,•;- <.- > * _^^..
^^^

.-. >.

'^i-^f*?;p&il^^
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Deadlines (See MAOP,„Part

(1)

Part I

iOO-3.1.1

to b. furni.hed to FBIKp.^.n «^1.HM
::;j;;„*ir" closih^r

^'''-=-"" "'*
conmuhication (EC)

FBIHQ in an LHM with a coverieiec^ju..^^ v^^^ ^^^^.

investigation, A secona t i^
. , . ^ oresented in a sumoaryj '• - ,'

investigation. These reports should be P«« ,^^,3 ,^,q^^te to -

narrative form, containing JP^= .^^^^^rd of the Attorney General's

.eet the "reasonable
-<^-/^^;«,^i,f,:finformation which warrants the ...

Guidelines for renewal, or ^^^^^"^^^ ^atus. Any recoWndations,^,^^ :
.

investigation being placed ^^^^1° . ^^ ^e included in the co^^/
..I.^kv*^..-

opinions .or .conclusions of UFBs^^^^^
^^^^ include, a paragrapl^^,

lEC.lbutnot in the LHM.
Jj^^l^l° ^^,\^J ^^^ ^^^^^^^ti^e go^ls^ ^nd ^ , i^,^.EC.lbut.notintheLjm xnecov^^

which sets forth ^^^ure invest « . ^^^^^ strategy to be,-^

paragraph which sets fo'^^h
the

^"^^^"^^^ ^he investigative^, goals

implemented in order ^°
f^^/, J^f^Jt^^elate to the improveme^nt of

paragraph may include
^^J^<=^^^J'^^^„i^3i ^r undercover techniques, or .,-. ,

the intelligence base, use of
^^"''r'^* _, .jted. Thennvestigat'ive^;-

"

any other vulnerabilty which cn^be^exploited.
^^^^^ and objecurves^^

:^lf:frSrSl^lis"- ne.t ISO ^-^ ^
^ ^^tX^olun^^^^^

-e' tr tit ^^pl^^i^tfIhrci^^e^lSr i.ation period a.d should

be organized as follows:

(.^ Predication - This' should include a paragraph(s)
Qa; rreoicatiw" investigation of

, . .0. o. s /"-r r."ni™o::^^^^^ '° ^

]„t:::^t:a iTiV^ui. to, th, .oiu»i„.: „ .,.. , . ,

.

1. Spocific cri.mal acts the group !>" „«gi. ui<~
,,-,-i ; fi ral' or' social goais.sRs^

committed, or . is advocating., to achi eve.^iU poll tical,^^^^ ,^^_6^. .,,, .
.^

2 Key leaders and members of the.'group. ^ r.:.r:^m

;>i''

Planned activities and goals of the group

,:>:a->- ' '...^* '•"..
v;.-.'V .

'

:.^3

, *'-,•<>> •ii^^JlvV
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whichTare subjects^

:,• •:^'if^4'f ;.

: PAGE 100 - 12

'M

«4:it-.
>'^?i'i(''

B^etion should include - -^
. -e'„^e -:section »iiy

all auxiliary offices.

-

office of origin and all^auxiiia y ^ ,v.^<,:,,
^ ...,...;^

C,;'^.SSfi;ation for continuation ^^

- This segment should set
^"^J.-^^rtto^fey General <s Guidelines for

this investigation con orm with t^e Atto V^
^^^ ^^,^^ ,

,

DS/T investigations. ^iV^J^"^^/^,- "rsons are continuing to:^e^^^
. ^^i^^

j-i:;cf:i^a°viiiaKo^fth:n^li^"-^^^^^^^

(2) The due date of this.rcport is calculated froj,^.

date the Dotnestic Security/Terroris. inve igaU n
-J^„„,.„, ^o^^

FBIHQ. After the first V^^^' ^>t^i',^'^H?y/Terrorisin. investigationsn^V

submit reports in °"60ing Domestic Securi. y/^^ for' compliance, with ,..^,

each 180 days. T^^^./^P^f^i^l/ceneral Guidelines and do not^.:^ >

the requirements of the '^"ornev Genera
^^ ^^^^^^ of

preclude, nor should they discourage tne J ^^^ „£ .,

I
investigation by teletype. IeC.I telephone, o

the course
' colmunication to FBIHQ and P-t-«"^Ja Itve oped during the period

,

of the investigation. Significant data
^^ ^ .^„ to FBIHQ. or.

between 180-day reports, «^^^^ "^^^^f^ Z submitted by ECIlHM.

1
dissemination to other ^^^""•/^^"the exigencies of the situation.

'

Teletype, or telephone. «i«P-J;^^,°^,'^^ l^ttrest for other agencies

Communications ""gaining information o
^^^^^.^^.j-. „. Significant

should be prepared in
^
J

^^.^^^'.^m basis should also be included m
information furnished on an interim d

the next regularly scheduled report.

(3) communications |

(hard
"P;«,U::trations'lhoild be

'

::--riftei^^-ts^n:r:o-i^^^^^^^^
expiration of such matters. .

^^
. „ ,

Mt^

^^f.:s

-•4-

;i;,r , ,.
' (4)

I

Deleted!

EFFECTIVE: 06/23/97
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PAGE ioQ^C;?i^i^:5 n^MiManual" Of Investial|e,,Operations and Guidelines '

Part I .....<

'100-3.1.2 Predications
. ,,

' -
' -:i^oH^^ - "

'f^VC '' -^^^ i^^^^S

H --.-^-C Daestic Security/Terroris. inve|l|ations t^^^^ .'
' ..,g^»

•,or the investi^tion shall ^^^^^^^/^rl 1olgel^^^l^ife '-^
details o£ the ^"^txalLHM. Formal ^prea ^^ ^^ the;^Attornei|^-

-required. A statement including pertinent p ,-..-.;.^,^^>^>#S^^^
General Guidelines is sufficient...- . .^..-- - -^, ..,«.;.«.,...

EFFECTIVE: 12/10/91

100-3.1.3 Documentation of Information
'

1- '

1 J K> iimii-ed'to documented^*."!..-' '

All communications should be 1^"'^'^^?_°-.^ No'"'*
information relevant. to ^^e scope o^ the -vestiat.on.

.

^o^^^^^
^^

information should
^J "/"f/.^.^rd /at^ich is not relevant to an

personal habits o^.^^her background
^^ ^ .^^ ^^^h the enterprise'-

Assessment of his/her activities or
.^^^W^ ......^^..^..^S

under investigation;
, -. - '''^' ' ^'-'^f'^^^

EFFECTIVE: 12/10/91

100-3 l.A Undisclosed Sources

,. u -^-^t^fied bv symbol number or name in either tne c

;r.» or\i^!ni:ti:Uv^ .T.U.. of the „»unicat.o„.

EFFECTIVE: 12/10/91

::^^

• .-^ ;.':
.4 c..^f.'•*ii^MaT/5i^;^.-.^^^^

, ; 1- . •'.--„" .>*.<v'»'r<j!-' J f. .-r-i. .'j^y-yH
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Part I •--^;;.-..-.^^iV|,;;^fi:rJ.^;v».-' ,5.j!J^,<,i^:*Vr'> ' -- ,a. '^*^^^^^-^*/''-^'

100-

..,.ire«ent o£
PJ-^J^IJ^-::^!^irsH::;td1n:i^ra Itate.ent .

organizations, ^^.^^^^f/^^^tlrgoals which the group hopes to ,,,
regarding the P°^^^^!^ "\t°"eographic area of operation.; and a|j^^/.
achieve

'^f°"|\^|f^^n.iHJull Ltivity it either; has been.j;^^^^;

summary of the violence or cri
r,,f,.re In instances where " only-- -^'

involved in or
\^^^l:^J;:^^^^^"l^ouU also be included ,,,:

advocacy
°fJ^!^^^5J^^',f'"oup members to carry, it out and the

-^regarding the ability of group
farther instructions on the ^,.

likelihood of the harm intended, ^^^'^^^^^j 10-17.13, of the^Manual,

preparation of characterizations, see Part II,
. ^, . ,

ofIdministrative Operations and Procedures.)

EFFECTIVE: 12/10/91

100-3.1.6 Character

The designation "Domestic Security/Terrorism" should be
The oes^S

>< fName of Organization); Domestic

r' '^ /i«"r!:;
-•'« a^S idL^y'or front group is involved. ,,..^

Security/Terrorism. ii */" ' oarent organization, e.g.,

include the name or abbreviation of the parent g
^^

"(Name of Organization) ;
Domestic Security/ ,..

Subsidiary Organization)." r

EFFECTIVE: 12/10/91

100-3-3.1.7 Copies - 180:^5^.^^^^i^S^JiSi^fe,;^,.^^^^^
''•

'
Five copies of 180-day' reports^'tn LHM ^^^'^Vy^'^'t^^^^..,.,,,^^^^^HVe COpi«s» "

_ ^^^'^.j „4->,»,.u,'Be,in BDCClf lCiC.a8es•.^»;^rt*;^tev*:>^*#^

-Mi^'
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EFFECTIVE: 12/10/91

Informant Coverage100-3. 1.8/ ^
Informant Coverage^^.^^^^^^^^_^^^^_ -\_,:. ^..:^.._.^.,^,:...^-i>;,^4^-;

'^':!:^^''"'co^rIelectronic ci^mini cations I

should include a bri^^ .^^.^: C >

summary of infolLnt coverage available -th respect to a group or

:nterprise;:-i\ientifying informants who repornt^
activities by symbol number, and showing specmcaixy

are members of the group. avvI
'

''i^'CV'

EFFECTIVE: 06/23/97

100-3.1.9 Office of Origin

T*,- field office wherein the- criminal- enterprise is _ ^

The f
^«i^' f;'" "^^ Security/Terrorism activities largely'

headquartered, or whose Do'°«stic Security
^^ _^^^^

occur in, or impact upon
^^of^J^^^^J^^i'^f flee should be origin, a

circumstances where there
J,J

°°"°
designate an office of origin. In

request shoud be made to
f^ "^^^^^f/itirl^^ormation that a criminal

cases where the office °^
o^^*^"

operation to the territory of
enterprise has

=^^"8f /^! . J^ation to investigate exists based on the

another division, and justification to ^n^"
office of origin should .

criminal enterprise's
-"«f .^^.^^^ ^on' to be co^pL^L wl'thin 30

request verification of
^/^^^^fj^^^^'^^^.^f i^Ld. the office of origin

days. If the new area of
JP-fJi;^,^?^;^tion being conducted by

will be transferred. The icve of inves^^g^^^^^^
^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^.^^

'"^^

^r^n^ss ict^ n aiSition to the criminal enterprise's
'

origin unless faces in a
investigation is more

relocation, indicate that another "^"
^ ^^ ^^^^^ office of

appropriate. Reporting deadlines *PP^^"*'^*^"^^?*.
.

origin are to be followed by the new office of origin.

-Wi?s!'-ii-*-.'>'"
*i«5*S

^^

'm^
A*.-.

EFFECTIVE: 12/10/91..;,,;
.{?'-

'

JJ*';>:: V-^^rt
:

JCV I

;-^'^;v

>.«tl^
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Manual of Investigative bperati^KAd Guidelines

,. Part I ,

CI) BASIS rUR Auui 1 i>j««.i. «i^i. ^»» -—-•£.,
j ^ ».„ '

. -«>^.^r ;''"':•.-,

1 (a) During the course- of a DS/T criminal
.

.' .- ^-rZ cnftri'fic articulable criminal violations ,,.:j

I'nt-ellieence investigation, specitic aruicui-au^w. v •
,. .,X'

V

i:rte1Lntifiea whfch would ""onaMy indica.e^en orcement^

:n^r^iro«u" ^irtHtr?!m^rU:Xt^;rLnal iLestig^^^

(266 c^ I should be opened to focus "P-^^« f^^ aSo"^rtouid 5 . . ^
^ctivitv The criminal intelligence- investigation- (100 "?«(. ^°"'°<^r^K;'< -

"n In^-to f:cus on the -tireenterprise as the scope of ^h^...^

case may be limited to a relatively small portion of the total 4^,.

activity of that enterprise. v#^ai#*"-^*^--
"

(>>\ While it may be appropriate for all

the AOT case should be placed m the 266 file.j

(2) ADDITIONAL REPORTING PROCEDURES - In order to mandate-

itruHtWrar/o^irrnvesfiUu-: th. .0U.»i„g reporting p.oc.ur..

shall ije followed.

'
i i-.'.,i'-r»f«a«

(a),,, In addition to the submission o^ « ^F'^^^ i^^^M^''-

•submit separate investigative ^"««" ^, v„„„i«„iv ;abUnganiS^5jc'^ii^i^s^

•"m

2. Biographical data to include

'^i,
-»'.< •

...- Sensitive i^;Kte>5^ '"'^'fii^
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"

'''"4^:^l-^''

'p^'a'

3. Short narrative explaining the_role o*"^'- ; fe^^^^^^;fJl;i^;,^;^^

oosition of the subject in the group or enterprise, including any

Enotn or suspected criminal activity in which the subject xs or has

been involved.

A. Summary of subject ' s travel , domestic and ' ^

foreign, including dates, and points of travel. ^1"' ^'^^-^^l ^^f""?,^^
contact; that subject has had with. other groups or. enterprxses^.^nde^^

investigation. - -' . •• •.'
-;•',*-.•'..

if known.

available!

5. Statement of subject's source of finances,

" 6; Glossy 3 by 5 inch photbgraph of memberV xf
. vV\ -^:?y;^

If not available, efforts should be made to obtaxn one.
;

' -- -- - •..^J,:
,

, 'J^

(b) In cases where a subject(s) resides within ^^iLff^n^j^^^'^im-

auxiliary office territory. , the auxiliary of f ice will prepare
_

xnserts,^.^^.

as above! and forward them to the office of origxn 30 days prxor to - , .

the expiration of the current authorization. Thxs "jll_,J«

incorporated into the office of origin's submission to FBIHQ.

^m
(c) Following the initial submission of these

inserts follow-up inserts should contain only information "Jich has

chlnged'slnce the last reporting. Photographs of subjects should be

updated at least annually.
t ;;

'

(d) To facilitate the preparation of these inserts,

subfiles for each subject should be created which wiU provide

appropriate documentation and retrieval capability.

'.lii

EFFECTIVE: 06/23/97

ill «f^,-.
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Racket
Inves
siihi'ect to the constraints oj. unc ,*.«-»--- j ;• - v^V-'k.'"-'! !%•",

let proh bits the collection, maintenance and dissernxnationlof any ,-

I
record describing how an individual exercises ''"^ Amendment Rxgh^s.^

'except When authorized by statute, or|when pertinent.to and with.n the

scope of an authorized law enforcement activity.

|

^ V Mm

ti^?^

:: rbanis. e!;.: The NEW YORK TIMES Data Bank, P^bHc libraries^

newspapers, and magazines. This type . of material is collected as

library material, and should not.be indexed as to particular •. -

individuals or placed in FBI files.- .
- .

(3) Publications issued by a group which i^^he subject

«f a Domestic Security/Terrorism investigation can be collected. }r^^

I' I of"Iteriarcan be indexed as to particular individuals and can~v...,

be made a part of the investigative file.

(4) All information received or made available to the FBI

during the course of an investigation should be evaluated fo'^^ts

SerUnence to the investigation. This is particu arly true "^^en the

information concerns the exercise of an individual's or S""P ^/^^^
^endment rights. lA such cases, the information

=-"^"-J^^^^^^,^ ,

exercise of First Amendment rights should be made a matter of "^"o^",/ ,v

onty f i? is pertinent to and within the scope of an authorized law

I enforcement activity. 1
(See HIOG. Introduction. 1-4; Part I. 190 5.1,

MAOP, Part II, 9-4.4.2(2).)! ^
-

r^-'

.,^:d4^€^

(5) When public-source printed material concerning^he^^«^|^^,^

First' Amendment rights is obtained and f^^ecision made to_^
, ^^^exercise of

'm<&

(6) Certain printed public source material may contain a

characterization of a group, individual or activity. When such_

Information is disseminated to, FBIH9,,FBI field off ices_ or^ outside ^the
kiiVl'';,*?'?
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infrastructurW>cbuld>ose -attractive, Ur-rorist targets wUh
^.

,., . . .^.^^t.^. .^,,^,^

potentially disastrous consequences Z As an executive ^^""p^M^,
participant to the task force on terrorise and \^^^^'^^^^^^
counterterrorism within the United States, the FBI developed and,,

implemented an Infrastructure Vulnerability/Key Asset Protection

Subprogram to facilitate protection against this threat.
-.^^^^^J^.

, . On November 18. 1988. President Reagan signed Executive/.

Order (EO) 12656, "Assignment of Emergency Preparedness
„; '.V^^urder

^'r^''.,' ^„ '„ This EO assigned to 26 Federal agencies ".lead;-and ,

ResDonsibilities. inis cu assj-giicu. >.^
;\^- ,;•'• —v.'' • • -,-.'

"support" responsibilities for National Security Emergencj^-.-,- .^^

P epar dne (NSEP) . The Department of Justice ^^'-^^l^'^T
the order. Essentially, the EO addresses the need, to protect this .,, .

nation's critical facilities and services m anticipation of a
-

national emergency.

" "'"fitf^M

"'Mr.

...'.il^P ^'
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